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Glossary

Advance Pricing Agreement (APA) See under Tax ruling.

Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD) An EU directive regulating issues related to money laundering and terrorist financing, including public access to information about the beneficial owners of companies, trusts and similar legal structures. The 4th Anti-Money Laundering Directive (Directive 2015/849) was adopted in May 2015.

Automatic Exchange of Information A system whereby relevant information about the wealth and income of a taxpayer – individual or company – is automatically passed by the country where the income is earned to the taxpayer’s country of residence. As a result, the tax authority of a tax payer’s country of residence can check its tax records to verify that the tax-payer has accurately reported their foreign source income.

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) This term is used to describe the shifting of taxable income out of countries where the income was earned, usually to zero – or low-tax countries, which results in 'erosion' of the tax base of the countries affected, and therefore reduces their revenues (see also below under 'Transfer mispricing').

Beneficial ownership A legal term used to describe anyone who has the benefit of ownership of an asset (for example, bank account, trust, property) and yet nominally does not own the asset because it is registered under another name.

Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) CCCTB is a proposal that was first launched by the European Commission in 2011. It entails a common EU system for calculating the profits of multinational corporations operating in the EU and dividing this profit among the EU Member States based on a formula to assess the level of business activity in each country. The proposal does not specify what tax rate the Member States should apply to the profit, but simply allocates the profit and leaves it to the Member State to decide what tax to apply.

Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC) rules CFC rules allow countries to limit profit shifting by multinational corporations by requesting that the company reports on profits made in other jurisdictions where it ‘controls’ another corporate structure. There are many different types of CFC rules with different definitions regarding which kind of jurisdictions and incomes are covered.

General Anti-Avoidance Rule (GAAR) GAAR refers to a broad set of different types of rules aimed at limiting tax avoidance by multinational corporations in cases where the abuse of tax rules has been detected. Whereas GAARs can in some cases be used to prevent tax avoidance by allowing tax administrations to deny multinational corporations tax exemptions, they do not address the general problem of lowering of withholding taxes through tax treaties, nor do they address the general division of taxing rights between nations.

Harmful tax practices Harmful tax practices are policies that have negative spillover effects on taxation in other countries, such as eroding tax bases or distorting investments.

Illicit financial flows There are two definitions of illicit financial flows. It can refer to unrecorded private financial outflows involving capital that is illegally earned, transferred or used. In a broader sense, illicit financial flows can also be used to describe artificial arrangements that have been put in place with the purpose of circumventing the law or its spirit.

LuxLeaks The LuxLeaks (or Luxembourg Leaks) scandal surfaced in November 2014 when the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) exposed several hundred secret tax rulings from Luxembourg, which had been leaked by Antoine Deltour, a former employee of PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC). The LuxLeaks dossier documented how hundreds of multinational corporations were using the system in Luxembourg to lower their tax rates, in some cases to less than 1 per cent.

Offshore jurisdictions or centres Usually known as low-tax jurisdictions specialising in providing corporate and commercial services to non-resident offshore companies and individuals, and for the investment of offshore funds. This is often combined with a certain degree of secrecy. ‘Offshore’ can be used as another word for tax havens or secrecy jurisdictions.

Patent box A ‘patent box’ or ‘innovation box’ is a special tax regime that includes tax exemptions for activities related to research and innovation. These regimes have often been labelled a type of ‘harmful tax practice’, since they have been used by multinational corporations to avoid taxation by shifting profits out of the countries where they do business and into a patent box in a foreign country, where the profits are taxed at very low levels or not at all.

Profit shifting See ‘Base erosion and profit shifting’.

Public country by country reporting (CBCR) Country by country reporting would require multinational companies to provide a breakdown of profits earned, taxes owed and taxes paid, as well as an overview of their economic activity in every country where they have subsidiaries, including offshore jurisdictions. At a minimum, it would include disclosure of the following information by each transnational corporation in its annual financial statement:

• A global overview of the corporation (or group): The name of each country where it operates and the names of all its subsidiary companies trading in each country of operation.
• The financial performance of the group in every country where it operates, making the distinction between sales within the group and to other companies, including profits, sales and purchases.
• The number of employees in each country where the company operates.
• The assets: All the property the company owns in that country, its value and cost to maintain.
• Tax information i.e. full details of the amounts owed and actually paid for each specific tax.

Special purpose entity [SPE]
Special purpose entities, in some countries known as special purpose vehicles or special financial institutions, are legal entities constructed to fulfil a narrow and specific purpose. Special purpose entities are used to channel funds to and from third countries and are commonly established in countries that provide specific tax benefits for such entities.

Swiss Leaks
The Swiss Leaks scandal broke in 2015 when the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) exposed 60,000 leaked files with details of more than 100,000 clients of the bank HSBC in Switzerland. The material was originally leaked by Hervé Falciani, a former computer engineer at the bank. Among other things, the data showed how HSBC was helping clients to set up secret bank accounts to hide fortunes from tax authorities around the world, and assisting individuals engaged in arms trafficking, blood diamonds and corruption to hide their illicitly acquired assets.

Tax avoidance
Technically legal activity that results in the minimisation of tax payments.

Tax evasion
Illegal activity that results in not paying or under-paying taxes.

Tax-related capital flight
For the purposes of this report, tax-related capital flight is defined as the process whereby wealth holders, both individuals and companies, perform activities to ensure the transfer of their funds and other assets offshore rather than into the banks of the country where the wealth is generated. The result is that assets and income are often not declared for tax purposes in the country where a person resides or where a company has generated its wealth. This report is not only concerned with illegal activities related to tax evasion, but also the overall moral obligation to pay taxes and governments’ responsibility to regulate accordingly to ensure this happens. Therefore, this broad definition of tax-related capital flight is applied throughout the report.

Tax ruling
A tax ruling is a written interpretation of the law issued by a tax administration to a tax-payer. These can either be binding or non-binging. Tax rulings cover a broad set of written statements, many of which are uncontroversial. One type of ruling is the so-called advance pricing agreements [APAs], which are used by multinational corporations to get approval of their transfer pricing methods. Tax rulings have attracted increasing amounts of attention since they have been known to be used by multinational corporations to obtain legal certainty for tax avoidance practices. The documents exposed in the LuxLeaks scandal were APAs.

Tax treaty
A legal agreement between jurisdictions to determine the cross-border tax regulation and means of cooperation between the two jurisdictions. Tax treaties often revolve around questions about which of the jurisdictions has the right to tax cross-border activities and at what rate. Tax treaties can also include provisions for the exchange of tax information between the jurisdictions but for the purpose of this report, treaties that only relate to information exchange (so-called Tax Information Exchange Agreements [TIEAs]) are considered to be something separate from tax treaties that regulate cross-border taxation. TIEAs are therefore not included in the term tax treaty.

Transfer Mispricing
This is where different subsidiaries of the same multinational corporation buy and sell goods and services between themselves at manipulated prices with the intention of shifting profits into low tax jurisdictions. Trades between subsidiaries of the same multinational are supposed to take place ‘at arms-length’ ie based on prices on the open market. Market prices can be difficult to quantify, however, particularly in respect of the sale of intangible assets such as services or intellectual property rights.

Transparency
Transparency is a method to ensure public accountability by providing public insight into matters that are, or can be, of public interest.

Whistleblower
A whistleblower is a person who reports or discloses confidential information with the aim of bringing into the open information on activities that have harmed or threaten the public interest.
Executive summary

In the past year, scandal after scandal has exposed companies using loopholes in the tax system to avoid taxation. Now more than ever, it is becoming clear that citizens around the world are paying a high price for the crisis in the global tax system, and the discussion about multinational corporations and their tax tricks remains at the top of the agenda. There is also a growing awareness that the world’s poorest countries are even harder impacted than the richest countries. In effect, the poorest countries are paying the price for a global tax system they did not create.

A large number of the scandals that emerged over the past year have strong links to the EU and its Member States. Many eyes have therefore turned to the EU leaders, who claim that the problem is being solved and the public need not worry. But what is really going on? What is the role of the EU in the unjust global tax system, and are EU leaders really solving the problem?

This report – the third in a series of reports – scrutinises the role of the EU in the global tax crisis, analyses developments and suggests concrete solutions. It is written by civil society organisations (CSOs) in 14 countries across the EU. Experts in each CSO have examined their national governments’ commitments and actions in terms of combating tax dodging and ensuring transparency.

Each country is directly compared with its fellow EU Member States on four critical issues: the fairness of their tax treaties with developing countries; their willingness to put an end to anonymous shell companies and trusts; their support for increasing the transparency of economic activities and tax payments of multinational corporations; and their attitude towards letting the poorest countries have a seat at the table when global tax standards are negotiated. For the first time, this report not only rates the performance of EU Member States, but also turns the spotlight on the European Commission and Parliament too.

This report covers national policies and governments’ positions on existing and upcoming EU level laws, as well as global reform proposals.

Overall, the report finds that:

- Although tweaks have been made and some loopholes have been closed, the complex and dysfunctional EU system of corporate tax rulings, treaties, letterbox companies and special corporate tax regimes still remains in place. On some matters, such as the controversial patent boxes, the damaging policies seem to be spreading in Europe. Defence mechanisms against ‘harmful tax practices’ that have been introduced by governments, only seem partially effective and are not available to most developing countries. They are also undermined by a strong political commitment to continue so-called ‘tax competition’ between governments trying to attract multinational corporations with lucrative tax reduction opportunities – also known as the ‘race to the bottom on corporate taxation’. The result is an EU tax system that still allows a wide range of options for tax dodging by multinational corporations.

- On the question of what multinational corporations pay in taxes and where they do business, EU citizens, parliamentarians and journalists are still left in the dark, as are developing countries. The political promises to introduce ‘transparency’ turned out to mean that tax administrations in developed countries, through cumbersome and highly secretive processes, will exchange information about multinational corporations that the public is not allowed to see. On a more positive note, some light is now being shed on the question of who actually owns the companies operating in our societies, as more and more countries introduce public or partially public registers of beneficial owners. Unfortunately, this positive development is being somewhat challenged by the emergence of new types of mechanisms to conceal ownership, such as new types of trusts.

- Leaked information has become the key source of public information about tax dodging by multinational corporations. But it comes at a high price for the people involved, as whistleblowers and even a journalist who revealed tax dodging by multinational corporations are now being prosecuted and could face years in prison. The stories of these ‘Tax Justice Heroes’ are a harsh illustration of the wider social cost of the secretive and opaque corporate tax system that currently prevails.

- More than 100 developing countries still remain excluded from decision-making processes when global tax standards and rules are being decided. In 2015, developing countries made the fight for global tax democracy their key battle during the Financing for Development conference (FfD) in Addis Ababa. But the EU took a hard line against this demand and played a key role in blocking the proposal for a truly global tax body. Not one single EU Member State challenged this approach and, as a result, decision-making on global tax standards and rules remains within a closed ‘club of rich countries’.
A direct comparison of the 15 EU countries covered in this report finds that:

- **France**, once a leader in the demand for public access to information about what multinational corporations pay in tax, is no longer pushing the demand for corporate transparency. Contrary to the promises of creating 'transparency', a growing number of EU countries are now proposing strict confidentiality to conceal what multinational corporations pay in taxes.

- **Denmark** and **Slovenia** are playing a leading role when it comes to transparency around the true owners of companies. They have not only announced that they are introducing public registers of company ownership, but have also decided to restrict, or in the case of Slovenia, avoided the temptation of introducing, opaque structures such as trusts, which can offer alternative options for hiding ownership. However, a number of EU countries, including in particular **Luxembourg** and **Germany**, still offer a diverse menu of options for concealing ownership and laundering money.

- Among the 15 countries covered in this report, **Spain** remains by far the most aggressive tax treaty negotiator, and has managed to lower developing country tax rates by an average 5.4 percentage points through its tax treaties with developing countries.

- The **UK** and **France** played the leading role in blocking developing countries’ demand for a seat at the table when global tax standards and rules are being decided.
When used to their fullest potential and combined with good public expenditure, taxes can build health systems that save lives, fund our children’s education and help to create more stable, equal, democratic and prosperous societies. Taxes can also – when they are regressive and punitive – exacerbate poverty and inequality. What is needed then are tax systems that are just and fair. In developing countries, where inequality is high, poverty is widespread and there is an acute lack of basic social services, effective and just tax systems are even more essential. Tax also has an international dimension, given that harmful tax policies in one country can undermine tax collection in other countries. This report looks at the international aspect of taxation by focusing on how Europe can support and protect tax collection in developing countries by adopting fair and responsible tax policies at home. By doing so Europe will not only help to unlock development for some of the poorest regions in the world, it will also help to address the injustices of tax dodging in Europe. In short, this report is about our shared need for tax justice.

The last few years have brought the tax debate to the boiling point in Europe. A number of scandalous revelations about the lack of tax payments by multinational companies and the role that a number of European countries have played in this made sure that tax dodging stayed in the public limelight throughout the year. While some of the scandals concern tax evasion – which is a type of tax dodging that entails illegal activities – a number of the revelations concern tax avoidance. This is a term used to describe tax dodging that doesn’t entail a deliberate violation of tax laws, but rather acting against the spirit of the law through aggressive tax planning, which is in most cases fully legal. Despite being legal, the tax avoidance of multinational corporations often occurs at such a large scale that it is considered by many people to be highly immoral and undesirable.

With the public attention came a political promise to tackle the scandals: G20 declarations, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) projects, EU action plans and government announcements all promised to wage war against the great tax dodging problem that could no longer be ignored. This report analyses whether the promised action was ever delivered, and whether those changes that have been delivered will actually solve the problems.

---

**Global overview**

When used to their fullest potential and combined with good public expenditure, taxes can build health systems that save lives, fund our children’s education and help to create more stable, equal, democratic and prosperous societies. Taxes can also – when they are regressive and punitive – exacerbate poverty and inequality. What is needed then are tax systems that are just and fair. In developing countries, where inequality is high, poverty is widespread and there is an acute lack of basic social services, effective and just tax systems are even more essential. Tax also has an international dimension, given that harmful tax policies in one country can undermine tax collection in other countries. This report looks at the international aspect of taxation by focusing on how Europe can support and protect tax collection in developing countries by adopting fair and responsible tax policies at home. By doing so Europe will not only help to unlock development for some of the poorest regions in the world, it will also help to address the injustices of tax dodging in Europe. In short, this report is about our shared need for tax justice.

The last few years have brought the tax debate to the boiling point in Europe. A number of scandalous revelations about the lack of tax payments by multinational companies and the role that a number of European countries have played in this made sure that tax dodging stayed in the public limelight throughout the year. While some of the scandals concern tax evasion – which is a type of tax dodging that entails illegal activities – a number of the revelations concern tax avoidance. This is a term used to describe tax dodging that doesn’t entail a deliberate violation of tax laws, but rather acting against the spirit of the law through aggressive tax planning, which is in most cases fully legal. Despite being legal, the tax avoidance of multinational corporations often occurs at such a large scale that it is considered by many people to be highly immoral and undesirable.

With the public attention came a political promise to tackle the scandals: G20 declarations, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) projects, EU action plans and government announcements all promised to wage war against the great tax dodging problem that could no longer be ignored. This report analyses whether the promised action was ever delivered, and whether those changes that have been delivered will actually solve the problems.

---

**50.4 per cent**

of the population in nine EU Member States surveyed consider taxing the rich and subsidising the poor to be an essential characteristic of democracy.®

**87.4 per cent**

of the population in eight EU Member States surveyed agree that cheating on taxes is never justifiable.®

---

**Box 1**

**Corporate casualties: How tax dodging hurts European businesses**

Since multinational companies have access to cross-border tax planning they can lower their tax rates in ways that is not possible for domestic companies. Because of this, domestic companies are often at a competitive disadvantage compared with multinational companies. This is the message from an eye-opening research report published by the European Commission in 2015. The report looked at 20 EU Member States and found that, in all of them, large domestic companies face a higher effective corporate tax rate than multinational companies that make use of tax planning techniques.

On average, the multinationals can get away with a tax rate that is 3.5 percentage points lower than for similar domestic companies. The study also found that in three out of four of the 20 EU Member States, small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) faced a higher effective tax rate than multinational companies, despite the fact that almost all Member States give sizeable tax subsidies to SMEs to increase their competitiveness. It seems tackling tax dodging is not just good for justice; it’s good for European business.
1. Global developments 2015: A year of scandals and promises

On 4 November 2014 all seemed well with the EU. A new European Commission had been appointed four days before and the new Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker was off to a good start. However, the political honeymoon was about to be seriously interrupted. On the morning of 5 November, the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) released a treasure trove of tax secrets from Luxembourg that revealed the evidence of that country’s massive undermining effect on the tax base of other countries. As former Minister of Finance and Prime Minister of Luxembourg, Jean-Claude Juncker was in the eye of the political storm that followed.

In many ways, the revelations – quickly dubbed ‘LuxLeaks’ – were telling of the year that was to come. It has been a year dominated by tax dodging scandals, many of which have had their epicentre in Europe. It has been a year where the scale of tax dodging has been exposed and where politicians were forced to answer a public cry for action.

Box 2

Under the spotlight: MNCs’ tax payments

89 per cent: Share of CEO’s of large company concerned about the media’s coverage of company tax payment in 2014. This was up from 60 per cent in 2011.

56 per cent: Share of European businesses surveyed that experienced an increase in discussion and scrutiny of corporate tax strategies in 2014. The survey notes large differences across Europe, with more than 80 per cent of businesses in the UK, Luxembourg and France reporting increased scrutiny in the last year, while a comparable increase was not reported by most businesses in Central and Eastern Europe. For example, in the Czech Republic 75 per cent of businesses did not see any change in public scrutiny compared to the previous year.

Box 3

Whistleblowers: Tax justice heroes

Behind the renewed interest and outrage over the tax dodging scandals lie stories of personal sacrifice. Whistleblowers have brought some of the most shocking details of harmful tax practices to the wider public. But the price they are paying for acting in the public’s interest is grave. Antoine Deltour – the LuxLeaks whistleblower – faces prosecutions in Luxembourg, with the possibility of five years in prison. And he is not alone. Two other sources in the LuxLeaks exposure also face prosecution, as does the SwissLeaks source in Switzerland.

133 out of 488 protests (27%) in the world between 2006 and 2013 linked to ‘Economic Justice and Austerity’, had ‘Tax Justice’ as one of their main motivations.
1.1 The elusive quest for reform of international taxation

On the face of it, recent years have offered many new political initiatives to reform the international tax system. The OECD has come up with recommendations under the project entitled Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS). The EU has announced two tax packages during 2015 to deal with the cross-border challenges of taxation. And governments all over the world have announced change after change to try to shore up their tax base.

1.2 BEPS: Reforming to preserve

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) describes the largely legal techniques multinational companies use to dodge their tax responsibility. The term BEPS has also become synonymous with the OECD-led project to adjust the rules of international taxation. From its inception in 2013, the OECD gave itself two years to come up with recommendations on 15 different issues. The project is a testament to how far up the political agenda international taxation has shot in recent years. However, as BEPS comes to an end in 2015, it is also becoming abundantly clear that it does not provide the solution to the very real problems facing developing countries.

As far back as 2013, when the OECD started its BEPS project, a few warning lights were flashing. BEPS builds on an OECD-developed system of international taxation that generally allocates more taxing rights to the country where multinational organisations are based (which is often in the OECD) and fewer taxing rights to the countries where the multinational corporations do business (into which category most developing countries fall). This broadly means that, in cases where multinational companies have internal trade between subsidiaries in developing and developed countries, it is the latter that receives more rights to tax the flows and hence to take more tax revenue.

The fairness of this distribution of taxing rights has long been questioned. The OECD acknowledged at the outset of the BEPS project that “a number of countries have expressed a concern about how international standards ... allocate taxing rights.” Rather than deal with this concern, however, the OECD chose to ignore it, stating in the inaugural programme of BEPS in 2013 that the reforms “are not directly aimed at changing the existing international standards on the allocation of taxing rights on cross-border income.”

This was one of the early indications that the OECD’s BEPS initiative was not really about changing the fundamentals of international taxation, but rather about offering reform that “aims to patch up existing rules rather than re-examine their foundation”, as civil society representatives expressed it.

As the BEPS project unfolded, the impression of a reform designed to preserve a system that has served the interests of rich nations for decades was unfortunately only reinforced. In mid-2014 the OECD itself acknowledged that the BEPS agenda did not have a good overlap with the concerns of developing countries, stating in a report to the G20 that developing countries had “identified a number of issues, such as tax incentives, which are of concern to them, but which are not addressed in the Action Plan [of BEPS].”
After criticism stating that BEPS was only a rich-man’s club deciding on issues to promote their own interests, the OECD announced towards the end of 2014 that 14 developing countries would be offered closer involvement in the BEPS process in addition to those that were involved as part of the G20. However, this meant that more than 100 developing countries were still excluded. This document that made the announcement was aptly titled “The BEPS project and developing countries: From consultation to participation”, which raised the obvious question of what the point was of involving developing countries a year after the BEPS action plan had been decided, and after half of the agenda items had been concluded. All in all, the attempt to counter the criticism and include a small group of developing countries ended up highlighting their very marginalisation in the process.

In September 2015, the G20 finance ministers adopted a communiqué calling for the OECD to “prepare a framework by early 2016 with the involvement of interested non-G20 countries and jurisdictions, particularly developing economies, on an equal footing.” However, it is important to note that this call is not an invitation for all countries to join any decision-making process, but rather to join in following the BEPS rules after they have been adopted.

### 1.3 Will BEPS stop tax dodging?

In September 2015, the outcomes of the BEPS process were presented. While the agreement reached included measures on country by country reporting, which civil society organisations had long been calling for, the OECD decision to keep the information confidential and only make it available to a very limited number of countries, caused great concern (see Box 5).

But this was not the only problematic part of the package. Instead of reaching agreement on abolishing the controversial ‘patent boxes’ (see section 3.4), the OECD countries adopted guidelines on how patent boxes should be designed, and furthermore underlined that all existing arrangements could continue with business as usual until 2021. This decision caused civil society representatives to point out that “The OECD approach will simply legitimise ‘innovation box’ regimes and hence supply a legal mechanism for profit shifting, encouraging states to provide such benefits to companies. It will be particularly damaging to developing countries, which may be used as manufacturing platforms, while their tax base will be drained by this legitimised profit-shifting. Such measures should simply be condemned and eliminated.”

Even before the end of the project, a number of new OECD countries had announced that they have started establishing patent boxes (see section 4 on Report Findings).

On the issue of anti-abuse provisions, the BEPS process managed to reach a welcome agreement. Unfortunately, the concern remains that developing countries will not be able to use these provisions to prevent tax avoidance unless also given access to sufficient information about the multinational corporations operating in their countries. The agreement also doesn’t address the lowering of withholding tax rates, which is a major concern regarding tax treaties (see section 3.5 on Tax Treaties).

At the overall level, civil society expressed strong concern that BEPS still sticks to the principle of ‘arm’s length approach’, which means that subsidiaries of multinational corporations are treated as independent companies rather than one big company. It is this approach that allows a multinational corporation to claim it has no profits in a given country, while at the same time having very large and untaxed profits in low tax jurisdictions.

---

### Only 4 per cent

of large companies believe that all BEPS recommendations will be implemented in all OECD countries.

### Only 5 per cent

of businesses plan to become more conservative in their tax planning as a result of the BEPS project.
Another concerning point is that BEPS seems to be moving the global tax system in a direction of increased complexity, with a high number of very technical and in some cases contradictory guidelines. This leads to the worry that the use of secretive tax rulings – which was the core element of the LuxLeaks scandal – will increase. These agreements – also known as sweetheart deals – are currently the commonly used way for tax administrations and businesses to clarify what the rules will mean in reality for the individual company.

This means that a number of critical decisions about what multinational corporations will pay in tax will be reached in secret bilateral negotiations between the multinational corporation and the individual tax administration. Although the OECD and G20 countries will work towards automatic exchange of information about tax rulings, many developing countries will not be able to comply with the confidentiality requirements, and thus will not be able to access the information. Similarly, citizens, parliamentarians and journalists will not know how the new complex tax system is being applied, and what multinational corporations are really paying in taxes.

Box 5

How BEPS turned good ideas into bad decisions: The case of country by country reporting

Country by country reporting (CBCR) asks multinational companies to report on key financial data for each country it operates in. It is one of the oldest demands from tax justice campaigners. So when the OECD announced under BEPS that it would recommend CBCR, it seemed a real testament to how far the idea had come since it was first proposed.

However, the fine print of the recommendations on CBCR offered an example of how the OECD BEPS project has been able to turn good ideas into bad decisions. There are at least three big problems with the BEPS recommendations in this area:

1. **Size of companies:** The BEPS recommends that only companies with an annual turnover higher than €750 million should be required to comply with this type of reporting. According to the OECD’s own estimates, this would exclude 85–90 per cent of all multinational companies. This very high threshold is particularly problematic for developing countries, which typically host many junior multinational companies that nonetheless can have enormous impact on the national economy. For example, in Sierra Leone in 2013 the mining companies Sierra Rutile and London Mining accounted for 3 and 10 per cent of national Gross Domestic Product (GDP) respectively. However, with annual turnovers of €93 million and €226 million respectively, both companies would have fallen far below the proposed BEPS threshold of €750 million and would therefore not have to prepare country by country reports, according to the OECD. Citizens of developing countries might often be interested in seeing such reports, as questions about the low tax payments from the extractive sector are often being raised.

2. **Access to the public:** It was decided that the country by country reports should not be made public, but instead should only be made available to selected tax administrations. This defies the point of CBCR, which was always meant to be a transparency measure that would spur behavioural change among multinational companies based on their fear of reputational risk, as well as being a tool for the public, journalists and parliamentarians to hold companies and governments to account. It would also mean a step backwards in the EU, where fully public CBCR for the banking sector has already been introduced by law.

3. **Sharing of report:** BEPS recommends that the country by country report should only be filed in the country where the multinational company is headquartered, which should then share the report with other countries. Because most developing countries are not yet at a stage where they have enough capacity to participate in the current plans for the automatic exchange of information, and have great difficulties complying with the general confidentiality requirements, they are unlikely to be able to receive the report in this way. This means that a country such as Sierra Leone will not be able to access information explaining how the multinational corporations operating in their country have structured themselves, including whether the company has subsidiaries in low tax jurisdictions and whether the company is claiming to make large profits in countries where they have very little real activity. In the words of Richard Murphy, who conceived the concept of public country by country reporting: “in that case it is quite clearly the case that the OECD will be failing to deliver country by country reporting for developing countries, who were always intended to be one of its main beneficiaries.”
1.4 A global representative reform of international taxation

A genuine solution for developing countries would be to initiate a truly global reform process of international taxation where they have full right to equal participation. A proposal for such a process was brought up in the United Nations (UN) as far back as 2001, when a UN High-Level Panel on Financing for Development proposed the establishment of an ‘International Tax Organization’.49 Since then, it has been a reoccurring conflict in the UN, where developing countries have continuously pushed for the establishment of a global tax body, which could give them an equal seat at the table when global tax standards are decided.50

However, the proposal has been rejected by developed countries, and in particular by the OECD Member States, which have argued that the global decision making should only take place at the OECD.51 Instead of an intergovernmental body, it was decided to keep the UN’s work on tax matters restricted to a UN expert committee on tax, which can provide advice on tax matters but not make intergovernmental decisions.52

In the negotiations leading up to the 3rd Financing for Development conference in Addis Ababa, the Group of 77 (G77), which is a negotiating group representing 134 developing countries, once again highlighted the issue. Their negotiator stated: “the fact remains that there is still no global inclusive norm setting body for international tax cooperation at the intergovernmental level. There is also not enough focus on the development dimension of these issues. The group reiterates its call [...] for an intergovernmental subsidiary body [...] to allow all member states, including developing countries, to have an equal say on issues related to tax matters.”53

This call was supported by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon, who recommended that an intergovernmental body on tax matters should be established under the auspices of the UN.54

The discussion about the global tax body became the biggest issue of debate during the Third Financing for Development conference in Addis Ababa. However, in the end, the developed countries ensured that the proposal to establish an intergovernmental UN tax body was not included in the outcome document – the Addis Ababa Action Agenda.55 This led to strong criticism from leading academics. Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz criticised that “countries from which the politically powerful tax evaders and avoiders come are supposed to design a system to reduce tax evasion”,56 and Professor José Antonio Ocampo, former Finance Minister of Colombia, highlighted that “the domination of a select group of countries over tax norms has meant that, in reality, the global governance architecture for taxation has not kept pace with globalization.” 57

But the Addis Ababa conference is unlikely to be the last chapter of this story. In their closing statement, the developing countries, through G77, underlined that they have not changed their position and remain firmly committed to pursuing the upgrade of the UN expert committee into an intergovernmental tax committee.58
2. Why international tax matters for developing countries

There is increasing recognition, not least from developing countries, that taxation is a key part of the answer to how development could be financed. Several developing countries are increasingly recognising the need not only to attract foreign investors, but also to make sure that investors pay taxes and contribute to development.

The 54 heads of state of the African Union sent an important signal of this stance early in 2015 when they adopted a report on illicit financial flows, along with strong recommendations that identified profit shifting by multinational companies as “by far the biggest culprits of illicit outflows.”

But the challenge is not only an African one – it concerns developing countries in general. In new estimates of the scale of the tax dodging problem in 2015, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) estimated that one tax avoidance method alone is costing developing countries between $70 billion and $120 billion per year.

The significance of this loss is evident in comparison with the sum of approximately €193 billion that multinational companies do pay in corporate income taxes in developing countries.

Perhaps most shocking, an IMF study found that on average and as a share of national income, the revenue loss to developing countries was in the long run roughly 30 per cent higher than for OECD countries. This suggests in the words of the IMF that “the issues at stake may well be more pressing for developing countries than for advanced.”

Box 6

Tax dodging in Latin America, Africa and Europe

During the last year three new reports showed how development and social justice in both developed and, especially, developing countries are undermined by multinational companies’ tax dodging.

In Latin America, LATINDADD has analysed the accounts of the Yanacocha gold mine in Peru, the most important gold mine in South America, which is also the third biggest and the most profitable one in the world, according to its owners. The report estimates that as much as €893.4 million in taxes could have been avoided during the 20-year period from 1993–2013 due to profit-shifting.

In Africa, research by ActionAid reported how one Australian uranium mine has potentially avoided millions in tax revenues in Malawi – one of the poorest countries in the world. Rather than funding its operations in Malawi through its headquarters in Australia, the mining company chose to fund it through the Netherlands with a large loan. This generated payments of €138.2 million in interest and management fees back to the Netherlands. Due to the Double Tax Treaty between the Netherlands and Malawi, the withholding tax on interest payments and management fees was reduced from 15 per cent to 0 per cent.

This routing from Malawi to Australia via the Netherlands reduced the withholding tax by more than an estimated €20.7 million over six years. A company spokesman later rejected the allegations as ‘fundamentally unsound’. Malawi cancelled its tax treaty with the Netherlands in 2014 and a new one was signed in April 2015. Although the new treaty includes anti-abuse provisions, the concern remains that these provisions will not be effective unless Malawi also gets access to adequate information about the multinational corporations operating in Malawi.

Continued poverty and inequality is not just the outcome of tax dodging in developing countries. In Europe, research by SOMO showed how Canadian firm Eldorado Gold – that operates various mines in Greece – set up a complicated financing structure to shift its income. The company uses a complex web of Dutch and Barbados-based mailbox companies to avoid paying taxes in Greece and the Netherlands, a structure that is enabled by EU and Dutch legislation. According to SOMO’s estimations, the Greek government lost around €1.7 million in corporate income taxes in just two years. At the same time Greece faces harsh austerity measures imposed on the country by the Troika, of which the Eurogroup – chaired by the Netherlands – is part.
Developing countries are more prone to the negative effects of tax dodging than developed countries in many ways. For example, while only 3 per cent of corporate investments in developed countries originate from ‘tax havens’, the comparable figure for developing countries is 21 per cent and the proportion rises to a full 41 per cent for transition economies. Similarly, while 10 per cent of European wealth is held offshore, the comparable figure in Africa is three times higher at 30 per cent.

Facing these challenges, some developing countries are pushing back. As of 2014, the Kenyan tax administration had successfully reclaimed approximately €210 million by challenging multinational companies’ internal trading that shifted profits out of the country, while in Bangladesh, a newly established office will police the tax payments of multinational companies. Late in 2014, China won its first major tax claim against a multinational company, taking in €103 million, and has subsequently promised “shock and awe” tactics against tax avoiders.

However, developing countries risk coming under immense pressure for targeting multinational companies. Standing up to the threat of reduced investments and being branded a hostile investment destination can be difficult for most developing countries to withstand.

And it is not just a matter of standing up to the pressure. Even with the best of intentions, developing countries are learning the same lesson as many rich countries are learning – that making sure that multinational companies do not dodge taxes requires international cooperation. This is particularly the case for developing countries, which often find that the decisions affecting them most on taxing transnational investors are taken where the companies are based – and very often that means Europe.

### 3. Europe’s role in upholding an unjust international tax system

“The Union shall take account of the objectives of development cooperation in the policies that it implements which are likely to affect developing countries.”

The Lisbon Treaty, Article 208

As the world’s biggest economy that is home to many multinational companies and has close ties to developing countries, Europe plays a central role in any discussion on international tax justice. Europe has taken the lead in the past, adopting policies that were pioneering such as public country by country reporting for the financial sector. However, as the many scandals of the last year have shown (see Box 6), European policies are in some instances also used to dodge taxes. Below we look at a number of aspects of the international tax policies of Europe and their effect on developing countries.

#### 3.1 Bank secrecy and the lack of exchange of information

The leak of banking information from the Swiss branch of HSBC – Europe’s biggest bank – caused a major uproar in 2015 and brought banking secrecy back into the public spotlight.

What the so-called ‘SwissLeaks’ revelations exposed was a banking system built on concealing money, with few questions asked and a maximum amount of secrecy. Table 1 shows that more than €51 billion was stashed away in 50,000 bank accounts that were connected to developing countries. Reacting to the SwissLeaks scandal, an economist from Swaziland said: “It’s shocking how huge banks such as HSBC have created a system for enormously profiteering at the expense of impoverished ordinary people, worse by assisting numerous millionaires from Africa in particular to evade tax payment, disadvantaging the already poor.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total amount in billion €</th>
<th>No. of bank accounts</th>
<th>No. of clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total developing countries</td>
<td>51,573</td>
<td>50,071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurodad calculations based on ICIJ data. The data is based on the leaks of bank accounts from the Swiss branch of HSBC dating primarily from the period 2006–2007. Please note that there are 33 developing countries that are not covered in the SwissLeaks database.
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The information revealed in SwissLeaks only concerns one bank in one country, and again just hints at the scale of a much bigger story. An estimated €1.85 trillion in wealth is held offshore by individuals from Asia, Latin America and Africa, resulting in tax revenue losses of more than €52 billion. There are strong indications that the problem is bigger for developing countries than for developed countries, with estimates suggesting that while 10 per cent of financial wealth is held offshore in Europe, the proportion is 30 per cent for the financial wealth of Africa.

To deal with the negative effects of banking secrecy on their own tax bases, developed countries have reached an agreement to begin to exchange banking information. In the EU, this will happen through the so-called Directive on Administrative Cooperation (DAC), with EU countries set to exchange banking information from 2017. A similar system is being developed by the OECD and G20 globally. These developments will drastically improve the current situation, making it much more difficult to conceal funds in bank accounts in these countries in the future. However, due to the way the system is designed, most developing countries will most likely not be able to benefit from it.

In mid-2014, the OECD developed a roadmap that will eventually include developing countries in this system of exchange of banking information. However, serious concerns persist about whether developing countries will become part of the system in the foreseeable future because the G20 insists on reciprocity: i.e. that countries will only exchange information with other countries that can send the same type of information back.

Fulfilling this requirement is not possible for developing countries with low capacity, nor would the exchanges that resulted be of any great interest since the amounts of concealed funds held by foreigners in most developing countries is likely to be miniscule. Even if developing countries did invest in the systems and capacity needed for automatic information exchange, they are unlikely to receive information from the world’s major offshore centre, Switzerland. The Swiss government has already announced it will not exchange information with everyone, and will prioritise exchanging information with countries that Switzerland has “close economic and political ties, and which provide their taxpayers with sufficient scope for regularisation, and which are considered to be important and promising in terms of their market potential for Switzerland’s financial industry.”

Since it is becoming clear to developing countries that the EU and other developed countries are not going to let them be part of the solutions on offer against tax avoidance, some are considering ways they can have a share of the benefits of being an offshore jurisdiction instead. Kenya announced in April 2015 that it is close to finalising legislation that could turn it into an international financial centre, modelled after the City of London.

3.2 Keeping financial accounts secret from developing countries

At the root of many tax dodging scandals involving multinational companies is a basic lack of transparency that allows companies to shift their profits around the globe without accountability. This situation stems from the fact that multinational companies report on a consolidated basis, meaning that they add up their figures for turnover, taxes, profits and other key information for many or all of the jurisdictions in which they operate. As useful as these aggregated figures can be to get an overview of a company, they make it close to impossible to spot any potential tax planning and profit shifting behind the numbers.

The financial reporting of McDonald’s provides an example of how opaque the current financial reporting is in terms of allowing the public an insight into multinational companies’ operations. In 2015, a coalition of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and trade unions suggested that the fast food chain could have dodged as much as €1 billion in taxes in Europe in the period 2009–2013. This was done by routing more than €3.7 billion through a subsidiary in Luxembourg with just 13 employees. Only €16 million was paid in taxes on the €3.7 billion turnover in Luxembourg. This information was extracted through extensive research since none of this information was contained in the financial statements published by McDonald’s. In these statements, there is not a single mention of their subsidiary in Luxembourg, despite its crucial role in the company’s operations.
The problem is even more pronounced for developing countries, as the often relatively small size of their markets means that they get lumped together with other countries or even regions. For example, a citizen in any African country will find it very difficult to get any meaningful information from Coca Cola’s financial statements as the company does not report on any individual African country. In fact it does not even report separately on Africa as a continent, preferring instead to lump it together with Eurasia in the company’s financial reports. This example is far from unique and the fact that a company consolidates its accounts is not as such an indicator of tax dodging, but simply makes it impossible to see where companies are doing business and where they pay taxes.

Public country by country reporting would greatly help to counter the problem of consolidated reporting, as multinational companies would have to provide a view of their activities in each of the countries in which they operate. Under an EU directive passed in 2013, banks will have to report publicly on country by country information in 2015 for the first time (see Box 7). Such public reporting formats support developing countries much better than the OECD’s plans for confidential CBCR, since both citizens and tax authorities in developing countries would be guaranteed access to the data when it is in the public domain.

The European Commission is currently conducting an impact assessment that will feed into its decision making on whether to adopt public CBCR for all industries, not just the banking sector. However, in the past there has been strong resistance to public country by country reporting from some Member States, which risks blocking progress for developing countries.

If country by country reporting information is only filed in the country where the multinational company is headquartered, as the OECD BEPS initiative proposes, it is unlikely to be shared widely – especially among developing countries, which particularly need to see this information (see section 3.1 – automatic exchange of information – for the problems with developing countries’ participation in tax information exchange).

---

**€3.7 billion:**
The turnover of McDonald’s subsidiary in Luxembourg (2009–2013).

**0:**
Number of times the Luxembourg subsidiary is mentioned in McDonald’s financial statements.

---

**Box 7**

**Public country by country reporting in the EU: Lessons from the financial sector**

The EU Capital Requirements Directive IV introduced the obligation of making country by country reporting public for banks based in the EU. In an analysis of the data available for 26 EU-based banks, chartered accountant Richard Murphy finds that public data makes it possible to conduct a rudimentary risk analysis of possible profit shifting and base erosion by the banks. Two important findings emerge from the risk analysis.

First, shifting of profits in low-tax and offshore jurisdictions seems to be happening thus potentially generating an erosion of other countries’ tax base; and secondly, the main jurisdictions allowing this are – in general – what he terms the ‘usual suspects’. The top five jurisdictions where there are indications of over-reporting of profits are the US, Belgium, Luxembourg, Ireland and Singapore.

The analysis of the newly published information also shows how the published country by country reporting helps shed light on what goes on in developing countries. For example, back in 2012 Barclays published its accounts on a consolidated basis thus making it impossible to know much about its operations in developing countries. Nowadays, the accounts that the bank publishes allows readers to determine that, in 2014 – as two random examples – 30 employees generated a turnover of €744.36 million in Luxembourg, where the company paid €4.9 million in taxes, whereas in Kenya 2,853 employees generated a turnover of almost £200 million, and the company paid only €37 million in taxes.
Table 2: Number of listed companies that would report on a country by country basis using the OECD BEPS threshold and the proposed threshold of the European Parliament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>No. of listed companies, OECD BEPS threshold</th>
<th>No. of listed companies, European Parliament proposed threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU 28</td>
<td>1,053</td>
<td>3,396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurodad calculations

The OECD BEPS recommendations for country by country reporting has a further shortcoming in that it only applies to very large companies with an annual consolidated turnover of more than €750 million. A current proposal from the European Parliament would extend country by country reporting to all ‘large undertakings’ as defined in an existing EU directive. As Table 2 illustrates, the BEPS threshold would only apply to a relatively small number of companies while the threshold proposed by the European Parliament would apply to significantly more companies. As the figures in Table 2 only show listed companies they are merely illustrative as both thresholds would also apply to non-listed companies. They nonetheless show the large difference in coverage with almost four times more listed companies covered by the threshold suggested by the European Parliament compared to the OECD BEPS threshold.

With the BEPS process jeopardising progress on country by country reporting for developing countries, it is now up to the EU and its Member States to push back, reaffirm that its decision to make country by country reporting public for banks was correct, and insist that public country by country reporting should apply for all economic sectors and for a wider group of companies than those under the high BEPS threshold, for the benefit of all countries in the world.

3.3 Letterbox companies

Letterbox companies, or special purpose entities (SPEs), are legal entities constructed to fulfill a narrow and specific purpose. They usually have few or no employees and little economic substance but they are often able to handle large amounts of funds due to the favourable tax treatment granted them in many countries. While the corporate income tax rate is around 29 per cent in Luxembourg, for example, their popular letterbox companies are only subject to a tax of between 0.01 per cent and 0.05 per cent of the company’s assets. As UNCTAD highlighted in 2013: “…international efforts … have focused mostly on [offshore financial centres], but SPEs are a far larger phenomenon.” Letterbox companies can be managed by so-called trust and corporate service providers. Financial Action Task Force (FATF) defines such providers as “all those persons and entities that, on a professional basis, participate in the creation, administration and management of trusts and corporate vehicles.” Research by authorities and journalists has shown that such corporate service providers help companies to avoid and evade taxes. They can even be used for money laundering activities, and at least in the Netherlands many have not collected sufficient information about the risks associated with their clients.
Europe is a major centre for routing investments through letterbox companies. Luxembourg and the Netherlands are particularly important in this respect, accounting together for approximately a quarter of all the world’s FDI stocks. Luxembourg alone accounts for 54 per cent of all investments going out of Europe. Other European countries such as Austria, Cyprus, Hungary and Spain also have attractive SPE regimes.

As Table 3 (Share of corporate investment stocks from SPEs) shows, 19 per cent of corporate investments globally pass through SPEs. Europe is the region of the world where most investments flow through SPEs. These letterbox companies are also an important part of the mix of investments to developing countries, although the share is lower for this group of countries, with 9 per cent of investments flowing through SPEs, than it is for developed countries.

However, worryingly, the percentage of investments to developing countries that passes through SPEs has been rapidly increasing since year 2000 (see Figure 1). Since Europe is a world centre of SPE-related investments, and SPEs are frequently used to dodge taxes, the European Union has a special responsibility in addressing the negative effects on developing countries’ tax base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Share of corporate investment stocks from SPEs (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed economies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing economies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Developing Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Latin America &amp; Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition economies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Patent boxes

A patent box is a form of tax incentive for corporates that grants preferential tax treatment to revenue from intellectual property (IP). Patent boxes are increasingly becoming popular in the EU, with the United Kingdom, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, France, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Malta, Cyprus and Hungary having relatively recently adopted or announced this form of tax incentive. In a recent study, the European Commission notes that patent boxes "offer a large scope for tax planning for firms" since it is easy for companies to allocate a high portion of their profits to their patents, thereby moving profits across borders, away from where production takes place and into the low-tax patent box.

In a statistical analysis of the effects of patent boxes in the EU published in 2015, the Commission finds that patent boxes do not spur innovation but rather the numbers show that "in the majority of cases, the existence of a patent box regime incentivizes multinationals to shift the location of their patents without a corresponding growth in the number of inventors or a shift of research activities." This leads to the obvious conclusion that this tendency "suggests that the effects of patent boxes are mainly of a tax nature." Meanwhile, the proliferation of patent boxes in Europe is being noticed abroad. A contributor to the influential magazine Forbes highlighted, under the title "Patent boxes come to Ireland and UK, why not US?", that patent boxes can "significantly reduce a company’s effective tax rate", providing a "bonanza" for companies. He then recommends that US policy-makers copy Europe’s lead on patent boxes and ends the article by asking: "what’s not to like?" It seems the calls have been heard, as bi-partisan support for the measure was reached in the US Congress in May 2015. From a tax justice perspective, however, patent boxes raise a number of serious concerns.

Figure 2: Investment flows through tax havens (TH) and special purpose entities (SPE) by region, 2012

There is a phase-in period of two years, where the rate applied to patent income in 2015 is 30 per cent of the corporate income tax rate (CIT) and 40 per cent of the CIT in 2016. From 2017 onwards the rate is 50 per cent of the CIT, which is the rate of 15.7 per cent depicted in the graph. Malta does not levy any tax on IP income in its patent box, which is why its tax rate is not visible in the figure. Ireland had a patent box until 2010, and has announced its intention to introduce one once again in its budget for 2016. The rate that will apply to its patent box – known in Ireland as the knowledge development box – has not yet been announced.

With patent boxes there is a danger that developing countries will be used as manufacturing platforms, while profits are diverted to the patent boxes located in developed countries. The agreement reached under the BEPS project in 2015 failed to abolish patent boxes (see section 1.3) and thus these concerns remain ever relevant.

"Patent boxes seem more likely to relocate corporate income than to stimulate innovation."
The European Commission
3.5 Tax treaties

The UN in 2015 warned that while tax treaties are “designed to avoid or to mitigate the effect of double taxation” they have instead “resulted in many instances of double non-taxation.” That this real danger to developing countries was reaffirmed when ActionAid in 2015 released a report that showed how an Australian mining company operating in Malawi was able to reduce its tax contributions by financing its investments through the Netherlands and thereby benefit from a zero rate withholding tax contained in a tax treaty between Malawi and the Netherlands (see more in box 6). In order to avoid companies setting up subsidiaries in jurisdictions with the sole purpose of reaping a treaty benefit (so-called treaty shopping) it is vital that treaties with developing countries include an anti-abuse clause. However, the ActionAid report shows the harmful impact of reduced withholding tax rates, which indicates that merely adopting anti-abuse measures is insufficient to protect a country’s tax base.

Many treaties are based on the OECD model, which increases the problems with tax treaties for developing countries. The challenge for developing countries is that by signing an OECD treaty they also sign away part of their rights to tax foreign investments at the source, e.g. in their country. The UN model generally distributes more tax rights to developing countries.

---

...the initiative for negotiating a DTA (Double Tax Agreement) comes from the multinationals.”

Official at the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA)

---

Table 4: The difference in withholding tax (WHT) rates in the OECD and UN model tax treaties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treaty Type</th>
<th>Maximum WHT on dividends</th>
<th>Maximum WHT on interests</th>
<th>Maximum WHT on royalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OECD model treaty</td>
<td>5 to 15 per cent*</td>
<td>10 per cent</td>
<td>Exempt from WHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN model treaty</td>
<td>No maximum limit</td>
<td>No maximum limit</td>
<td>No maximum limit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ActionAid

*the lower rate of withholding tax applies to dividends paid to a foreign company from a subsidiary in the source country in which it owns more than 25 per cent.

---

Table 5: Number of tax treaties in force between 15 EU Member States and developing countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Low Income</th>
<th>Lower Middle Income</th>
<th>Upper Middle Income</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See Figure 4
Source: Eurodad calculations. The average rate reduction covers withholding taxes on four income categories: Royalties, interests, dividends on companies and qualified companies. It does not cover tax rates on services or management fees due to the lack of data. The average rate reductions between the European countries covered in this report and the developing countries refers to the difference between the rates contained in the treaty and the statutory rates in the developing country for all four income categories. The figure for the overall average reduction is an un-weighed average for all of the 15 European countries covered in this report.

Figure 4: Average rate reductions (%) in treaties between 15 EU Member States and developing countries

Beyond challenges with treaty shopping and the distribution of taxing rights, tax treaties can further undermine the revenue base of developing countries through reduction of withholding tax rates. These often get reduced in negotiations between governments.

The UN in a 2015 report notes that “many developing countries with weak tax collection capabilities have seen limits imposed on the use of a relatively effective tax collection mechanism [withholding taxes]” through treaties due to these reductions in rates. Table 4 shows that this problem is again also related to the OECD model, which generally imposes low maximum rates of withholding taxes, while the UN model does not set such limits.

Analysis of the 15 EU countries covered in this report show that most are quite active in reducing the withholding tax rates in their treaties with developing countries (see Figure 4).

African Ministry of Finance official

“If you look at all these (treaties) that have been signed, you can probably link to a very major company that came into this country.”

Source: Eurodad calculations.
3.6 Tax rulings

The international rules for taxation of multinational corporations remain uncertain and complex, and concerns have been raised that the outcome of the OECD’s BEPS process (see section 1.3) will only increase this problem.\textsuperscript{154} In order to have legal clarity, tax administrations can offer companies or individuals tax rulings, including advance pricing agreements (APAs), that make their tax position clear and assures that the tax administration will not challenge the tax practices agreed on. These types of agreements can be effective ways to make the tax system more efficient by bringing certainty to corporations. However, they can also be misused to legitimise significant tax avoidance, and so their use needs to be transparent and accountable. Currently, these agreements are often negotiated bilaterally between the multinational corporation and the national tax administration, and are kept in secrecy.

The secret world of tax rulings for multinational corporations became better known after the LuxLeaks revelations in November 2014.\textsuperscript{157} A law professor has described these tax rulings in the following way: “It’s like taking your tax plan to the government and getting it blessed ahead of time.”\textsuperscript{158} Such tax rulings have now become a key tool in corporate tax avoidance. With provision for tax rates lower than 1 per cent in some cases,\textsuperscript{159} multinational companies flocked to Luxembourg’s tax department to get a ruling. The audit company PwC that brokered the tax rulings has since been accused in the UK’s Public Accounts Committee of promoting tax avoidance on an industrial scale.\textsuperscript{160} Along with other EU Member States, Luxembourg is currently under investigation by the European Commission for using tax rulings as a form of illegal state aid. The Commission’s investigation was expanded in March 2015 to include tax deals with McDonald’s.\textsuperscript{161}

Shocking as the revelations from Luxembourg were, the really disturbing thing about these leaks was that they only involved one country and the tax rulings brokered by one audit company. It is safe to say that LuxLeaks revealed only the tip of the iceberg: underneath is a much wider and deeper problem, since 22 of Europe’s Member States make use of tax rulings and we can only guess at the provision for lower corporate taxes that they involve. While Luxembourg is one of the most active Member States in issuing tax rulings, it is certainly not the only one. Figure 5 illustrates this, showing only one type of tax ruling – the so-called Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs).

The European Commission announced in March 2015 that the details of tax rulings would be automatically exchanged between Member States within the EU in an attempt to discourage excessive rulings.\textsuperscript{162} Important as this step may be, it does nothing to assist developing countries or the citizens of Europe in accessing the tax rulings, and doesn’t address the underlying problem of a complex, uncertain and very opaque tax system, where governments often engage in ‘tax competition’ to attract multinational corporations with opportunities to lower their taxes, rather than work together to ensure a solid and coherent tax system.\textsuperscript{163} Data from the Commission shows that, out of the 547 APAs in force in EU Member States by the end of 2013, 178 were with non-EU countries.\textsuperscript{164}

The Commission is conducting an impact assessment to look into the pros and cons of making parts of the tax rulings public. This is expected to be ready by the beginning of 2016. However, as is the usual case with the Commission’s impact assessments, it will most likely not consider the interests of developing countries when weighing up the pros and cons.

3.7 Excluding developing countries from decision making

As has been highlighted above, the OECD BEPS reforms have systematically been biased against the interests of developing countries.

Europe plays a key role in upholding the current system, which dictates that international taxation reform is discussed and progressed through OECD and G20 forums, where more than 100 developing countries are not represented. For years, developing countries have been calling for the UN to take over the international taxation reform process, as this would allow all countries in the world to have a seat at the table when decisions are to be taken. The EU played an active role in blocking this proposal in the July Financing for Development conference in Addis Ababa, where the question of the global tax body was a key sticking point between developed and developing countries.

In the early stages of the negotiations, the EU seemed to indicate some openness to discussing the proposal, calling for a cost-benefit analysis, more clarity of what the mandate would be and reflections on the potential interlinkages with between different bodies to avoid ‘wasteful duplication’.\textsuperscript{165} However, the EU’s line then changed to opposing the intergovernmental tax body with a reference to the problem of ‘institutional proliferation’ and their preference for keeping the decision making at the OECD.\textsuperscript{166} The proposal was also opposed by other developed countries, including the United States\textsuperscript{167} and in the end it was not adopted.
3.8 Building capacity or consensus?

Amid the accusations that the OECD is an unrepresentative body for discussing international tax reform, and that is not a disinterested ‘honest broker’ as it is sometimes represented, 169 the OECD has stressed the need to build the capacities of developing countries’ tax administrations in order for them to be able to implement global tax standards.

However, reducing the question of how developing countries can raise more tax revenues to one of capacity misses the inherently political nature of the problem and shifts the onus onto developing countries and away from developed countries. This was captured in a report adopted by the 54 African Union heads of state, which states: “it is somewhat contradictory for developed countries to continue to provide technical assistance and development aid (though at lower levels) to Africa while at the same time maintaining tax rules that enable the bleeding of the continent’s resources through illicit financial outflows.” 170

Despite this contradiction, the need for capacity building on taxation is undeniable in most developing countries: it is estimated that African countries would have to hire an additional 650,000 tax officials to have the same ratio of tax officials to population as in OECD countries. 171

However, capacity building can also be used to promote the OECD’s policies in developing countries, and to increase the pressure on developing countries to implement these, regardless of whether they serve developing country interests or not. This includes policies that have proven to be difficult to operationalise in developing countries – such as the OECD’s arm’s length principle to address transfer mispricing. 172

---

Figure 5: Total number of Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) in force by the end of 2013 in selected EU Member States

Source: European Commission 2014. 168

The data on APAs in force at the end of 2013 is incomplete for Austria and missing for the Netherlands (although data shows that the Netherlands granted 228 APAs in 2013 alone). The EU countries that do not currently have APA programmes are: Bulgaria, Estonia, Croatia, Cyprus, Malta and Slovenia. Greece has an APA programme, but did not have any APAs in force by the end of 2013. As there is no EU-wide definition of APAs or when an APA is entered into force there may be discrepancies in how the figures were arrived at for each country.
3.9 Hidden ownership of companies and trusts

A key challenge in the fight against tax evasion is that it is so easy to hide money. Traditionally secret bank accounts were the preferred choice for hiding wealth. However, with the trend towards increased information exchange between countries on bank account information (see section 3.1 above), tax evaders, the corrupt and criminal are increasingly turning to other sources of secrecy. “Offshore banking is … becoming more sophisticated. Wealthy individuals increasingly use shell companies, trusts, holdings, and foundations as nominal owners of their assets,” as noted by tax expert Gabriel Zucman.

These structures allow individuals to hold money anonymously: instead of the person or group of people who actually controls the funds being listed as the owner, the apparent owner is a company or nominee director of that company. Zucman notes that this leads to the worrying phenomenon that more than 60 per cent of all foreign-held deposits in Swiss banks belong to entities in the British Virgin Islands, Jersey and Panama, all renowned jurisdictions for setting up shell companies.

The SwissLeaks revelations showed a similar pattern, with 20 per cent of bank accounts associated with Viet Nam being held by offshore companies, and 30 per cent of those associated with Kazakhstan. According to The Guardian, the HSBC files shows that the bank actively advised some of its wealthy clients to hide behind such shell companies to avoid their bank information being subject to the new EU rules on automatic information exchange. Some of these shell companies and trusts are used for legitimate purposes; the problem is that the secrecy they offer tends to attract those with secrets to keep. And when it comes to finances, this includes the world’s tax dodgers, money launderers, corrupt dictators and the like. A World Bank review of more than 150 grand corruption scandals in developing countries found that anonymous companies were used in more than 70 per cent of the cases.

To counter the widespread misuse of corporate secrecy through shell companies and trusts, the EU adopted new regulations on money laundering in 2015, which provides that all EU Member States will have to create registers of the real owner of shell companies and some trusts. This is a major step forward as it will mean that individuals will no longer be able to hide behind obscure lines of ownership. However, the EU law-makers missed a huge opportunity for transparency by deciding that only members of the public who can demonstrate a ‘legitimate interest’ should have access to the registers of real owners.
Although it seems obvious that all citizens have a legitimate interest in knowing who owns the companies that operate in our society, particular interpretations of ‘legitimate interest’ could be used by some Member States to exclude the public’s access to this information. It is as yet unclear whether tax administrations in developing countries, let alone the public, will be allowed access to this information under the EU regulation. Member States are, however, free to go beyond the minimum requirements in the directive and adopt fully public registers.

Source: Based on the Basel Institute of Governance’s Anti-Money Laundering Index 2015. The index ranges from 0 (low risk of money laundering) to 10 (high risk of money laundering). The EU average includes all 28 Member States and is not weighted according to population or other factors.

78 per cent of citizens in 18 EU Member States agree that their government should require companies to publish the real names of their shareholders and owners.
4.1 Tax policies

**Tax rulings**
Tax rulings are common in most of the countries covered in this report, although more so in a few countries (most notably in the Netherlands and Luxembourg). In all except one of the 15 countries covered in the report (Slovenia), the governments allow for the granting of Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) to multinational corporations. Several of the countries covered are currently subject to European Commission state aid investigations in relation to their tax rulings (Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Ireland and Belgium).

**Shell companies**
In relation to shell companies, one of the biggest changes of the year was that a number of countries covered in this report for the first time started to report separately on the foreign direct investment (FDI) flows going through their special purpose entities (SPEs). Of the countries covered in this report, the available data shows that routing of FDI through SPEs is commonplace in almost half of them (Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Hungary, Denmark, Spain and Ireland).

**Patent boxes**
The harmful tax practice commonly known as ‘patent boxes’ continues to spread in the EU. Out of the 28 EU Member States, 12 countries have either already introduced or are in the process of setting up a patent box, while Germany is still considering the option. Despite the tough rhetoric against tax dodging from many governments, it is noteworthy that half of the EU’s patent boxes have been introduced within the last five years, dispelling the notion that the EU has effectively halted the implementation of new harmful tax measures. Several of the countries covered in this report are either adopting (Italy) or preparing legislation to adopt a patent box (Ireland) in 2015. Despite the newly adopted OECD BEPS package, which includes new guidelines on patent boxes, existing patent boxes can – in accordance with the guidelines – continue business as usual until 2021.

**Tax treaties**
The number of tax treaties with developing countries continues to increase, but the increase is higher in some countries (such as in Luxembourg) than others (for example, in Sweden where no new treaties with developing countries came into force in the period covered in this report). Other countries (such as Hungary, Slovenia and Belgium) are expanding their treaty network with low-tax jurisdictions.

In the past year, more of the 15 countries covered in this report are beginning to include anti-abuse clauses in their treaties with developing countries (for example, in the Netherlands, Denmark, France and Poland). In other countries, governments are increasingly pressured to acknowledge the potential negative impact of their treaties with developing countries (such as in Ireland, where the government conducted a spillover analysis and in Denmark where a Parliamentary hearing was held on the topic). Some treaties with developing countries were also renegotiated (as was the case in the Netherlands and Ireland) with some improvements.

On average, Spain tends to be the worst among the 15 countries in terms of lowering withholding tax rates in its treaties with developing countries. Spain’s new treaties with Senegal (2014) and Nigeria (2015) cemented this trend.

4.2 Financial and corporate transparency

**Banking scandals** in some countries (notably Germany and Sweden) turned the spotlight on the role of the financial sector in Europe as far as facilitating tax dodging and money laundering is concerned.

**Ownership transparency**
During the EU negotiations on the anti-money laundering directive towards the end of 2014, some countries played a constructive role (including France and Italy), while others played a more negative role (such as Germany, Spain and Poland). However, as the directive is being implemented by the EU Member States, it is becoming clear that countries that took the most ambitious stand in the negotiations are not the ones showing leadership in implementation. Both France and Italy have rejected the idea of establishing a public register for beneficial owners of companies, for example. The UK is in advanced stages of introducing a public register of the beneficial owners of companies but regrettably not for trusts. It seems they will be joined by Slovenia and Denmark, which both state that they plan to implement registers that will be available to the public without any qualifying criteria. Unlike the UK, Slovenia and Denmark are either in the process of restricting, or in the case of Slovenia have refrained from offering, alternative opportunities for concealing ownership, such as trusts, for example.

Some of the most troubling countries are still Luxembourg and Germany, which together offer a diverse set of options for concealing ownership and laundering money. However, a significant number of countries have not yet formed a position and will hopefully decide to implement fully public registers in the year to come.
Public reporting for multinational corporations

Large movements have been seen on country by country reporting over the past year. Of the 15 countries covered in the report, nine governments state that they intend to implement the OECD BEPS recommendations (France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg, Poland, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the UK), which will keep the reporting confidential and only apply to very large companies. The former champion, France, is no longer pushing this demand and has instead joined the group of countries introducing confidential country by country reporting. However, some governments (the Netherlands, Belgium and the UK) have indicated varying degrees of willingness to look into the possibility of making the information public.

4.3 Global solutions

None of the 15 countries covered in this report broke with the official EU line at the July 2015 Financing for Development conference, which regrettably opposed and successfully blocked the establishment of an intergovernmental body on taxation under the auspices of the UN. Among all of the 28 EU Member States, the UK and France played the leading role in blocking the demand from developing countries to have a seat at the table when global tax standards and policies are being decided. Today, only the Slovenian government is prepared to state that it supports the establishment of such a body.

i. For more information, see section 3.6 on ‘Tax rulings’ as well as the national chapters
ii. For more information, see figure 5 in section 3.6 on ‘Tax Rulings’
iii. For more information, see section 3.3 on ‘Letterbox companies’ as well as the national chapters
iv. For more information, see section 3.4 on ‘Patent boxes’ as well as the national chapters
v. For more information, see section 3.5 on ‘Tax treaties’ as well as the national chapters
vi. For more information, see the national chapters of Germany and Sweden
vii. For more information, see section 3.9 on ‘Hidden ownership of companies and trusts’ as well as the national chapters
viii. For more information, see section 1.3 on ‘Will BEPS stop tax dodging’ as well as the chapters on the European Parliament, the European Commission and the national chapters
ix. For more information, see section 3.7 on ‘Excluding developing countries from decision making’ as well as the national chapters
### Specific findings

#### European Commission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax treaties</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Global solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Commission does not seem to have a public position on EU Member States’ use of tax treaties with developing countries.</td>
<td>The Commission proposal for the new EU anti-money laundering directive did not initially include public access to beneficial ownership information. At a late stage of the negotiations on the directive the Commission suggested having some public access, but only among those who can demonstrate a so-called ‘legitimate interest’, without specifying what this would mean in practice.</td>
<td>The Commissioner in charge of taxation has on several occasions voiced his personal support for public country by country reporting, but the Commission does not as yet have a unified position on the issue. The Commission has been openly hostile to the European Parliament’s attempt to push for public country by country reporting through the review of the Shareholders Rights Directive. The Commission is currently conducting an impact assessment on public corporate reporting and will present its findings in early 2016 after which it is expected to develop a more clear position on public country by country reporting.</td>
<td>A Communication issued in 2015 by the Commission supported the view that developing countries should implement decisions made by the OECD and G20 on tax. At the July 2015 Financing for Development conference the Commission rejected the establishment of an intergovernmental UN body on tax.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### European Parliament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax treaties</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Global solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The European Parliament stresses that EU Member States should use the UN model when negotiating tax treaties with developing countries and stresses the need for policy coherence for development in these treaties. The Parliament has also called for an EU-wide standard on tax treaties, and has called on Member States to conduct spillover analyses of their tax treaties with developing countries.</td>
<td>The European Parliament stood firm on the principle that the public should have access to beneficial ownership information in the negotiations on the new EU anti-money laundering directive towards the end of 2014. It has since urged Member States to go beyond the minimum requirements of the new directive by allowing unrestricted public access to basic information in the beneficial ownership register.</td>
<td>The European Parliament in 2015 discussed amendments to a directive to introduce public country by country reporting. A comfortable majority voted for the proposal and it has thus become the position of the Parliament. Negotiations on the directive are thought to be scheduled towards the end of 2015.</td>
<td>The European Parliament has repeatedly voiced its support for the creation of an intergovernmental UN body on tax, last repeated shortly before the 2015 Financing for Development conference.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Belgium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax treaties</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Global solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium’s model treaty contains many aspects that are not suitable for developing countries, but it does include an anti-abuse clause. Belgium has more treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries considered in this report, but Belgium’s treaties with developing countries on average reduce the tax rates less than the average among the countries covered in this report.</td>
<td>A 2015 FATF review found considerable shortcomings in Belgium’s anti-money laundering framework, but not in relation to the registration and storing of beneficial ownership information. A taskforce yet to be set up will consider whether Belgium should adopt a public register of beneficial owners. Trusts are not allowed under Belgian law.</td>
<td>The Belgian government is officially still awaiting the outcome of the European Commission impact assessment on country by country reporting and will also conduct its own national assessment before forming its own position.</td>
<td>The Belgian government does not support the establishment of an intergovernmental UN tax body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Tax treaties</td>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>The Czech model treaty is based on the OECD model, but its treaties contain a mix of the UN and OECD model provisions. The Czech Republic has less tax treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered in this report, but the Czech treaties with developing countries on average reduce the withholding tax rates more than the average among the countries covered in this report.</td>
<td>The government plans to present amendments to existing legislation in October 2015 to implement the new EU anti-money laundering directive, and expects the new law to be effective from 1 July 2016. Whether the mandatory register of beneficial owners contained in the directive will be made public or not is still being considered by the government. Trusts were introduced in 2014 and currently no registration is required.</td>
<td>The Czech government’s position on country by country reporting is not known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Denmark’s treaties with developing countries were, until the mid-1990s, largely based on the UN model, but have since then been based on the OECD model. A controversial treaty with Ghana sparked a Parliamentary hearing in April 2015 on Denmark’s treaties with developing countries but did not seem to bring any significant acknowledgement from the government of the need to change negotiation practices. The government does not plan to conduct a spillover analysis of its treaties. New legislation introduced in 2015 means that all of Denmark’s tax treaties now include an anti-abuse clause. Denmark has fewer treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered in this report, but Denmark’s treaties with developing countries on average reduce withholding tax rates more than the average among the countries covered in this report.</td>
<td>Following a number of scandals relating to shell companies set up in Denmark the government announced in late 2014 that it intended to set up a fully public register of beneficial owners of companies. The register is expected to be implemented by late spring 2016. The new government that took office in June 2015 has not announced any changes to these plans. In 2015 it was also decided that bearer shares are to be phased out and a public register of shareholders was introduced in June.</td>
<td>The government position on country by country reporting remains unclear. However, with elections in June 2015 a majority against Denmark’s public list of tax payments by big companies emerged, although a legal proposal to remove the lists has not yet been put forth. With this development the prospects for a Parliamentary majority for public country by country reporting seem less likely than before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Tax treaties</td>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France is only surpassed by the UK in the number of treaties it has with developing countries. The treaties are exclusively based on the OECD model. The Ministry of Finance recently changed position and says it now supports the introduction of anti-abuse provision in France’s treaties. On the other hand, France’s treaties on average reduce the withholding rate by 3.11 per cent, which is more than the average among the countries covered in this report. A 2014 treaty with China showed that France continues to press for lower rates in its treaties with developing countries.</td>
<td>France is reported to have played a constructive role by promoting beneficial ownership transparency as a priority during the EU negotiation on a new anti-money laundering directive. In a disappointing move, the French authorities in 2015 said they do not plan to go beyond the minimum requirements of the directive in allowing access to beneficial ownership information, but will instead limit it to those with a ‘legitimate interest’. However, the authorities say they intend to apply as wide an interpretation of ‘legitimate interest’ as possible, but have not yet provided an official definition. A law drawn up in 2013 would create a public register on trusts, but the decree implementing the law has still not been issued.</td>
<td>Having for years been an advocate for more corporate transparency by multinational companies, the French government disappointingly said in 2015 that it will not unilaterally adopt public country by country reporting and instead plans to follow the OECD BEPS recommendations. Following the launch of the BEPS plan in October, the French government confirmed in a communiqué its intention to adopt the confidential country by country model by the end of the year as part of its budget bill.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Tax treaties</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Global solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Only three countries among those covered in this report have more treaties with developing countries than Germany. In its negotiations with developing countries, Germany relies on its 2013 model tax treaty which generally draws on the OECD model, but says it also allows for the inclusion of elements from the UN model. A recent revision of its treaty with the Philippines – one among a sizable number of new treaties with developing countries – includes significant reductions in the withholding tax rates. This is in line with the general trend, which shows that on average Germany has reduced withholding rates by more than 3.5 percentage points in its treaties with developing countries, well above the average among the countries covered in this report.</td>
<td>Germany is reported to have played a negative role during EU negotiations on a new directive on anti-money laundering at the end of 2014, objecting to the establishment of centralised registers of beneficial owners and to public access to such information. However, since the implementation of the directive is not yet completed, an official government position on whether the public will be allowed access to beneficial ownership information in Germany is still awaited. FATF in a 2014 review noted shortcomings in Germany’s current system of storing beneficial ownership information, and also noted with concern the lack of transparency of Germany’s “treuhand funds”, a form of trust. Of the 15 countries covered in this report, Germany is estimated to have the second highest money laundering risk.</td>
<td>The German government plans to introduce confidential country by country reporting in line with the OECD BEPS recommendations. The government expects this requirement to be approved by the end of 2015 and for it to take effect from 2016. Germany does not appear to be considering public country by country reporting.</td>
<td>Despite stating that close collaboration with developing countries is of “utmost importance” to fight illicit financial flows, the German government has for years opposed the establishment of an intergovernmental UN body on tax, and reaffirmed this position in the July 2015 Financing for Development negotiations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Hungary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax treaties</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Global solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hungary has less than the average number of treaties with developing countries, and none with low-income countries. It is not clear whether its treaties with developing countries generally follow the UN or OECD model. In the last few years Hungary has been very active in negotiating treaties with low-tax jurisdictions. Hungary has on average reduced the withholding tax rates in its treaties with developing countries less than the average among the countries covered in this report.</td>
<td>A 2015 OECD review noted that Hungary does not require foreign companies trading in the country to provide ownership details or proof of the identity of those involved, and noted that the same was also the case with ownership information on partners in foreign partnerships. This is all the more concerning since Hungary has an extensive number of SPEs with data showing large flows of FDI through these. The government’s position on making beneficial ownership information publicly available is not known.</td>
<td>The government’s position on country by country reporting is not known.</td>
<td>The government’s position on the establishment of an intergovernmental body on tax is not known, but Hungary did not deviate from the official EU line during the Third Financing for Development conference in Addis Ababa. The official EU line was against the establishment of an intergovernmental UN tax body.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ireland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax treaties</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Global solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland generally follows the OECD model in negotiations but states that it is willing to consider other countries’ model treaties when negotiating with developing countries. Together with Slovenia, Ireland has the lowest number of treaties with developing countries covered in this report. A treaty with Zambia was renegotiated in 2015 and showed some improvements on what was originally a treaty unfavourable to Zambia. Publication of a spillover analysis, expected in early 2015, came with the Budget 2016 in October 2015 [too late for detailed analysis in this report]. Ireland has generally negotiated lower tax rate reductions in its treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered in this report.</td>
<td>A 2015 review by the Central Bank revealed some challenges in the Irish financial sector in terms of customer and beneficial owner verification. The government plans for a relatively quick implementation of the new EU anti-money laundering directive by 2016, but has not yet stated whether or not to give the public unrestricted access to the register of beneficial owners.</td>
<td>The Irish government says it supports the OECD BEPS recommendations for country by country reporting, stressing the need for “taxpayer confidentiality” and for keeping the information with tax administrations only. Ireland also supports the OECD recommendation that only companies with an annual turnover above €750 million should be subject to the reporting requirements.</td>
<td>Despite an ambition of playing “a strong role in global efforts to bring about a fairer and more transparent international tax system”, the Irish government does not support the establishment of an intergovernmental UN body on tax, as witnessed during the July 2015 Financing for Development conference, where “institutional proliferation” was cited as a concern by the government.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Italy

The government says Italy’s treaties are primarily based on the OECD model but that the UN model is another source of reference. Among the countries in this report, Italy is only surpassed by the UK and France in terms of the number of treaties with developing countries. A 2014 treaty signed with the Republic of the Congo coincided with the announcement of a major expansion in the country by Italian oil giant ENI. No new treaties with developing countries were concluded in 2015. On average, Italy has negotiated lower tax rate reductions in its treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered in this report. As late as the end of 2014, the Italian government expressed support for public registers of beneficial ownership. But following the EU compromise on the anti-money laundering directive, which it helped form as holders of the EU presidency at the time, the government disappointingly says it now plans to restrict access to the register to those with a ‘legitimate interest’. Italy is estimated as having the third highest money laundering risk out of the 15 countries covered in this report.

Luxembourg

Luxembourg has a relatively low number of tax treaties with developing countries but is rapidly expanding its treaty network in 2015, including with a large number of developing countries. Two of the most recent treaties – with Laos and Sri Lanka – include reduced tax rates on dividends. The government states that all of Luxembourg’s treaties follow the OECD model. Among the 15 countries covered in this report, Luxembourg has on average the least reduced tax rates in its treaties with developing countries. A 2014 review of the anti-money laundering compliance in Luxembourg notes improvements, but also found that the Luxembourg business register does not record the beneficial owner in all cases. New structures such as the so-called ‘Freeport’ and ‘the patrimonial fund’ could further worsen the situation on beneficial owner transparency. Of the 15 countries covered in this report, Luxembourg is estimated as having the highest money laundering risk. It is not yet known how and when the Luxembourg government will implement the new EU anti-money laundering directive or whether it will adopt a public register of beneficial owners.
### Netherlands

***Tax treaties***

In general, the Netherlands uses the OECD model but states that it is willing also draw on the UN model in negotiations with developing countries. The Dutch government is now taking steps to include anti-abuse provisions in its treaties with developing countries. The government states that it is willing to accept higher tax rates in its treaties with developing countries than otherwise, but data shows that the Netherlands is generally more aggressive in negotiating lower rates in its treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered in this report. The Netherlands also has more treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered in this report.

---

***Transparency***

A recent review by the Dutch Central Bank noted failings in collecting beneficial ownership information among the important trust offices that manage many of the country’s letterbox companies. According to estimates, the Netherlands has a relatively high risk of money laundering – the fifth highest among the countries covered in this report. The Dutch government says it does not support public access to beneficial ownership information.

---

***Reporting***

The Dutch Parliament in 2015 passed a resolution calling for public country by country reporting and the government has expressed its support for the same in a letter to the European Commission. Nevertheless, the Dutch government announced in its September 2015 budget that it will be implementing the OECD BEPS recommendations on country by country reporting, which would keep the information confidential and would apply to companies with a turnover above €750 million. The government can, however, still make good on its promise to support public country by country reporting during negotiations over the Shareholders Rights Directive, in which case the Netherlands would receive a green rating.

---

***Global solutions***

Ahead of the July 2015 Financing for Development conference, the Dutch government identified the fight against tax dodging as one of its top three priorities. Nonetheless, the government did not support the establishment of an intergovernmental UN body on tax.

### Poland

***Tax treaties***

According to the Polish government, as a rule it follows the OECD model but also allows for elements from the UN model. However, the government states that it would not use the UN model as a starting point in negotiations with developing countries. Poland recently started including an anti-abuse clause in its treaties with developing countries and has the second lowest average reduction of tax rates in treaties with developing countries among the 15 countries covered in this report. Poland also has fewer treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered in this report.

---

***Transparency***

A 2015 OECD review of corporate transparency in Poland found serious shortcomings in the availability of identity and ownership information of foreign companies, on bearer shares, and in relation to people who administer trusts. The Polish government is reported to have been against public registers of beneficial ownership during the EU negotiations on the anti-money laundering directive, but as of now it has not communicated officially its plans for a national register or whether the public will have full access or not. According to estimates, Poland has the second lowest risk of money laundering among the 15 countries covered in this report.

---

***Reporting***

Poland is one of the EU’s first adopters of the OECD BEPS recommendations on confidential country by country reporting, while being one of the latest adopters of the EU requirements for public country by country reporting for banks, which it has still not implemented. Poland does not appear to be considering the possibility of public country by country reporting.

---

***Global solutions***

The Polish government has stated that it needs to analyse the establishment of an intergovernmental UN tax body before deciding. However, Poland did not deviate from the official EU line during the Third Financing for Development conference in Addis Ababa. The official EU line was against the establishment of an intergovernmental UN tax body.
### Slovenia

**Tax treaties**

The government says its treaties with developing countries are not based solely on either the UN or OECD model. Together with Ireland, Slovenia has the fewest treaties with developing countries among the countries covered in this report. Slovenia falls just below the average tax rate reduction in its treaties with developing countries compared with the 15 countries covered in this report.

**Transparency**

The Slovene government says it plans to implement a register where the general public will have access to basic information on beneficial owners without any qualifying criteria. Those that can demonstrate a 'legitimate interest' will have access to a wider set of information. The government has not yet defined 'legitimate interest' but plans to have a legislative proposal developed and passed by the end of 2015. The upcoming decisions on how much information to publish and how to define 'legitimate interest' will determine whether Slovenia will have a truly public register of beneficial owners, but the announcements show a positive intention. In addition, Slovenia is estimated as having the lowest risk of money laundering among the 15 countries covered in this report.

**Reporting**

The government has not yet put forth a legislative proposal for country by country reporting but says it supports the OECD BEPS model and stresses that the information should be kept confidential. The government implemented the capital requirements directive in 2015, but has still not implemented the article containing the public country by country reporting requirement for banks, but says the Bank of Slovenia will clarify what is required to the country's banks.

**Global solutions**

The government says it supports the call to establish an intergovernmental body on taxation under the auspices of the UN. However, Slovenia did not deviate from the EU line during the July 2015 Financing for Development conference, where the EU blocked such a measure.

### Spain

**Tax treaties**

Spain primarily follows the OECD model in tax treaty negotiations, but does include an anti-abuse clause. Treaties concluded with Senegal and Nigeria in 2014-15 showed significant reductions in withholding tax rates, and this follows a general pattern as Spain is by far the most aggressive negotiator of the 15 countries covered in this report when it comes to reducing withholding tax rates in its treaties with developing countries. On average the withholding rates in these treaties have been reduced by 5.4 percentage points. Spain also has more treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered in this report.

**Transparency**

The government has not yet decided the level of access it will grant to the public when implementing the new EU anti-money laundering directive. However, the government says it was strongly against including a provision for public beneficial ownership registers in the directive when it was negotiated, which makes it likely that the government will not grant public access to a register of beneficial owners. Spain is estimated as having the fourth highest risk of money laundering among the 15 countries covered in this report.

**Reporting**

Spain will implement country by country reporting in line with the OECD BEPS recommendations, the government announced in 2015. It does not appear to be considering the possibility of public country by country reporting. This implies that it will not make the information publicly available and that it will only apply to companies with a turnover above €750 million.

**Global solutions**

Spain followed the EU line of opposing an intergovernmental UN body on tax during the July 2015 Financing for Development negotiations. However, the government says the establishment should be studied prior to any decision, and considers it necessary to at least reinforce the current UN tax expert committee.
### Sweden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax treaties</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Global solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>According to the government, Swedish treaties with developing countries differ and do in general primarily follow the OECD or UN model. Among the 15 countries covered in this report, only two others have on average reduced the tax rates in their treaties with developing countries more. Sweden also has more tax treaties with developing countries than the average among the countries covered by this report. The government does not plan to conduct a spillover analysis of its tax treaties.</td>
<td>The government is still undecided on whether to allow wide public access to beneficial ownership information. A public inquiry was appointed at the end of 2014 to prepare a proposal on how to implement the new EU anti-money laundering directive in Sweden and will include an assessment on whether the register of beneficial owners should be public. The inquiry has been delayed and has still not presented its findings. Despite two prominent Swedish banks coming under scrutiny for money laundering in 2015, Sweden is overall estimated as having the third lowest money laundering risk among the countries covered in this report.</td>
<td>Although a legislative proposal has not yet been put forth, the Swedish government has said that it intends to follow the recommendations on country by country reporting under the OECD BEPS project, and does not appear to be considering the possibility of public country by country reporting. This would keep the reporting confidential and would only cover companies with a turnover above €750 million.</td>
<td>Sweden does not support the establishment of an intergovernmental UN body on tax, preferring instead to see a stronger involvement of developing countries in the OECD BEPS process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### United Kingdom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax treaties</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Global solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The UK has one of the largest treaty networks in the world and is still expanding, with new treaty negotiations with developing countries in 2015. Worryingly, the UK is only surpassed by one country out of the 15 covered in this report when it comes to the average reduction of tax rates in its treaties with developing countries. On the positive side, there appears to be some minor recognition of the link between development and tax treaties as DFID is now consulted annually, and development objectives are now part of the HMRC strategic plan. However, this has not yet resulted in any noticeable change. The government continues to oppose the idea of conducting spillover analysis of its tax system on developing countries.</td>
<td>The UK was the first EU country to pass legislation to require a public register of beneficial owners and thereby provided crucial credence to this idea during EU negotiations on a new anti-money laundering directive. However, in the same negotiations the UK is reported to have played a negative role by pushing for a weak compromise on trusts. The UK allows the establishment of trusts, and these are not covered by the country’s public beneficial ownership register. Among the UK’s Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies, there are so far no signs of any substantial moves towards public registers.</td>
<td>The UK has been one of the first countries to commit to implementing the OECD BEPS country by country reporting recommendations, with the March 2015 budget creating the legal powers for the Treasury to introduce legislation along these lines. The debate on whether the information should be public has been ongoing and most parties addressed it in their election manifestos ahead of the May 2015 General Elections. The Conservative Party that formed the government following elections has committed to considering the case for making country by country reporting public on a multilateral basis, and it therefore remains to be seen whether the UK will support this or not.</td>
<td>The UK government was one of the key blockers of an intergovernmental UN body on taxation during the July 2015 Financing for Development conference.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recommendations to EU Member States and institutions

There are several recommendations that EU Member States and the EU institutions can – and must – take forward to help bring an end to the scandal of tax dodging. They are:

1. Adopt unqualified publicly accessible registries of the beneficial owners of companies, trusts and similar legal structures. The transposition of the EU anti-money laundering directive provides an important opportunity to do so, and governments must make sure to go beyond the minimum requirements of the directive by introducing full public access.

2. Adopt full country by country reporting for all large companies and ensure that this information is publicly available in an open data format that is machine readable and centralised in a public registry. This reporting should be at least as comprehensive as suggested in the OECD BEPS reporting template, but crucially should be made public and should cover all companies that meet two or all of the following three criteria: 1) balance sheet total of €20 million or more, 2) net turnover of €40 million or more, 3) average number of employees during the financial year of 250 or more. At EU level, governments should support the adoption of public country by country reporting for all sectors through the negotiations on the Shareholders Rights Directive.

3. Carry out and publish spillover analyses of all national and EU level tax policies, including special purpose entities, tax treaties and incentives for multinational corporations, in order to assess the impacts on developing countries and remove policies and practices that have negative impacts on developing countries.

4. Ensure that the new OECD-developed “Global Standard on Automatic Information Exchange” includes a transition period for developing countries that cannot currently meet reciprocal automatic information exchange requirements due to lack of administrative capacity. This transition period should allow developing countries to receive information automatically, even though they might not have capacity to share information from their own countries.

5. Undertake a rigorous study jointly with developing countries, of the merits, risks and feasibility of more fundamental alternatives to the current international tax system, such as unitary taxation, with special attention to the likely impact of these alternatives on developing countries.

6. Establish an intergovernmental tax body under the auspices of the UN with the aim of ensuring that developing countries can participate equally in the global reform of international tax rules. This forum should take over the role currently played by the OECD to become the main forum for international cooperation in tax matters and related transparency issues.

7. All EU countries should publish data showing the flow of investments through special purpose entities in their countries.

8. Remove and stop the spread of existing patent boxes and similar harmful structures.

9. Publish the basic elements of all tax rulings granted to multinational companies and move towards a clear and less complex system for taxing multinational corporations, which can make the excessive use of tax rulings redundant.

10. Adopt effective whistleblower protection to protect those that act in the public’s interest by disclosing tax dodging practices.

11. Support a proposal on a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) at the EU that includes consolidation and apportionment of profits, and avoid introducing new mechanisms that can be abused by multinational corporations to dodge taxes, including mechanisms to offset cross-border losses without consolidation (also known as the common corporate tax base (CCTB) proposal).

12. When negotiating tax treaties with developing countries, EU countries should:
   - Adhere to the UN model rather than the OECD model in order to avoid a bias towards developed country interests.
   - Conduct a comprehensive impact assessment to analyse the financial impacts on the developing country and ensure that negative impacts are avoided.
   - Ensure a fair distribution of taxing rights between the signatories to the treaty.
   - Desist from reducing withholding tax rates.
   - Ensure transparency around treaty negotiations, including related policies and position of the government, to allow stakeholders, including civil society and parliamentarians, to scrutinise and follow every negotiation process from the inception phase until finalisation, including the intermediate steps in the process.
General overview

With the European Parliament traditionally an ally to tax justice campaigners, new MEPs had to quickly define their position on the subject after taking up office in 2014. Almost immediately after starting their electoral term, the MEPs had to decide whether or not to use their powers to remove European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker following the troubling LuxLeaks revelations, which date back to the period when he was Prime Minister of Luxembourg. Through a messy compromise between the largest political groups, Juncker was spared, but tax justice remained on the agenda. Over the course of just one year, the European Parliament (EP) has finalised the negotiation of an important directive on beneficial ownership transparency, adopted two key reports on taxation with two more expected before the end of 2015, amended a Commission proposal for a directive to include public country by country reporting and publication of tax rulings, and established a special committee to look into tax rulings and other harmful tax practices.

However, the EP does not always present such a united front. While all party groupings in the Parliament strongly condemned the revelations of the LuxLeaks scandal and demanded tough actions, several of the biggest political groups ended up opposing a proposal to set up a strong inquiry committee to investigate harmful tax practices. Instead, the Parliament found consensus on setting up a weaker special committee.

Rather uniquely among the European institutions and Member States, the EP continues to be a champion of the developing countries’ perspective on tax justice. In 2015, the EP cemented this impression by passing a progressive report on tax and development that, among other things, called on the Commission to put forth “an ambitious action plan … to support developing countries fighting tax evasion and tax avoidance and to help them set up fair, well-balanced, efficient and transparent tax systems.” Such calls unfortunately often go unheard due to the relatively weak powers granted to the Parliament under the EU treaties when it comes to tax. This is unfortunate because, in spite of its occasional shortcomings, the Member States and Commission could still learn a lot from what the only directly elected and most transparent of the EU institutions has to say on tax.

Tax policies

Special purpose entities (SPEs)

In its Annual Tax Report 2015, the EP made a number of important recommendations on special purpose entities (SPEs). Member States were asked to “publish an impact assessment of their Special Purpose Entities and similar legal constructs.” This could be highly useful as it would make clear what the impact of SPEs would be on other countries’ tax base. Unfortunately, the EP report did not make clear if the impact assessment should focus only on other Member States’ tax base or whether it should also focus on non-EU Member States, including developing countries. Secondly, the report asked Member States to publish “data showing the flow of investments through such entities in their countries.” Such disaggregated data only exists for a small number of Member States and would make it easier to identify SPE structures that are being abused to circumvent tax legislation. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the EP called on Member States to “introduce sufficiently strong substance requirements for all such entities to ensure that they cannot be abused for tax purposes.” Substance requirements ensure that SPEs have some amount of economic activity in the country of operation, as opposed to shell companies or letterbox companies. These substance requirements can, for example, take the form of a minimum number of employees. Taken together, these three recommendations for Member States on SPEs formed a good first step for assessing and addressing the harmful effects that SPEs have on tax collection in both developing and developed countries.

Patent boxes

The EP addressed the issue of patent boxes in its 2015 Annual Tax Report, calling for “urgent action and binding measures to counter the harmful aspects of tax incentives offered on the income generated by intellectual property or ‘patent boxes.’” While this is a welcome step, the implications of this call are not clear, since the proposal does not specify exactly what type of binding measures could be used.
Tax rulings

The EP called for all tax rulings to be made public as far back as 2013, long before the LuxLeaks scandal broke. The same stance was taken during the EP’s revision of the Shareholders’ Rights Directive, an amendment was added that would require big multinational companies to “publicly disclose essential elements of and information regarding tax rulings.” The amendment passed comfortably, with the support of 408 MEPs. Further recommendations on the tax rulings are expected to emerge from the special committee set up after LuxLeaks.

Tax treaties

In its June 2015 report on tax and development, the EP pointed out that tax treaties “have become a key tool for transnational enterprises shifting their profits out of the countries where the profits have been earned, to jurisdictions where Multinational Companies can pay little or no taxes.” In relation to tax treaties with developing countries, the Parliament included the following sound recommendation: “when negotiating tax and investment treaties with developing countries, income or profits resulting from cross-border activities should be taxed in the source country where value is extracted or created.” For this purpose, the report stressed that the UN model makes sure this happens by giving “a fair distribution of taxing rights between source and residence countries”, and finally highlighting the obligation EU Member States have to comply with the principle of policy coherence for development when negotiating treaties with developing countries. With these recommendations, the EP demonstrates a sound understanding of the challenges that tax treaties pose to developing countries, and rightly identifies the UN model as a better option compared to the OECD model.

A 2013 EP report on taxation encouraged the Commission to work on common standards for tax treaties between Member States and developing countries with the purpose of “avoiding tax base erosion for these countries.” The Parliament’s special committee, set up after LuxLeaks, is currently considering echoing this call, recommending in its draft report from July 2015 “a common EU framework for bilateral tax treaties” and “the progressive substitution of the huge number of bilateral individual tax treaties by EU/ third jurisdiction treaties.” In addition to these progressive ideas, the EP has also strongly supported the need for spillover analysis of ‘Member States’ corporate tax regimes and their bilateral tax treaties with developing countries.”

Financial and corporate transparency

Beneficial ownership

The Parliament has stood strong on the principle that the beneficial owners of companies and trusts should not be secret. In a landmark vote in March 2014, 643 MEPs voted for this simple principle [with only 30 voting against]. In December 2014, the Parliament, Commission and Council reached a compromise on the EU’s Fourth Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD). The Parliament must be commended for their role in pushing both for centralised registers and especially for public access to the registers throughout the negotiations. The Parliament was quite alone in pushing for public access, but by standing united across political parties and insisting on the need for public scrutiny in the fight against financial crime, progress was made, however imperfect the deal might be in many ways. The Parliament showed its continued resolve for public access when, a few months after the deal on the AMLD, it urged Member States “to use the available flexibility, provided for in particular in the AMLD, towards the use of unrestricted public registers with access to beneficial ownership information for companies, trusts, foundations and other legal entities.”

Public country by country reporting

In relation to country by country reporting, the Parliament has also taken on the role as a promoter of public access. The Parliament played a key role in pushing through public country by country reporting for banks in the Capital Requirements Directive in 2013 and has since then repeated its call for public country by country reporting across all sectors in its annual tax report and its report on tax and development, both in 2015. However, when push came to shove, when a number of parties tried to table amendments to introduce public country by country reporting for all sectors in the so-called Shareholders’ Rights Directive later in 2015, the apparent consensus showed cracks. Despite being passed at the committee stage by a narrow majority in May 2015, several of the biggest parties on the right argued against the public’s access to country by country reporting and forced through a plenary vote on the draft directive.

After intense pressure and negotiations ahead of the plenary vote, the amendment for public country by country reporting managed to get a comfortable majority, with 404 MEPs voting in favour and 127 against, while 174 abstained. The vote was praised by civil society, and by the rapporteur for the file, MEP Sergio Cofferati who stated that “we cannot miss this opportunity to introduce public country by country reporting”, in particular after Luxleaks and other scandals.

With the EP’s position on the directive in place, the next step will now be for the Commission, Council and Parliament to negotiate until agreement can be reached.
Automatic exchange of information

In relation to automatic exchange of information, the EP Annual Report on Taxation 2015 included a strong and progressive recommendation for the inclusion of developing countries through “pilot projects ... with developing countries to be implemented for a transitional and non-reciprocal period when implementing the new global standard.”215 The 2015 tax and development report passed by the EP in June reaffirmed this recommendation216 and added that “continuing support in terms of finance, technical expertise and time is needed to allow developing countries to build the required capacity to send and process information.” It was important to stress, the report added, that “the new OECD Global Standard on Automatic Exchange of Information includes a transition period for developing countries, recognising that by making this standard reciprocal, those countries that do not have the resources and capacity to set up the necessary infrastructure to collect, manage and share the required information may effectively be excluded.”217 With these recommendations, the EP has shown itself as leader in the EU when it comes to the inclusion of developing countries in the automatic exchange of information.

EU solutions

Although there are several groups in the EP that are sceptical of the EU, a broad majority of MEPs are still in favour of more EU involvement on tax. The EP has repeatedly encouraged the European Commission to take a more proactive role on tax justice, not least exemplified in the hearings of various Commissioners in the special committee on tax rulings in 2015.218 The EP has also long been a strong supporter of the CCCTB proposal for tax coordination across the EU, a position reiterated in 2015.219 The Parliament’s 2015 Annual Tax Report also stresses that “coordinated action at EU level ... is necessary to pursue the application of standards of transparency with regard to third countries.”220 However, the EP has also been critical of the current way that tax coordination takes place in the EU, in particular with the secretive Code of Conduct Group on Business Taxation that meet under the EU Council. In 2015, the EP called for a review of the group’s mandate “in order to improve its effectiveness and provide ambitious results, for example by introducing the obligation to publish tax breaks and subsidies for corporations” and also asked the group to be more transparent by publishing “an oversight of the extent to which countries meet the recommendations set out by the group in its six-monthly progress report to the finance ministers.”221

Global solutions

The EP has strongly signalled its support for the creation of an intergovernmental UN body on tax. This has been done through its 2015 Annual Tax Report and through the development committee’s report on taxation.222 In the latter, the EP “urges the EU and the Member States to ensure that the UN taxation committee is transformed into a genuine intergovernmental body, better equipped and with sufficient additional resources, inside the framework of the UN Economic and Social Council, ensuring that all countries can participate on an equal footing in the formulation and reform of global tax policies.”223 Coming a month before the Financing for Development summit in Addis Ababa, the recommendation was an important signal. However, as with many of the EP’s progressive recommendations on tax, the EU’s Member States are not bound by it in any way and unfortunately chose to ignore it.

Conclusion

Despite the broad political representation and diversity in the European Parliament, it is noteworthy that MEPs have been able to agree on a number of very progressive recommendations for Member States and the Commission when it comes to tax. What is particularly encouraging is that the EP has shown its commitment to addressing how the EU’s tax policies affect developing countries and have proposed several useful policy solutions. The EP has not only put forth policy ideas, it has also fought for real legislative victories on tax justice, most notably perhaps on the Anti-Money Laundering Directive and most recently in its review of the Shareholders’ Rights Directive. Where the EP has been most effective so far is in pushing for corporate transparency measures, where it has co-decision influence, as exemplified in 2015 by the hesitation first to topple Juncker over the LuxLeaks revelations, followed by the failure to set up a strong inquiry committee to investigate the leaks. Then finally some groups hesitated to support public country by country reporting in a legislative proposal, despite having supported non-binding calls for such a legislative initiative for years. In spite of its shortcomings in terms of legislative powers and some political groups’ unwillingness to fight when it matters, the EP nevertheless remains one of the strongest allies for developing countries and for tax justice.
“Tolerance has reached rock-bottom for companies that avoid paying their fair share of taxes, and for the regimes that enable them to do this. We have to rebuild the link between where companies really make their profits and where they are taxed.”

Pierre Moscovici, Commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs, Taxation and Customs

**General overview**

Ahead of the European Parliament approving his appointment, European Commission (EC) President Jean-Claude Juncker made it clear that he considers this Commission to be the “last chance Commission”, stating that “either we succeed in bringing the European citizens closer to Europe, or we will fail.” Shortly after getting the backing of MEPs, the LuxLeaks scandal broke and Juncker later had to admit that it had left him “weakened” since “LuxLeaks suggests that I took part in operations that did not follow basic ethical and moral rules.”

Amidst these controversies, the Commission has tried hard to demonstrate its commitment to fighting tax dodging. This has happened through two tax packages in 2015 – an emphasis on tax in the EC work programme, and by pursuing and expanding a number of high-profile state aid investigations initiated by the previous Commission into Member States and their tax deals with some of the largest multinational companies in the world. (The term ‘state aid’ is used here to describe tax deals given by a government, which confer a selective benefit to a company not available to others).

However, as the content of the tax packages have become clear – and as we get further and further away from LuxLeaks – there is increasingly a sense that the tough rhetoric and new initiatives have not translated into action that is commensurate with the challenges faced, especially when it comes to presenting new legislative initiatives that would effectively tackle tax dodging. Even more worryingly, the few policy initiatives that have been presented under the new EC fail to consider the interests of developing countries.

**Tax policies**

In line with the idea of the internal market, the EC has long promoted the free flow of capital within the EU. The Parent Subsidiary Directive and Interest and Royalties Directive have been key in this regard, as they have removed the withholding tax on cross-border flows within the EU.

While the basic idea of the free flow of capital has not been challenged, the Commission is increasingly recognising that some multinational companies have misused these directives to avoid being taxed at all. As a result, the Commission has developed an anti-abuse provision for the Parent Subsidiary Directive, which was adopted by the Council in January 2015. It is currently working on a similar provision for the Interest and Royalties Directive, although it is proving difficult to get support for such a review among the Member States.

In June 2015, the Commission launched a package to promote fair and efficient corporate taxation within the EU. The measures in the package promised to “offer a more coordinated corporate tax environment within the EU, leading to fairer taxation, more stable revenues and a better environment for businesses.” However, the package was light on new legal initiatives. Perhaps the most significant measure in the package was the announcement that the CCCTB proposal for a coordinated approach to corporate taxation in the EU would be revived. While the Commission only expects to put forth a fully developed proposal in 2016, it has already indicated that the new proposal would allow multinational companies to move freely losses from one EU Member State to another, allowing them to lower their official profits and thereby their tax payments.

At the same time, the Commission has also postponed indefinitely the deadline for when the EU will consider introducing a system that consolidates all the profits and losses that a multinational corporation has made in the different EU Member States. Civil society has pointed out that these plans could open up new loopholes in the EU tax system and thereby lead to more aggressive tax planning and lower tax payments from multinational companies. The Commission argues that at present it sees these changes as necessary to get support for the proposal in the Council.
The package also announced a new list of 30 non-cooperative jurisdictions, otherwise known as ‘tax havens’ or ‘secrecy jurisdictions’.240 The Commission decided to use a relatively arbitrary criteria to compile the list, only including those jurisdictions that were blacklisted by at least ten Member States.241 There were no sanctions announced for being on the list, with the Commission merely stating that it would be willing “to coordinate possible counter-measures,” without specifying what these measures might be.242 Perhaps most critically, the list did not include any of the many jurisdictions in the EU that play an essential role for multinational companies’ tax planning strategies. On the other hand, the list did include developing countries such as Liberia, which only plays a marginal role in the international financial and offshore system.243 Similarly, as The Guardian pointed out, the list “includes the tiny Polynesian island of Niue, where 1,400 people live in semi-subsistence — but does not include Luxembourg, the EU’s wealthy tax avoidance hub.” The Guardian also noted that “Jersey and Switzerland, for example, were not named.”244

**Patent boxes**

A study published by the Commission in November 2014 seriously questioned the effectiveness of patent boxes, noting that they are prone to aggressive tax planning and that instead of spurring innovation they “seem more likely to relocate corporate income.”245 Reflecting these concerns, the Commission has previously sought to challenge the UK patent box, and had been leading an investigation into Member States’ use of patent boxes. However, following a deal struck between Germany and the UK on the future use of patent boxes in the EU, a Commission official in February 2015 indicated that the enquiries into patent boxes in Member States had been called off.246 Reflecting the compromise reached between the UK and Germany, the Commission’s June corporate tax package announced that it would guide Member States to implement their patent boxes in line with the OECD’s recommendations developed under Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS). It further warned Member States that, if progress was not made within 12 months on aligning their patent boxes with these recommendations, the Commission would consider putting forward a legislative proposal to force through change.247 While the Commission’s focus on the problems associated with patent boxes are much warranted, it is troubling that it is relying on the OECD recommendations to solve the problems, as this approach has been criticised for failing to limit the profit-shifting opportunities inherent in patent boxes.248

**Tax rulings**

The Commission has used the powers of its state aid investigations to challenge several Member States’ tax rulings (see more below in the section on EU solutions). In addition, it announced a legislative proposal for the automatic exchange of tax rulings in March 2015.249 The new proposal would – if adopted – grant the Commission an oversight role on the number and type of tax rulings issued by Member States. Apart from failing to disclose any new information to the public, this proposal also fails developing countries, as only countries within the EU would receive tax rulings through exchange, despite what effects the rulings might have on the tax base of countries outside the EU.

Previous EU-wide guidelines on Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) were developed by an expert group and approved by the Commission in 2007.250 Civil society has criticised these guidelines for failing to deal with the potential misuse of rulings for aggressive tax planning purposes.251 It also criticised the fact that the group that had written the guidelines was dominated by multinational companies and audit firms with a history of questionable tax practices.252 In a minor improvement, the Commission opened up for a slightly more balanced composition of the group when three civil society organisations were added as members in 2015.253 Whether there are any plans for the group to update the Commission’s guidelines on APAs is yet unknown. An investigation in early 2015 was launched by the European Ombudsman to make Commission expert groups more balanced and transparent. This could potentially put an end to the past practices of asking companies and advisers embroiled in tax controversies for advice on tax policies.254

**Financial and corporate transparency**

The Commission identified the lack of transparency as one of the key drivers of aggressive tax planning in its March 2015 Tax Transparency package, stating that “lack of transparency is … an incentive for enterprises to apply aggressive tax planning.”255 Having got the diagnosis right, it was surprising that the Commission failed to propose to make any new information public.256
Public country by country reporting

The March 2015 tax transparency package announced plans to conduct an impact assessment of public country by country reporting in the EU. While some had expected the launch of an initiative on public country by country reporting in its follow-up package on corporate taxation in June 2015, the Commission instead re-announced its plans for an impact assessment and also added a public consultation to the process. The Commission expects to have the impact assessment concluded at the latest by the first quarter of 2016. It is unclear why a completely new consultation and impact assessment on public country by country reporting was needed, since the Commission conducted one for the financial sector as late as 2014. This found that public country by country reporting would have “no significant negative effects” on the economy, noting instead the possibility of “some limited positive impact.” Some have therefore raised concerns that the impact assessment is a way to delay action.

The Commission has voiced scepticism towards the European Parliament’s attempt to introduce public country by country reporting in the shareholders’ rights directive. For example, while not rejecting the idea of this type of reporting, the Commissioner for Justice, Consumer and Gender Equality has made it clear that she considers the shareholders’ rights directive the wrong process to discuss this type of reporting standard for multinational companies. On a positive note, the Commissioner in charge of taxation has openly voiced support for public country by country reporting, stating “personally, I am in favour of full tax transparency.” However, it remains to be seen whether the Commission as a whole can get behind public country by country reporting.

Automatic exchange of information

The Commission’s flagship initiative against tax evasion remains the crack-down on banking secrecy through the system of automatic exchange of information between tax authorities. Towards the end of 2014, a Commission proposal on this received backing from all Member States. Since then important third countries such as Switzerland have also been brought on board. Important as this is for Europe, it delivers little benefits for developing countries, because their inclusion in the system is not currently considered. An expert group on automatic exchange of information presented a report to the Commission in March 2015, recommending the Commission to adopt a phased-in approach for developing countries that would allow them to reap the benefits of receiving the information of national account holders abroad, while initially relaxing the requirements for them to be able to exchange information themselves. However, there is still little indication that the Commission will consider this recommendation, raising the fear that developing countries will not benefit from the EU’s attempt to make banking secrecy a thing of the past.

EU solutions

After several years of inactivity, the Commission has in recent years tried to revive the use of state aid investigations to challenge harmful tax practices in Member States. The current cases follow on from the Commission’s decision in June 2013 to look into the tax rulings practices in seven Member States, which was later expanded to all Member States in December 2014. This has so far resulted in six formal investigations being opened. The cases have already been subject to major delays, partly reflecting non-cooperation from the Member States under investigation, and perhaps also reflecting that reportedly only nine Commission staff members are assigned to the highly technical cases. The Commissioner in charge of the investigations has tried to caution that “there are limitations to what state aid tools can do.” The Commissioner notes that they cannot look into all problematic cases and cannot redo tax rulings, and at best the investigations can hopefully “inspire Member States to change their legislation.” However, such changes have so far been few and far between.
According to information disclosed by the Commission to the European Parliament’s special committee on tax rulings, the Commission initiated 65 state aid cases in relation to taxation in the period 1994 to 2012. The least active period in these 19 years was the five years leading up to 2012, when only two cases were initiated. This compares to the 45 cases that were initiated in the five-year period of 1998 to 2002, the five most active years during this period. Against this backdrop, it is clear that the pursuit of the current six active state aid investigations on tax are a welcome improvement. However, neither represents a particularly unique or ambitious level, when seen in a historical perspective.

The Commission has always been the main driving force behind the proposal for more coordinated corporate tax enforcement in the EU in the form of the CCCTB proposal. However, as explained, the current plans to re-launch a watered down version of the CCCTB proposal has made some wary of whether or not the proposal will actually succeed in achieving more than opening up new doors for even lower rates of taxation for multinational companies.

Global solutions

On the issue of an intergovernmental body on tax matters under the UN, the Commission has not put forward its own public position. However, it has published a communication on the broader issues around financing for development, including tax matters. Rather than responding to the call to give developing countries a seat at the table when global tax standards are decided, the communication underlined that all countries must implement the global standards that are being developed by the OECD and G20. This quite regressive position was fortunately not picked up by the EU ministers, when they adopted their position on the matter in May 2015. However, at the same time, the EU Member States and the Commission, speaking with one voice in the UN negotiations on Financing for Development, argued strongly against the proposal to grant developing countries a seat at the table.

Conclusion

Immediately after LuxLeaks, the Finance Ministers of Germany, France and Italy wrote a letter to the Commission calling on it to develop a “comprehensive” directive to tackle tax dodging to be supported by Member States by the end of 2015. While the Commission has been active in the area of state aid investigations, it is becoming clear as we approach the deadline set by the three Finance Ministers that the Commission has not been able to deliver a comprehensive legislative response to the tax dodging challenge. The Commission justifies the lack of progress by pointing to the need for consensus within the Council. However, in the context of a massive public outcry against tax dodging and Juncker’s warning that this would be the last-chance Commission, such an approach of aiming for the lowest common denominator in the Council seems remarkably unambitious.

The transparency measures pursued by the Commission so far have also been less than impressive. However, a major opportunity for the Commission to deliver remains in upcoming negotiations about the shareholders’ rights directive, where the European Parliament has introduced the proposal of having public country by country reporting and making tax rulings public.

In a recent technical analysis, the Commission noted that “there is evidence that tax base spill-overs are particularly marked, when it comes to developing countries.” However, whether it is the proposals on how to exchange tax rulings, how to exchange banking information or the need for public disclosure, the Commission has unfortunately done little to reflect this insight in its policies, and seems instead to be systematically ignoring the interests of developing countries.

Nonetheless, despite these serious shortcomings, the Commission – with its strong powers to initiate new legislative proposals and to coordinate Member States’ policies – remains Europe’s best hope for addressing the tax dodging scandal and stopping the endless race to the bottom on tax. The citizens of Europe and abroad have yet to experience a Commission that fully realises this responsibility.
General overview

As in a number of other European countries, tax dodging has been the subject of heated debate in Belgium following a global coordinated effort by investigative journalists to unveil various mechanisms of aggressive tax planning by multinationals (LuxLeaks) and tax evasion using banking secrecy provisions in secrecy jurisdictions (SwissLeaks). Revelations of secret sweetheart deals between the Luxemburg authorities and more than 26 major Belgian corporations increased pressure for a clear political response to cross-border tax evasion and avoidance. In March 2015 more than 20,000 people gathered in Brussels to demand ‘fair taxation’.

Following the formation of a new centre-right government in September 2014, the political debate mainly focused on the domestic tax agenda dominated by discussion of a ‘tax shift’ from labour to other economic activities such as consumption, pollution and capital. In July 2015 the government reached an agreement. A significant drop in employer contributions to social security would be mainly offset by increasing the tax burden on consumption. As the government’s agreement would only marginally affect capital (only a marginal tax on speculative share trading was agreed) and potentially harmful tax regimes such as the Notional Interest Deduction-scheme (NID) were left intact, the reform was criticised by civil society, which had expected a substantial contribution from capital through a fully fledged capital gains tax.

Tax policies

According to the Ministry of Economy one of the top ten reasons for investing in Belgium is its ‘competitive tax regime’. Numerous corporate tax deductions are available to foreign investors, including the ‘notional interest deduction’ scheme, deductions for patent income, and broad exemptions on capital gains from shares.

Responding to LuxLeaks, the newly formed centre-right Belgian government referred to a number of measures it had already included in its coalition agreement, most notably a ‘see-through tax’ or ‘Cayman Tax’. The initiative aims to prevent Belgian residents from shifting assets to offshore structures in order to avoid taxation in Belgium. The new regime, fixed by law in August 2015, does not prohibit setting up ‘offshore structures’ such as trusts and foundations in low-tax jurisdictions, but allows the Belgian tax authorities to ignore them for tax purposes (e.g. ‘see through’ them) and collect tax from Belgian owners of such structures as if the income in the offshore structure had come directly to the owner.

Another notable example of Belgian tax particularism is a new scheme for the diamond sector. The so-called ‘Carat Tax’ allows the taxable result of companies in the sizeable diamond sector – mainly based in and around Antwerp – to be determined on a lump-sum basis being 0.55 per cent of the turnover rather than on profits. The argument for this niche is to ensure better compliance of the diamond sector, which is said to be particularly vulnerable to fraud while simultaneously sustaining competitiveness of the sector in Belgium. The regime is set to take effect from 2016 and is estimated to increase the tax contribution of the sector by 250 per cent.
Because there have been concerns that the Carat Tax scheme could constitute a form of illegal state aid under the EU rules, the introduction of the new tax is subject to the prior approval of the European Commission. A last example is the reaction of the finance minister Van Overtveldt to the news of a possible merger between brewing giants AB Inbev and SAB Miller, and related rumors that AB Inbev was considering moving its headquarters out of Belgium. In response, the finance minister announced a reduction of the Belgian withholding tax rate on dividend flows to shareholders in treaty partner countries to less than 2%.301

**Tax rulings**

Following the LuxLeaks revelations, the Belgian newspaper De Standaard revealed a particular type of ruling promoted by Belgian tax authorities to attract the investment of multinational companies.302 Group companies can substantially reduce their tax liability in Belgium on the basis of so-called ‘excess profit’ tax rulings. In essence, the rulings allow multinational entities in Belgium to reduce their corporate tax liability by ‘excess profits’ that allegedly result from the advantage of being part of a multinational group. Article 185 of the Belgian revenue tax code, modified by the Law of 21 June 2004, allows for a reduction of taxable company profits resulting from ‘profit shifting’ from a related company abroad. This measure appears to be a form of legally sanctioned ‘base erosion and profit shifting’, the OECD official wording for corporate tax avoidance. The irony is that this law was presented as the implementation in Belgian tax law of Article 9 of the OECD model tax convention on income and capital, which contains the main anti-abuse provision of the OECD in matters of tax avoidance through manipulation of transfer pricing, the so-called ‘arms-length pricing principle’. The Belgian law actually achieves the opposite result, that of endorsing profit shifting.303

In February 2015, the European Commission initiated an investigation into this type of ruling. Commissioner Vestager, in charge of competition policy, said: ‘this generalised manipulation of transfer pricing, the so-called ‘arms-length pricing principle’. The Belgian law actually achieves the opposite result, that of endorsing profit shifting.303 Pending the Commission’s conclusions, the Belgian ruling commission decided to suspend all requests for this type of ruling.305

Tax rulings in Belgium are made public in an anonymised format, and the Minister of Finance sends a report each year to the Parliament regarding tax rulings.316

**Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)**

Apparently, the role of Special Purpose Entities (SPEs) in the Belgian economy is limited and the legal framework is restrictive. SPE structures exist in order to allow for the securitisation of receivables and the establishment of pan-European pension funds.

**Patent box**

Since 2008, the Belgian government has introduced a patent income deduction (PID). The PID grants an 80 per cent deduction for patent income applied on a gross basis, which allows the effective tax rate on this income to be reduced to a maximum of 6.8 per cent. This rate can be further decreased with other deductions and combined with other tax incentives such as notional interest deduction. According to the European Commission, the patent box is relatively narrow in scope compared to other countries, as it primarily covers income from patents only.308 In 2014, it was reported that medical giant GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) moved its vaccine patents to Belgium for fiscal reasons, and in 2015 GSK expanded its patent portfolio in Belgium to an approximate €2.4 billion.310 In an interview, the Director of Public Affairs for GSK’s vaccines stressed that the company considers the patent box to be “necessary to promote innovation” and encouraged the government to sustain the policy.311

**Tax treaties**

Belgium has negotiated double taxation agreements with 92 countries, while treaties with 29 additional countries are signed but not yet in operation.312 Outside the European Union, 38 per cent of tax treaties are with high-income countries, 29 per cent and 28 per cent with upper and lower middle-income countries respectively and 5 per cent with low-income countries.313 Belgium’s model treaty contains several features that can be very harmful for developing countries, including low levels of taxation on dividends.315 The model includes an anti-abuse provision but it is uncertain whether it is effective.316

In 2015, Belgian DTAs were subject to public debate after the government asked parliament to ratify a new DTA with the Seychelles, a jurisdiction that has often been associated with aggressive tax planning and money laundering.317 The treaty aimed to enhance economic integration with the small island states even though current levels of mutual trade and investment are quite modest. Although the treaty contains an anti-abuse clause and limits tax benefits in Belgium in cases where the effective tax rate on a certain type of income in the Seychelles is below 15 per cent, it contains several problematic aspects. First, if a Belgian company receives dividends from a subsidiary in a third country, that dividend is not liable to taxation, unless this subsidiary is located in a low-tax jurisdiction. A company could use the Belgian treaty network to protect its untaxed profits from all Belgian and EU tax claims, turning Belgium effectively into a conduit country. In this particular case, we would not advise signing fully fledged DTAs with a low tax jurisdiction such as the Seychelles but would recommend engaging instead in negotiating agreements allowing for exchange of information.
With Rwanda, Bermuda and Turkey, Belgium did finalise negotiations aimed at aligning existing tax treaties to include information exchange based on the OECD model convention. This was clearly a good step, but it also represented a missed opportunity to debate Belgium’s tax treaty policy more broadly, taking into account the need for an independent spillover analysis of current tax treaties on developing countries’ tax base.

Financial and corporate transparency

Financial and corporate transparency is absent in the new government’s coalition agreement. Although Finance Minister Johan Van Overtveldt (Nieuw-Vlaamse Alliantie (N-VA)) emphasises that transparency is a key priority, the level of ambition from the Belgian government on this front seems to be limited.

Public reporting for multinational corporations

Belgium has implemented the EU provision for public country by country reporting for the financial sector. Belgium has not yet defined its position on country by country reporting for all sectors. Instead it is waiting for the results of the EU impact assessment of country by country reporting and plans to carry out its own assessment to see what this would mean for the national tax administration. The main concerns for the government seem to be additional administrative burdens and costs for companies. According to the global audit firm EY, it is expected that Belgium will implement country by country reporting along the lines of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) recommendation, which seems to support the impression of civil society: that the government prefers this option with its confidential reporting format.

Ownership transparency

A review of Belgium’s anti-money laundering framework by the intergovernmental Financial Action Task Force (FATF) in early 2015 noted considerable shortcomings. However, in general it assessed Belgium to be compliant with standards related to transparency and beneficial ownership information registration. Trusts cannot be created under Belgian law. Based on information provided by the relevant authorities, many aspects with regard to the implementation of the new EU anti-money laundering directive remain undecided. This is particularly the case on the question of public access to the register of beneficial ownership information, which according to the officials depend on “whether this is considered OK from a privacy law perspective”, and that it “still needs to be debated and legally analysed”. A task force on the implementation of the directive deciding on these issues is yet to be set up. On a more positive note, however, there seems to be a clear commitment to a register that will be technically as accessible and user friendly as possible (online, in English, easily searchable and Excel exportable).

EU solutions

Belgium is rarely a first mover on tax and transparency issues at the EU level, as demonstrated by its lack of firm positions on beneficial ownership transparency and public country by country reporting. However, the government does want to be seen as a loyal partner in implementing common regulations.

Belgium supports the Commission’s proposal for a directive on the automatic exchange of tax rulings and in June 2015, announced that it will start exchanging its tax rulings already from October 2015. The Finance Minister has stated that Belgium is less supportive of tax harmonisation than of coordination in the EU, and also that the government supports the Commission’s plans to revive the proposal for a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base in the EU (the so-called CCCTB proposal).
Global solutions

The Belgian Policy Coherence for Development framework does not explicitly mention tax as one of its priorities, but Development Minister Alexander De Croo sees the issue as an important aspect of policy coherence for development. Following the Financing for Development summit in July 2015 in Addis Ababa, Belgium joined the so-called Addis Tax Initiative and included the IMF administered Tax Policy and Administration Topical Trust Fund as one of its multilateral development partners. However, there is a sense among civil society that these developments have not yet resulted in stronger actual coordination between the Ministry of Finance and Belgium’s development ministry. The Belgian position in Addis Ababa following the EU line on the issue of the intergovernmental tax body was disappointing and there is virtually no interest in carrying out spillover analysis of Belgian tax policies on third countries, such as the impact of tax treaties on developing countries.

Conclusion

Tax justice remains a contentious issue as far as Belgian public debate is concerned. Current reform within the framework of the so-called tax shift leaves calls for a fair sharing of the tax burden unanswered. In the meantime, Belgium maintains its international tax policy based on particular tax schemes that are designed to attract investment in certain sectors with high added value. There is a broad consensus in government that a small, open economy is better off without a more harmonised tax system at the EU level that would create a level playing field for all EU businesses and citizens. This ‘fiscal particularism’ – such as the Belgian patent box and other schemes – reduces the corporate tax burden from the official rate of 33.99 per cent to 17 per cent. This policy doctrine explains to a large extent the wait-and-see attitude at the EU level and in other international fora where measures to combat tax dodging and increase transparency are discussed.
**General overview**

The Czech Minister of Finance likes to say that the Czech Republic is among the leaders setting the tax agenda in Brussels. In reality, however, although the Czech Republic is not blocking a progressive tax agenda, it is very far from being a ‘leader’. On a positive note, the Czech Republic signed the Multilateral Agreement on Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information and fully implemented the EU provision for public country by country reporting for banks. On the other hand, the Czech government is displaying little enthusiasm for including developing countries in the negotiation of global tax rules and standards. On the contrary, the Czech Ministry of Finance is championing the OECD Base Erosion Profit Shifting (BEPS) process and speaks against an upgrade of the UN Committee of Tax Experts to an intergovernmental tax body.

**Tax policies**

As noted by the European Commission, the Czech Republic “continues to suffer from a relatively high level of tax evasion, although efforts are being made to counter this.” These efforts are mostly focused on value added tax (VAT) and consumption tax. A special unit called “Tax Cobra” – which is a joint team of the state police, financial directorate and directorate of customs – has so far prevented financial loss totalling CZK 1.9 billion (€70.3 million) according to its own estimates. Although the government’s Specialised Tax Office has undertaken a large nationwide control of the transfer pricing procedures of large Czech companies, tax losses related to tax avoidance of big multinational companies remains outside the main agenda of the government.

However, this does not mean that the Czech Republic is not negatively influenced by tax havens. According to estimates by the General Financial Directorate, savings related to Czech citizens in just three countries – Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Austria – amount to CZK 100 billion (€3.7 billion), generating CZK 1.7 billion (€62.8 million) every year in interest that is not taxed. If the capital gains were properly taxed, this would generate about CZK 300 million (€11.1 million). This is exactly the amount that Czech NGOs are demanding from the government in terms of increasing the level of Czech Official Development Assistance.

In April 2015 the government approved a new Criminal Code. This included a tightening of the legal definition of tax evasion/fraud, implying that tax crimes that had not yet been carried out but were still in the planning stage would nonetheless be considered an offence. In case of tax fraud that is prepared in an “organised group/manner”, the crime could be punished with between five to ten years of prison. The main focus of this change is to tighten the criminal response to VAT carousel fraud, which is usually prepared and committed in an organised manner. However, in theory this could mean that tax planning by multinational companies and wealthy individuals would also be considered as a tax fraud.

Since 2014, the Czech Republic has been obliged to publish an analysis of tax allowances. According to the latest available figures obtained from the Ministry of Finance, tax allowances connected to corporate income tax and investment incentives were estimated for 2012 at CZK 5.5 billion (€203 million). However, the Ministry warns that, “Due to lack of reliable data, the estimates do not include exemption for incomes from profit share between subsidiary and parent companies. We estimate the amount of this allowance to be tens of billions of CZK…” This could mean that the Czech Republic is providing much higher tax incentives to multinational companies than is officially recorded.

**Tax rulings**

The Czech Republic has allowed tax rulings since 2006. According to data from the European Commission, it had 34 Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) in force at the end of 2013, which is a significantly higher number than in big Member States such as Germany and Poland. There are indications that the number is likely to be higher today since the Czech Republic received 30 requests for APAs in 2013 alone.
The Czech Republic was criticised in May 2014 by the European Commission for delays in providing information about companies that may have preferential tax deals. In a letter from 9 June 2015, the Czech Minister of Finance informed the Chair of the European Parliament’s special committee on tax rulings (TAXE) that “all necessary steps [to share information about the tax ruling practice of the Czech Republic with the European Commission]... should be finalised in upcoming days.” Nevertheless, according to the Ministry of Finance letter the “number of acts similar to rulings issued in the Czech Republic is rather insignificant and their nature fully corresponds to general standards.” In the letter the Czech Minister of Finance states that, “the Commission’s legislative proposal of 18 March 2015, which aims at improvement of the tax rulings´ transparency, was strongly welcomed.”

Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)
According to the OECD, SPEs are not significant in the Czech Republic. Despite this overall assessment, a conference held in June 2015 entitled “Slovakia and Czech Republic as Tax Planning and Asset Protection Alternative for Ukrainian Businesses” focused on the use of “special purpose vehicles for international tax planning and asset protection.”

Patent box
The Czech Republic does not have a patent box. However, there are various research and development (R&D) tax incentives that seem to be quite generous. According to a Deloitte survey, the Czech Republic offers a super deduction for costs incurred for qualified research activities. Deduction for the costs incurred during the implementation of R&D projects could be up to 200 per cent and tax relief of corporate income for investments in technological centres and strategic service centres could be up to ten years.

Tax treaties
Regarding tax treaties with developing countries, according to information from the Ministry of Finance one new tax treaty with Colombia came into force and one older one with Kazakhstan was updated (the new protocol has not yet been ratified). Another tax treaty with Ghana is in process. According to available information, the bilateral tax treaty has already been approved by the Czech government. No detailed information about the treaty itself or when it is going to be approved by the Czech Parliament could be found. A revised treaty with Luxembourg took effect from January 2015, replacing a treaty from 1991. The new treaty includes lower withholding tax on several income categories, including a zero per cent rate on dividends under certain conditions.

In general, the Czech Republic uses a combination of the UN and OECD models in its treaties. Before 1989 treaties with some countries (i.e. China, Nigeria and Tunisia) were negotiated using the UN model. Since joining the OECD, the Czech Republic uses its own template based on the OECD model.

Financial and corporate transparency

Public reporting for multinational corporations
The Czech Republic implemented into Czech legislation the exact wording of the Article 89 of the Capital requirements directive (CRD IV), which includes country by country reporting for banks with public access to these reports. Whether the Czech government would be willing to support extending this reporting public requirement to other sectors remains unknown.

Ownership transparency
At an EU Council meeting in January where the anti-money laundering directive was approved, the Czech government issued a statement that welcomed the deal. However, it also criticised the directive for including a ten-year limit for keeping records for criminal proceedings in relation to money laundering, which it considered to be too short and stated its preference for a minimum threshold instead of a limit. The implementation of the directive is set to begin this year. According to information provided by the Ministry of Finance, an amendment to the current legislation will be submitted to the government by the end of October 2015. The amendment would include two options for a register of beneficial owners. The first version with a register that is not accessible to the public, and a second version would propose partly public access (part of which would be publicly accessible, including the following information: name, date of birth, country of residence and nationality of beneficial owner). A final decision about which version will be implemented will be made by the government during the fall. The Ministry assumes the new law to be effective from 1 July 2016.
Trusts – one of the most opaque instruments that allows beneficial owners to be hidden – were introduced only recently in the Czech Republic, in 2014. During the last year, the General Financial Directorate specified the level of information that trusts need to report regarding taxation. However, officials from the Ministry of Finance and Financial Directorate admit in informal discussions that the current form of trusts create very opaque structures. The Ministry of Justice has indicated that trusts should be registered in the register of trusts once it is established (currently no registration is required). However, the new proposal has not yet been discussed by the government.

EU solutions

According to the recently published Strategy of the Czech Republic in the EU, the Czech government “considers the existence of tax havens within the EU a political problem, a manifestation of improper behaviour and unfair competition...” and “will seek the maximal information access and overall global restrictions of tax havens”. The Czech Minister of Finance likes to say that “after many years Czech Republic is again the leader of tax agenda in Brussels.”

However, the Czech Republic was reportedly among the opponents of the attempt to introduce a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) in the EU when the proposal was first put forward in 2011. The current position of the Czech government is not known.

Global solutions

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs conducted a very open consultation process in February 2015, which included representatives of development NGOs regarding the Czech Republic’s framework position to the post-2015 development agenda. The final document was approved by the government and provided the basis for the Czech Republic’s position on the Financing for Development process as well as the Sustainable Development Goals negotiation of the outcome documents.

In the Framework Position, the Czech government “welcome[s] the reform of the global tax rules and standards which significantly affect the ability of governments to collect taxes, and which should stop purposeful profit shifting to countries with more favourable taxation.” Although the Czech Republic is in favour of developing countries’ involvement in the tax negotiations, unfortunately it does not “support up-grading the current mandate of the UN Committee of Tax Experts” to an intergovernmental tax body.

According to unofficial information, it is mainly the Ministry of Finance that insists on keeping the agenda of global tax rules and standards purely within the OECD. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is more open to the idea of taking this agenda to the global level, which was documented by the official statement at the third Financing for Development (FfD) conference in Addis Ababa this year. However, it is the Ministry of Finance that outlines the position of the Czech Republic. How much attention the Ministry of Finance pays to this agenda is illustrated by the fact that it did not send a single representative to the FfD conference in July.

Although the Ministry of Finance supports the adoption of Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information with “as many jurisdiction[s] as possible,” no explicit reference to the inclusion of developing countries is made. It should be highlighted that the department of the Ministry of Finance responsible for development cooperation never responded to the questionnaire sent to them as part of the research for this chapter. The MFA’s Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid Department did not feel it was suitable for them to respond. In the MFA’s case, there is a need to increase capacity if more attention is to be given to the policy coherence agenda (not only in relation to tax). On the other hand, the main problem at the Ministry of Finance is lack of political will and awareness of the developmental dimension of tax agenda.

Conclusion

The Czech Republic does not block progressive initiatives on tax transparency, but on the other hand it is definitely not a leader in this agenda. Although the fight against tax evasion is one of the priorities of the government, there is still very little focus given to corporate tax avoidance. The Czech Republic prefers the OECD instead of the UN as the arena for negotiating global tax rules and standards. The acknowledgement and understanding of the developmental impacts of tax policies remains very weak, which is mostly due to a lack of capacity at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the one hand and a lack of interest from the Ministry of Finance on the other.
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Denmark

∗There has been a tendency towards a pronounced mistrust of businesses and way too much focus on their tax dodging. I promise to change that rhetoric.∗

Karsten Lauritzen, newly appointed Minister of Taxation, September 2015

General overview

Over the past year, tax dodging has been a topic of heated debate in Denmark. In particular, the leaks from Switzerland and Luxembourg caused outrage and calls for political action. The pressure for a political response became particularly urgent when a Danish newspaper revealed that the national tax authorities had ignored the now infamous HSBC list for more than five years, despite the fact it contained more than 300 secret bank accounts held by Danish citizens in Switzerland.

As a response, a so-called “Tax Haven package” was adopted in December 2014 by the government and all political parties except the relatively small right-wing party Liberal Alliance. The agreement included commitments to improving corporate transparency and tightening fiscal loopholes. A second package, which included further measures to stop tax dodging, was passed in April 2015, albeit this time with a smaller majority.

Thus, the past year has been important in fighting tax dodging in Denmark, with increased public awareness of the issue, and new fiscal regulation and agreements to tackle the problems across a wide political spectrum.

Discussions about Denmark’s role in supporting developing countries’ revenue mobilisation have been less prominent, but have nonetheless been taking place. One example was a Parliamentary hearing on Danish tax treaties with developing countries in April 2015.

Elections in June brought in a new government and, although there has been no announcement about any official changes in the government’s position on the fight against tax dodging, visible cracks are already emerging in the governing coalition’s support for corporate transparency. It is unclear whether certain provisions in the second tax haven package will be rolled back as the now governing party abstained from voting for them before the elections.

Tax policies

The increased awareness and focus on tax policies has resulted in a number of new tax laws and initiatives to combat tax dodging. Among these initiatives has been the introduction of a ‘super’ General Anti-Abuse Rule (GAAR), which came into force on 1 May 2015.

The Danish ‘super GAAR’ is noteworthy by going further than current EU recommendations for anti-avoidance rules, which only cover the Parent-Subsidiary Directive. On the other hand, the Danish rules also cover the Interest & Royalties Directive and the Merger Directive, as well as all of Denmark’s tax treaties. This means that none of the tax benefits contained in these directives or treaties can be acquired if one of the main purposes of any arrangement or transaction was to reap these benefits.

Tax rulings

Denmark does grant tax rulings, including Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs). According to the European Commission, Denmark had 12 APAs in force at the end of 2013, of which ten were with non-EU member states.

Denmark has in recent years increased the focus on transfer pricing and has changed the APA procedures as of 1 July 2015, stating that a ruling can be disregarded if the value of an asset transferred subsequently deviates significantly from the value approved in a ruling. The previous Minister of Taxation justified this change with reference to the difficulties of pricing intellectual property correctly.

The change follows several high-profile transfer pricing cases including for Danish household names such as Pandora and Novo Nordisk. According to the tax authorities, they had 76 cases of re-evaluation of transfer price amounting to €2.72 billion in 2014 alone. The current ruling party did not support the changes to the APA procedure, but since assuming power in June 2015 they have not indicated any plans to roll back the changes.
Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)

Denmark has a certain type of shell company structure called ‘kommandit’ companies and it is possible to set up trusts. As part of the December tax haven package, a law was passed in April 2015 to ensure that the creator of a trust is taxed in a manner that makes it more difficult to use these structures to dodge taxes. The government has also initiated investigations to outline the use of the kommandit structures in tax dodging. The full investigation is set to finish by the end of 2015. However, preliminary conclusions have already resulted in the government planning to set up a new register for the owners of kommandit companies, to avoid these companies being used by foreigners to dodge taxes.

Patent box

Denmark does not have a patent box and has no plans to introduce one.

Tax treaties

Denmark has 87 tax treaties with different countries around the world, of which 37 are with developing countries. The negotiations of treaties are conducted by the Ministry of Taxation with no involvement of other ministries or external actors – including the Foreign Ministry. The tax treaties with developing countries were, until the mid-1990s, largely based on the United Nations (UN) model, while subsequent treaties are primarily based on the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) model. Asked if the Ministry would consider once again using the UN model as a starting point for negotiations with developing countries today, the answer is no. Officials state that they prefer to “present the same draft irrespective of the country we negotiate with.” However, a small step forward in Denmark’s treaties came in 2015, with the adoption of the ‘super GAAR’ (see above). This means that all Danish treaties now include an anti-abuse clause, which was not the case before.

It is problematic that the Danish tax treaties are negotiated without the involvement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as it results in a lack of policy coherence. This became very clear in the autumn of 2014, when the government negotiated a tax treaty with Ghana. The treaty has been highly criticised by non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and left-wing parties for being unfavourable towards Ghana. It has a tax rate of only 5 per cent on transferred assets to Danish subsidiaries, which is lower than the 8 per cent stated in Ghanaian legislation. The treaty stands in sharp contrast to the Danish development policy in Ghana, which has an explicit focus on strengthening the Ghanaian tax system and domestic resource mobilisation. Thus there is lack of coherence between Danish tax policies and Danish development policies. This misalignment still happens despite the Danish Government’s Policy Coherence for Development (PCD) plan, which is clearly not being implemented by the Ministry of Taxation.

A Parliamentary hearing was held in April 2015 on the effect of Danish tax treaties with developing countries. Responding to the critics of the Danish treaty with Ghana, the then Minister of Taxation sought to offer reassurance that the deal did not cheat Ghana of revenue, but at the same time he also stated that “Denmark does not give development assistance through tax treaties”, a statement that reaffirms the government’s position that tax treaties should not be crafted in a way that is more favourable to developing countries.

The tax focus in the Danish PCD plan is on strengthening and implementing fair tax systems, and creating synergies between the fight against tax fraud and the promotion of good governance within taxation. Furthermore, the Ministry of Development and Trade in April presented a plan on ‘tax and development’, which added extra funds of €1.34 million to the Danish development work on tax. The ministry focuses on advocacy and capacity building, with a special focus on civil society, regional and international organisations. The total value of the current and new Danish tax and development agenda amounts to €75 million until 2019. These are all welcomed initiatives, but it is worrying that they are happening without coordination with the Ministry of Taxation, which allows for the kind of inconsistencies that the treaty with Ghana demonstrates. A powerful tool to become aware and to better avoid these inconsistencies would be for Denmark to carry out a spill-over analysis of its tax practices on developing countries and to ensure that, when Ministries’ objectives collide, then the objective that overrides is the one in favour of development. Unfortunately, the Tax Ministry has no plans to conduct a spill-over analysis, nor to implement the PCD, which it considers to belong under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Financial and corporate transparency

Seemingly inspired by a British model, the previous government encouraged relevant stakeholders to establish a ‘Fair Tax mark’, a label that companies that live up to certain standards can put on their products to show consumers their commitment to fair and transparent taxation. The government hopes that “...a fair tax-brand will bring the transparency all the way to the counter, all the way to consumers.” It remains to be seen whether these plans will progress under the newly formed government.
Public reporting for multinational corporations

Denmark has implemented the EU provision for country by country reporting for the financial sector, and has made it mandatory for financial institutions to publish this information in their annual report.\(^{419}\) The previous government declined to make their position on country by country reporting for other sectors clear, but have expressed objections about the inclusion of public country by country reporting in the Shareholders Rights Directive, according to one of Denmark’s business associations.\(^{420}\)

Rather unique in the EU, the Danish tax authorities have disclosed ‘open tax payments list’ since 2012, where the public can see what companies, associations and funds pay in corporation tax in Denmark.\(^{421}\) In December 2014, it was decided to eventually expand the scope of these lists to include corporate tax payments made in the last five years.\(^{422}\) In a highly troubling development, the largest party in the coalition (that supports the new government formed after June 2015) has stated that they no longer support these public lists.\(^{423}\) As the party of the current government has previously been sceptical of the lists,\(^{424}\) their future is uncertain. The prospects for a parliamentary majority in favour of public country by country reporting seems less favourable than for a long time.

Ownership transparency

Denmark took a major step forward on corporate transparency when it announced in late 2014 that it would create a public register of beneficial owners, being one of only a handful of European countries having committed to this important measure of transparency.\(^{425}\) The move followed stories in the press showing that Denmark was being marketed in Russia and Eastern Europe as the ideal place to incorporate for tax purposes due to its secrecy around the kommandit companies (see above). Among the companies that decided to make use of this opaque company structure was an Uzbek oil company that had routed more than €1.3 billion through Denmark as well as a Ukrainian pharmaceutical company that allegedly used the structure to dodge €34 million in taxes.\(^{426}\) The public register is expected to be implemented by late spring 2016.\(^{427}\) Further transparency was secured when it was decided in 2015 that bearer shares should be phased out, and that a public register of shareholders was introduced as of the 15 June 2015.\(^{428}\)

EU solutions

With the implementation of the Capital Requirements Directive IV, a strong support for the EU’s proposal for the automatic exchange of tax rulings,\(^{429}\) and a plan to implement the Anti-Money Laundering Directive during the autumn of 2015, Denmark is one of the countries at the forefront of implementing EU policies on tax. Denmark has recently shown resolve to go beyond the minimum recommendations of EU regulation, going for a much more comprehensive General Anti Avoidance Rule (GAAR) than suggested by the Commission and signalling a will to make their register of beneficial owners publicly available. At the same time, Denmark rarely takes the lead when these issues are negotiated at the EU level. Furthermore, the change of government in June 2015 suggests that we may see a change in the way that Denmark implements EU regulation as the new coalition agreement states that the government will take a more conservative approach to the adoption of directives on corporate matters to limit ‘restrictive measures’ for the business environment, and also plan to give the corporate sector a bigger say on how Denmark adopts directives related to corporate matters in future.\(^{430}\) If this corporate advice is taken from multinational corporations rather than small- and medium-sized enterprises, it could mean that Denmark will become less progressive in the future.

In terms of the introduction of a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) at EU level, Denmark supports the idea in principle, but stresses that any agreement should not dilute the tax base, and it has not been a topic that Denmark has pushed at the EU level.\(^{431}\)
Global solutions

The Danish Minister of Taxation until June 2015 was adamant that Denmark should be in the lead globally on promoting tax justice, stating in one interview that: ‘It is essential that we place Denmark in a leading role in the fight against tax havens […] We need to […] inspire other countries in the fight against aggressive tax planning.’

The former Danish government acknowledged the need to find a global solution on international tax challenges in order to finance the Sustainable Development Goals, and it recognised that harmful tax practices are especially damaging for developing countries. However, both the former and the current Danish government strongly support the OECD BEPS project, and believe that the global issues should be solved within OECD as well as at the EU level. Thus, Denmark does not support the establishment of an intergovernmental body on tax under the UN where all countries can be represented equally. This disappointing position was further established at the conference for financing for development, held in Addis Ababa in July 2015.

Conclusion

Denmark has seen great improvement in national financial and corporate tax transparency and has introduced new measures through broad political agreement to fight tax evasion and aggressive tax planning. The commitment to a public accessible register of beneficial owners must be especially commended, although a legislative proposal is still being awaited. The next logical step for Denmark would be to support public country by country reporting. However, there are worrying signs that this type of transparency is being resisted, not least since the change in government.

When it comes to implementing EU policies on taxation, Denmark is one of the European countries taking a lead. However, it rarely pushes an agenda forward during the actual negotiations at the EU level. While the issue of tax dodging has received increased attention over the recent year, there is still very little focus on how Denmark’s own tax policies impact on developing countries. Despite having a Policy Coherence for Development plan with explicit reference to taxation and the Danish government’s highly commendable focus on taxation and good governance in their development programmes, there is still very little actual coordination with the Ministry of Taxation and seemingly no interest in pushing for spill-over analysis or an intergovernmental body on tax, where developing countries would have a seat at the negotiating table.
General overview

France has been at the centre of both the LuxLeaks and SwissLeaks tax scandals. LuxLeaks was broken by the French whistleblower Antoine Deltour, a former PwC auditor, and French journalist Edouard Perrin. They are now both standing trial in Luxembourg for revealing the dark secrets of the Duchy. Of the companies exposed in LuxLeaks, 56 were connected with France. The French government had already secured much of the SwissLeaks information as far back as 2009 when French police raided the home of whistleblower Hervé Falciani, a former employee HSBC’s Swiss branch, and obtained a list of secret account holders in Switzerland. Since then, this information has been exchanged with a select number of countries. Of all the countries covered in the SwissLeaks data, France had the second highest number of clients, with €12.5 billion stashed away in 9,187 clients’ accounts. While other countries struggled to find a suitable response to the leaked HSBC data, France showed resolve by so far reclaiming more than €200 million in taxes and fines from the HSBC information, successfully convicting high-profile evaders, and taking legal action against the HSBC branch in Switzerland.

France has also showed some willingness in helping developing countries reclaim some of its lost tax revenue by sharing information from the Falciani list with India. Political scandals related to taxation continued to shock the French public as the former leader of the National Front, Jean-Marie Le Pen, was linked with a trust owning an HSBC account in Switzerland, and former Interior Minister Claude Guéant was accused of tax evasion. Several multinational corporations, including the state-owned companies EDF and Aéroport de Paris, as well as Total and McDonald’s, also came under fire for building tax schemes to evade taxes.

Against this backdrop of numerous scandals, a groundbreaking report published by the French central bank in May 2015 outlined that just one form of tax dodging by multinationals had reduced the French corporate tax base by $8.4 billion in 2008. This corresponds to a loss of 10 per cent of all the corporate income tax paid by multinational companies.

For a long time, the French government has been vocal on the international stage in condemning tax dodging and calling for swift action, whether directed at Luxembourg or at the European Commission. Landmark policies have also been passed, including France’s pioneering country by country reporting obligation for banks, which became fully operational in 2015. Despite this, there is a growing feeling that France’s days as a moral leader against tax dodging are quickly fading. Instead of pushing for increased tax justice and transparency, the government is adopting an increasingly pro-business approach: boosting tax credits and promoting special corporate tax agreements behind closed doors. This has coincided with the finalisation of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project, which the French government supports warmly, and its unwillingness to go beyond the recommendations emerging from this process. France’s unconditional support of the OECD was also noted during the Addis Ababa conference where it became clear that France was one of the countries most strongly opposed to the establishment of a universal tax body.

Tax policies

On paper France has the highest corporate income tax rate in the EU. Unlike many other member states, this has remained remarkably stable over the last decade. However, behind the seeming stability of the headline rates, France is taking part in the same tax competition for lower effective tax rates as its European neighbours through a range of tax incentives. According to the 2015 Finance Bill, these have an annual cost of more than 84 billion to the public, nearly outstripping the entire education budget of €88 billion. The largest revenue loss comes from an incentive dedicated to creating competitiveness and jobs (Crédit d’impôt Compétitivité et Emploi – CICE), which leads to a revenue loss of €12.5 billion, nearly enough to cover the French Social Security Deficit. Although the CICE monitoring committee argues it is too early to outline the impact of these tax credits on growth and jobs, the government has already reinforced the regulatory framework to fight increased tax fraud. Companies seeking the CICE incentive are now required to disclose a narrative report projecting how the money will be spent. According to Bercy itself, the CICE is one of the main causes of the decline in tax revenue collected from companies in 2014. Over a year, France’s corporate tax revenue decreased by 36.7%. Meanwhile, revenues derived from value added tax (VAT) and income tax jumped by €5 billion.
France also offers large incentives on Research and Development (R&D), with many of these being targeted at small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). One of the most important incentives, which is one of the largest R&D tax credits in the world — the Crédit Impôt Recherche (CIR) — benefits as many as 2,000 foreign companies operating in France. For 2015, the cost of the CIR incentive will amount to €5.34 billion, more than 1.5 times the budget of €3.23 billion granted to the largest governmental research agency (Centre nationale de la recherche scientifique – CNRS). Officially, the government argues that the CIR contributes to boosting the R&D’s share in France’s total Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

A 2015 report commissioned by the French Senate outlined large abuses in the allocation of the CIR. According to the report, multinational companies are more likely to take advantage of the CIR, using large networks of suppliers and subsidiaries to siphon off money rather than recruiting researchers. In 2014 and 2015, the world’s third largest pharmaceutical company Sanofi, and the top French automaker Renault came under fire. It was discovered that they had both benefitted enormously from the incentive while hiring few researchers or even, in Renault’s case, slashing their R&D staff and budget. Faced with such blatant abuses, the French Senate launched a parliamentary investigation of the CIR in December 2014. The investigations were gathered in a report entitled “Investigation on the misappropriation of the CIR”, which a majority in the Senate refused to publish due to allegations that it was unfair and unbalanced. Excerpts leaked in the press revealed that the report tackled both the lack of monitoring capacities of the under-staffed fiscal administration and the unwillingness of the government to alter the R&D tax regime.

In order to become more attractive for multinational corporations, France is increasingly resorting to tax credits and thereby fueling a European race to the bottom in terms of corporate tax revenues. Another recent example of this is the planned expansion of a tax credit system for the cinema industry, which is currently being discussed as part of the finance bill. This would allow blockbusters based in France to reduce their tax bill by 30%.

France has taken multiple initiatives in order to tackle corporate tax dodging, especially following Luxleaks. The government signed a performance clause with tax authorities to focus on the biggest tax dodgers and to secure at least 20 per cent of files ending up with penalties.

Worried about the tax schemes of tech giants such as Google or Facebook, France is currently assessing the opportunity to tax their revenue based on bandwidth rather than their reported profits in France, although the powers that be seem more willing to push such an option at the EU level.

Additional scandals related to the tax schemes of publicly owned companies such as EDF and Aéroport de Paris pushed the Finance Minister Michel Sapin to state that public companies had to be “exemplary”. He sent a letter to all state representatives on the boards of these companies urging them to ask for a complete list of subsidiaries and their location to be published. The Minister also stated that all the subsidiaries that seemed to have been set up in countries for tax purposes only would be closed down. Despite a public row, a compulsory application of the comprehensive country by country reporting to public companies does not seem to be on the government’s agenda.

**Tax rulings**

France offers multinational companies Advanced Pricing Agreements (APAs). Although such agreements are not necessarily problematic in themselves, the LuxLeaks revelations demonstrated that they can be used to facilitate tax dodging. France had 47 APAs in force at the end of 2013. This made it the European country with the fourth most APAs [on revealed statistics – excluding Austria and the Netherlands]. The content of these APAs is legally kept under the secret of tax administration. The Ministry of Finance states that it does not support making the rulings public.

**Patent box**

In 2000, the French Parliament passed a bill decreasing taxation on the licensing of patents from 33 per cent to 15 per cent. According to 2014 figures, 200 companies benefitted from the patent box system for a total cost of €400 million, the equivalent of the French public hospital deficit in 2013.

**Tax treaties**

France remains one of the EU countries with the most tax treaties signed with developing countries (62), including the ten developing countries it does most trade with. According to the French Finance Ministry, the tax treaties used by France are exclusively based on the OECD model. This raises concerns that the taxing rights arising from this trade is primarily granted to France rather than the developing countries in question. Ministry officials also state that they support the introduction of a new anti-abuse clause in their treaties. As explained in section 3.5 on tax treaties, such clauses can in some instances help prevent treaty abuse, but do not address the primary concern with tax treaties, namely the lowering of withholding tax rates in developing countries.
In December 2014, France signed a new tax treaty with China to replace a previous treaty from 1984. The new treaty shows both positive and negative aspects of the French government’s approach to negotiating treaties. On the positive side, the new treaty includes an anti-abuse clause, in line with France’s new-found support for this provision. On the negative side, the withholding tax rate on dividends has been lowered from the previous rate of 10 per cent, which is also the statutory rate in China, to a new reduced rate of 5 per cent. Highlighting the problematic avenues that such tax reductions can open up in terms of tax planning, the accounting firm EY notes, in an analysis of the new treaty, that “with the reduction of the withholding tax rate for dividends under the New Treaty, France may be considered as one of the preferred jurisdictions in Europe, both for investments into China and for investments into Europe.”

Financial and corporate transparency

Public reporting for multinational corporations

France has a history as perhaps the strongest advocate among EU member states for public country by country reporting. In 2013, France was the first European country to adopt a provision for public country by country reporting for its banking institutions. This pushed the EU to adopt a similar provision shortly afterwards. In 2014, for the first time, banks and credit institutions publicly disclosed a list of their subsidiaries, revenues and number of employees on a country by country basis. In 2015, financial institutions also had to disclose their profits and losses before tax, the taxes they pay and the public subsidies they receive. An analysis of the data released in 2014 showed that French banks generate a quarter of their international revenue from low tax jurisdictions, with more than one third of their banks generating a quarter of their international revenue.

Having led the way on public country by country reporting (CBCR) for the financial sector, it had been hoped that France would take the lead on extending this reporting requirement to other sectors. Disappointingly, the Minister of Finance dashed this hope in June 2015, stating that France will not unilaterally adopt public country by country reporting for other sectors, and that it supports the current OECD work on CBCR, which would keep the information away from the public. However, the Ministry is also following the work of the impact assessment on public CBCR assessment conducted by the European Commission and indicates some willingness to follow the results of the assessment.

In December 2014, France was the first country to implement the European directives to increase transparency in the extractive and forestry industries. Yet the bill was described as a missed opportunity by NGOs that were expecting the government to seize the opportunity of the directives to apply a more complete public country by country requirement along the lines of what exists for the banks. Disappointingly, the government chose to follow the minimum requirements of the directive and to apply extremely low sanctions. As of October 2015, the implementation decree is still pending.

Ownership transparency

As the European Council approved the Anti-Money Laundering Directive, the French government encourage all EU member states to speed up the implementation of the new directive. France is reported to have played a constructive role during the negotiations on the directive, being one of a small handful of member states that had signalled support for implementing public registers of beneficial owners. France appears to be willing to adopt this directive through a ‘transparency package’, which was announced for summer 2015 but has still not been discussed in Parliament. Regarding trusts, the anti-fraud law adopted in November 2013 introduces the basis for a public register for a small number of French fiducies, but also for foreign trusts where French residents participate as trustees, settlors or beneficiaries. The decree implementing the law is nevertheless still expected. While at the time when the deal was reached on the anti-money laundering directive it was expected that France would fully implement public registers of beneficial owners, officials at the Finance Ministry have since stated that the register will not be fully public. However, they have guaranteed that virtually anyone requiring access to the register will fall into the ‘legitimate interest’ category.

In December 2014, France conducted an impact assessment on public CBCR assessment on CBCR subsidiaries abroad located in these kind of jurisdictions. From low tax jurisdictions, with more than one third of their banks generating a quarter of their international revenue.
EU solutions
France has the long-standing position as a champion of the EU proposal on a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB). Even before the many tax scandals hit France, President François Hollande publicly pledged to push for a European CCCTB by 2020. Research published in July 2014 by the French Conseil d’Analyse Economique (CAE) outlined the feasibility of a CCCTB starting with a harmonisation of the banking sector in a reduced number of EU countries. Finance Minister Michel Sapin also sent a letter co-signed by his German and Italian counterparts, pushing for further EU harmonisation. Yet as the European Commission introduced a watered-down version of CCCTB as part of their package on fairer corporate taxation – lacking the core measure of consolidation – Sapin praised the EU for taking ambitious steps to reform the tax system.

Following the Luxleaks scandal, the French government supported a first EU package on transparency allowing for the automatic exchange of tax rulings. Sapin was very vocal regarding the tax rulings granted by Luxembourg to companies, stating that “aggressive tax planning [was] not acceptable anymore” and the tax dodging was to be “tackled at the global stage.” French authorities consider the EU package as sufficient proof of transparency, despite the fact that only tax authorities would have access to the information, which would not entail any public transparency. The government has not indicated any willingness to push for further transparency or to go beyond EU initiatives.

Global solutions
Whether within the EU or on the international stage, in a few years France has changed from often taking unilateral actions to lead the way against tax dodging to becoming more passive. This has coincided with the OECD BEPS reform project, which France is warmly in favour of and which officials insist is the right forum for discussing tax issues. As such, France has been repeatedly pledging its support to the OECD and its BEPS action plan and has expressed its intention to implement part of the BEPS outcome (including confidential country by country reporting) into law by the end of the year.

Consequently, France is opposed to any UN initiative regarding tax and transparency, such as the creation of a UN intergovernmental tax body. This position has been repeatedly expressed during the international rounds of negotiations.

Although the public explanation for such a position is that a UN initiative would be inefficient and would embody an “institutional proliferation”, the actual reason seems to lie elsewhere: the creation of a UN tax body would shift the decision-making agenda away from the restricted OECD countries’ club, thus diminishing their power to shape the tax agenda. Furthermore, it might mean that decision making will no longer happen in Paris, where the OECD is based. During the Financing for Development Conference last July in Addis Ababa, France was one of the most active rich countries to block this proposition, and, curiously, seemed to be questioning multilateralism. Reflecting France’s view on the central role of the OECD when it comes to taxation and developing countries, the government remains one of the top funders of the OECD initiative Tax Inspectors without Borders (TIWB).

Conclusion
Numerous tax scandals involving multinational companies doing business in France were followed by sweeping declarations from the French Government. The time of tax dodging was “over” for multinational companies that could not now “place themselves beyond this obligation.” Yet despite ambitious speeches, France showed little determination to tackle tax dodging at home and refused to push any legislation outside the EU and the OECD. This strategy often ended up in delaying – if not killing – the application of a fairer tax system, as exemplified by France’s attitude in the FfD negotiations around the UN tax body.

The government’s argument for such a position has consistently fallen on protecting business interests. Any tax justice measure considered as harmful to the French business environment has been delayed. And in terms of the business environment, France is no amateur, granting large tax incentives to businesses – particularly for R&D. Despite large abuses of R&D tax incentives by multinational companies revealed by several institutional reports and investigations, the government seems unwilling to restrict access to R&D tax credits and flags R&D as one of the criteria of French attractiveness – at the potential expense of other countries.

Once a leader in terms of promoting tax transparency in the EU, France has definitely taken a much more conservative approach over the recent year. Disappointingly, the Ministry of Finance has stated that it will neither implement fully public registers of beneficial owners nor support public country by country reporting unless other countries push for this. By taking such positions, there is a real sense that France is quickly losing its previous reputation as a champion of positive change on tax.
“Just because something is legal, does not mean it is fair in tax terms. Multinationals must contribute their fair share to public budgets – just like any other company has to.”

Wolfgang Schäuble, Minister of Finance, Germany

General overview

Tax dodging has featured as a prominent media and policy issue in Germany over the last year. The government has continued its aggressive pursuit of tax evaders, securing convictions of prominent public figures and purchasing account information from Liechtenstein and Swiss whistleblowers. These efforts have caused the number of voluntary disclosures by Germans of previously hidden offshore wealth to sky rocket, with an all-time record of about 40,000 disclosures in 2014, and a further 10,000 in the first half of 2015. Amidst a growing number of scandals showing the role that the German financial industry has played in facilitating tax dodging, the German authorities have also pursued a number of investigations against some of the biggest banks in the country.

As the EU’s biggest Member State, Germany has a unique opportunity to influence the tax agenda in the EU and globally. The German government in some instances uses this influence for good, actively encouraging more coordination of tax issues in the EU and speaking out against harmful tax practices such as patent boxes. Despite this constructive role on coordination, the German government plays a decidedly more negative role when it comes to corporate transparency, where it is often a powerful stumbling block against more progressive action in the EU. The same unconstructive role is apparent when it comes to supporting solutions that would help developing countries and not only the EU.

Tax policies

According to an assessment in mid-2014 by the audit company KPMG “never before has the topic [of tax avoidance] been discussed so widely both in the press and by the German public.” Despite this high level attention, 2015 has not brought major reforms to Germany’s corporate tax system. In December 2014 the Federal government and the Länder governments set up a special working group to discuss policy measures to address base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS). However, by May 2015 the group had reportedly only met once since January, leading the auditing firm EY to note that they “do not expect more than first steps towards BEPS implementation by the end of this year [2015].”

The regulatory authorities have been active in trying to pursue cases against tax dodging. In the process they have exposed the important role of the sizeable German financial sector in facilitating these practices. In February 2015, 150 tax agents raided Germany’s second largest bank – Commerzbank – in relation to investigations into the bank’s possible facilitating of clients’ tax evasion through Luxembourg. The move is said to have led to a number of other banks revisiting their practices in Luxembourg, and resulted in one bank reportedly settling with the German authorities for €22 million over their role in helping to set up shell companies to hide funds in Luxembourg. Other investigations into at least three more banks are ongoing.

There has also been progress on what Der Spiegel has called “one of the biggest tax scandals in postwar history” in Germany – a structure that was reportedly set up by several banks including Deutsche Bank and HypoVereinsbank. According to the allegations, the banks helped taxpayers to exploit loopholes in tax law that enabled taxpayers to get two tax payment certificates for only one real tax payment on the same share transaction. The problem stretches back decades and the German authorities have tried to close the loophole several times. While banks now state that their advice was still legal (backed by at least one higher court ruling, which was however largely annulled by the highest German tax court, the Bundesfinanzhof, in 2014), the German authorities insist that it was illegal. In July 2015, HypoVereinsbank agreed to pay a fine of €20 million and also to help the tax authorities with further investigations – the first time ever that a large German bank has done so in this kind of case.
Meanwhile, the investigation has been expanding as the offices of Deutsche Bank were raided in June 2015 in relation to the case.\(^53^1\) The UK tax authorities also became involved in the case in 2014 at the behest of the German authorities.\(^53^2\)

A trial against eight former Deutsche Bank employees started after years of investigations into their possible involvement in a massive value added tax (VAT) carousel fraud with carbon emission certificates for which several carbon traders had been sentenced already.\(^53^3\)

The voluntary disclosure law was revised at the end of 2014. Tax evaders, among others, will in the future only be free from prosecution if they pay additional fees of 10-20 per cent of the taxes dodged, and the threshold to be eligible for the special favourable treatment was lowered from €50,000 to €25,000.\(^53^4\)

Relatively strict regulation – such as its controlled foreign corporation (CFC) rules\(^53^5\) – means that German companies are perhaps to some degree less engaged in the most aggressive forms of tax planning than multinational companies headquartered in other countries. However, German companies also have many subsidiaries in countries known to play a significant role in tax avoidance such as the Netherlands or Luxembourg\(^53^6\) and have been part of conflicts with foreign tax authorities on transfer pricing issues such as Argentina\(^53^7\) and Vietnam.\(^53^8\) Research also indicates that tax avoidance might add up to a tax base loss of €92 billion a year in Germany.\(^53^9\)

**Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)**

According to the OECD, the amount of foreign direct investment (FDI) flowing through resident Special Purpose Entities (SPEs) in Germany is not significant.\(^54^0\) Currently, SPEs are defined both in the German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch) and the German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz). According to an analysis of the tax treatment of the German holding company regime by a website specialising in tax planning advice, Germany is “a relatively attractive jurisdiction in which to set up a holding company although not the most attractive.”\(^54^1\)

**Patent box**

Germany does not have any special tax rates for interest or royalty income in the form of a patent or licence box. The only notable special tax regime is for ships, which are taxed by size.\(^54^2\)

In 2013, the German Minister of Finance called for a ban on patent boxes and accused EU Member States that had implemented such policies of going against the “European spirit” and saying that “you could get the idea they are doing it just to attract companies.”\(^54^3\) The German campaign against patent boxes culminated in November 2014 when a compromise was reached between the UK and Germany on the acceptable use of patent boxes in the EU. The compromise stressed, among other things, that the users of patent boxes needed a certain degree of economic substance in the country where they benefitted from these.\(^54^4\) The compromise has subsequently been criticised for not solving the basic problems associated with patent boxes.\(^55^0\)

Among the German government’s support for a compromise, pressure from German industry mounted on the government to also adopt a patent box.\(^55^1\) According to Der Spiegel, the German Finance Ministry did consider significantly reducing the rates of taxation on income from patents or licences to 10 or 15 per cent in 2014,\(^55^2\) but as of yet, no legislative proposal has been put forward. Should Germany – previously the most vocal critical voice of patent boxes – choose to adopt one itself, it would signify a capitulation to the harmful tax competition of this type in the EU.

**Tax treaties**

Germany has an extensive network of 48 tax treaties with developing countries.\(^55^3\) New treaties are currently being negotiated with Jordan, Qatar, Libya, Oman, Serbia and Turkmenistan, while revisions and supplements are being negotiated with several other states.\(^55^4\) A new treaty with Costa Rica was finalised in 2014.\(^55^5\)
In a recent revision of its treaty with the Philippines, the maximum withholding tax rates in the source country on outgoing interest and royalty payments were significantly lowered.\(^{556}\)

As evident from a 2013 template for tax treaties released by the Federal Ministry of Finance, Germany’s treaties generally draw on the OECD model, although elements of the UN model can be included.\(^{557}\) According to the Ministry, the template is used for negotiations with all countries,\(^{558}\) regardless of whether they fall into the categories of developed or developing nations, even though there can be certain modifications with the latter. Notably, the 2013 template includes not only the objective of preventing double taxation but also double non-taxation and tax avoidance. It also includes various counter measures against tax avoidance. The German government in 2014 reported that it was not planning to carry out an impact assessment of its tax policies to calculate the potential spillover effects on developing countries.\(^{559}\) There are no indications that this position has changed.

**Financial and corporate transparency**

Due to its large financial and banking sector, Germany has for some time been a key location for money-laundering.\(^{560}\) Rough estimates put the scale of laundered money in Germany within the range of €29 billion to €57 billion annually.\(^{561}\) News headlines related to German banks and money laundering have been frequent, and 2015 has been no exception. In February, Deutsche Bank was issued with a fine from regulators in South Africa for not complying with anti-money laundering laws.\(^{562}\) In March just one German bank, Commerzbank, was facing settlements of $1.45 billion for violations of sanctions and various accusations of money laundering.\(^{563}\) In June, Deutsche Bank and authorities in the UK and US started an investigation into possible money laundering for Russian clients, which reportedly involved looking into transfers of about $6 billion over more than a four-year period.\(^{564}\)

**Public reporting by multinational corporations**

In mid-2015 the Government announced its intention to implement country by country reporting along the lines of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) recommendations.\(^{565}\) This would imply that the information would not be made publicly available, and that only the very largest companies with an annual consolidated turnover of more than €750 million would be included. The government further announced that it was its intention that a law should pass parliamentary approval by the end of 2015, in order for the reporting requirement to take effect from 2016.\(^{566}\)

**Ownership transparency**

In June 2014 the inter-governmental body the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) reviewed Germany’s follow-up on its recommendations from 2010, and found that the government had not yet sufficiently addressed shortcomings on documenting and storing beneficial ownership information.\(^{567}\) The report also criticised the lack of transparency in relation to a type of trust allowed under German law called “Treuhand funds”.\(^{568}\) During negotiations at the EU level on the Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD) towards the end of 2014, it was reported that Germany was against the creation of a centralised register of beneficial owners due to a preference for its existing system, where data on owners of bank accounts are to be held by the banks (and can be accessed by the authorities) but not stored centrally.\(^{569}\) Luckily, the German position did not prevail as civil society organisations have pointed out that this system had shortcomings.\(^{570}\) It was also reported that Germany led a group of countries that tried to restrict the information stored on beneficial owners,\(^{571}\) as well as being against making beneficial ownership information available to the public.\(^{572}\) With these positions, the prospects for an ambitious implementation of the AMLD that delivers fully public registers seem bleak, but at the time of writing the government’s plans are not yet confirmed on this matter.

**Automatic exchange of information**

Germany passed legislation in July 2015 to allow for automatic exchange of information from 2017.\(^{573}\) Germany’s approach is consistent with the international agreement on automatic exchange of information, to which it is a signatory. However, the German government has taken additional steps by reportedly developing plans to “deposit a special privacy policy with the OECD, to ensure that all countries that operate the automatic exchange of tax information in the future on the basis of the agreement with Germany comply with the strict German privacy standard for the transmission of personal and company-related data.”\(^{574}\) Whether this is an indication that Germany will be more reluctant to share information with developing countries is not yet known.
EU solutions

Together with the governments of France and Italy, the German government sent a letter to the European Commission at the end of 2014, urging it to prioritise the fight against tax dodging and to come up with a legislative proposal to counter the erosion of tax bases across Europe.575

In Council discussions, the German government has reportedly been very supportive of a speedy implementation of the automatic exchange of tax rulings in the EU, and has also stressed the need for a reform of the Code of Conduct on Business Taxation.576 As noted, the government has also played a strong role in trying to stem the negative effects of patent boxes in the EU.

Despite these positive efforts, Germany has often played a less constructive role when it comes to corporate transparency measures at the EU level. As noted, Germany reportedly did not play a progressive role during the negotiations of the EU AMLD. Similarly with regard to country by country reporting, the German government has previously hindered EU action in the negotiations for stricter reporting requirements for companies in the extractive industries.577 It was (unsuccessful) against the reporting for banks, and in discussions seems reluctant to extend the reporting to all sectors such as through the Shareholders Rights Directive.

The German government’s position on the introduction of an EU-wide Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) is not easy to assess. While it openly rejected this proposal some years ago,578 the government now might be more open to the concept and have at least committed to the “Common Tax Base” as a first step in the coalition treaty.579 However, in talks with the government, reservations about the consolidation have been expressed (e.g. regarding depreciation of pensions) and particularly on the formula apportionment, arguing that it is very difficult to reach agreement on.

Global solutions

In a response to the European Commission, the government states that the fight against illicit financial flows is one of its three priorities in relation to Policy Coherence for Development. The government further states that, in order to be successful in the fight against these flows, there is need for “a close cooperation between different governmental departments as well as between developing, emerging and developed countries.” 580 Despite this, Germany clearly believes that standard setting or regulation of international tax matters should remain at EU and OECD levels. Consequently, Germany has been opposing the upgrade of the Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters – which it has been supporting financially beyond its assessed contributions to the regular budget of the UN – to an intergovernmental body for some years,581 including during the Financing for Development negotiations in July 2015.

Conclusion

Germany is publicly committed to fighting tax fraud and avoidance. As a strong supporter of EU coordination against what it perceives as harmful tax practices, Germany has been quite active relative to other EU Member States. However, on further transparency and some initiatives to fight tax dodging at the EU level, the government has played a less constructive role. Germany also upholds secrecy practices such as the trust structure (Treuhand funds).

As developments in 2015 once again revealed, the fight against tax dodging in Germany is intrinsically linked to its large financial sector, which the government seems reluctant to regulate properly. On the positive side, 2015 seems to have brought increased pressure on the banks from regulators, which have initiated new investigations and have had an important victory on a long-running case on tax dodging. Overall, the government seems more engaged in terms of tackling the tax avoidance of companies after the Luxembourg Leaks (LuxLeaks). However, judging by its reluctance to support an inclusive global process for international tax reform and its embracing of solutions that exclude developing countries such as in its move towards the OECD BEPS recommendations on country by country reporting and non-public registers of beneficial owners, the German government seems to ignore the interests of developing countries.
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General overview

Hungary’s tax regime, although rarely discussed, offers a number of opportunities that make it ideal for international tax planning. Among these are the lack of withholding taxes, a flexible and tax neutral regime for Special Purpose Entities (SPEs), a patent box583 and limited registration requirements for owners of foreign companies and partnerships.584 According to an international tax consultancy firm, while Hungary has none of the harmful connotations of an offshore tax haven, it can be a safe harbour for investors seeking the most tax optimal structure without the risks to their brand or heat from tax administrations in other countries.585 The relatively high flow of foreign direct investment (FDI) through Hungary’s sizeable sector of SPEs586 suggests that Hungary does indeed play a role in international tax planning.

In recent years, Hungary has been through large rounds of budget cuts on social security, social protection and education.587 In an effort to cut its widening budget deficit, Hungary has introduced nine different sector-specific taxes (some of which have since been modified) over the past five years, including a tax on advertisement, telecommunications and financial institutions.588 These new taxes were heavily criticised for placing extra burdens on banks, multinational companies or individual actors, in the case of the advertisement tax, and also for the manner in which they were introduced – often in an ad hoc manner, according to critics both in Hungary and the EU.589

Hungary’s National Tax and Customs Authority (NAV) itself was at the centre of a scandal. The US Chargé d’Affaires in Hungary announced that government officials, including the then president of NAV, Ildikó Vida, had been banned from entering the US due to allegations of involvement in corruption.590 This diplomatic scandal came after claims in 2013 from former NAV employee and whistleblower András Horváth about systemic deficiencies in NAV’s oversight, which had resulted in as much as HUF 1 trillion (€3.4 billion591) being lost to value added tax (VAT) fraud annually.592 While an internal audit at NAV (supervised by Ildikó Vida herself) found no systemic malpractice in the organisation,593 an unrelated investigation by the State Audit Office – which looked into activities of the Tax Authority from 2009 to 2013 – revealed a number of deficiencies in the rules and regulations of the organisation and pointed out that, in several instances, NAV had not adhered to its own policies on oversight.594

Tax policies

In certain respects, Hungary’s tax system is quite unique in the EU. While most European countries have in place a progressive personal income tax system combined with a flat-rate corporate income tax, Hungary has the reverse. It has a flat-rate personal income tax rate of 16 per cent, the third lowest rate in the EU.595 Its corporate income tax is progressive, with a low 10 per cent rate applied to the tax base up until €1.62 million and a 19 per cent rate above this threshold, with an additional local business tax of up to 2 per cent.596 Not surprisingly, in 2012, corporate income taxes contributed only 1.3 per cent of GDP (€1.2 billion), with only Greece capturing less (1.1 per cent of GDP) in the EU.597

Hungary has introduced special tax schemes for micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises, offering lump-sum tax options, depending on the number of employees and annual revenue: these are EVA (simplified enterprise tax); KATA (small taxpayers’ lump sum tax); and KIVA (small business tax).598 In stark contrast to the relatively low corporate income tax, Hungary has the highest VAT rate in the EU at 27 per cent.599

The Hungarian government offers various tax incentives for investment and R&D; it provides so-called VIP cash grants to large investments, obtained through a discretionary government decision600 that varies across regions, and depends on the amount of the investment and the number of jobs created.601 Other types of incentives include the development tax allowance,602 which is a tax credit that is available for up to ten years to decrease corporate income tax liability.603 Cash grants and super deduction, corporate tax credit, reduction in social security contributions and up to 50 per cent corporate tax exemption on income from royalties are offered specifically for R&D activity.604

After 2010, Hungary implemented a range of sector-specific taxes, targeting advertisement, tobacco, finance, energy, telecommunications and retail. These sector-specific taxes are expected to bring in a projected boost to government revenue of 1.9 per cent of GDP in 2015, with 1.2 per cent of this being accounted for by the new taxes on financial institutions.605

“We can say to Spar and to Philip Morris that if you won’t pay this tax [the sector specific tax on tobacco and retail], then you’ll pay another, but one way or another, you’ll pay ... You can go complain to the EU, but then you’ll just pay more.”

Janos Lazar, Minister of Prime Minister’s Office, Hungary682
In June 2015, the Hungarian Parliament approved the annual budget, which included an amendment on the tobacco tax becoming permanent, and a reduction in the controversial tax on credit institutions to 0.31 per cent in 2016, and 0.21 per cent in 2017 and 2018.\textsuperscript{606} The reductions are expected to reduce revenue from the financial sector by €219 million.\textsuperscript{607} The Advertisement Tax was also amended and will levy a 5.3 per cent flat tax on revenue over €318,000\textsuperscript{608} on media companies instead of the originally planned progressive tax, which was criticised by the EU.\textsuperscript{609}

**Tax rulings**

Hungary offers tax rulings, including rulings related to corporate income tax, which are binding for two years, irrespective of any changes to the corporate tax regime.\textsuperscript{610} Hungary introduced an Advance Pricing Agreement (APA) system in 2007 that can be applied to tangible or intangible property, goods and services, as well as transfers, cost sharing and intra-group loans.\textsuperscript{611} Hungary is notable in the EU for being one of the Member States that grants most APAs. According to data from the Commission, only Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the UK had more APAs in force at the end of 2013 than Hungary. Almost one in four APAs. According to data from the Commission, only Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the UK had more APAs in force at the end of 2013 than Hungary. Almost one in four of these agreements were with companies based in non-EU Member States.\textsuperscript{612}

The rise in APAs is closely related to the setting up of a separate Department for Market Price Determination and Transfer Price Audit (Szokásos Piaci Ár-Megállapítási és Transzferár Ellenőrzési Főosztály) within the Priority Affairs and Large Taxpayers General Directorate\textsuperscript{613} in October 2010. After this department was set up, the number in APA requests has grown significantly: from its introduction in 2007 to 1 January 2009, there were only six requests filed, while by the end of 2013, there were 80 separate APA requests, according to the Large Taxpayers Tax and Customs General Directorate of the National Tax and Customs Administration (KAVFIG).\textsuperscript{614}

**Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)**

Hungary is one of only four countries that, for many years, have been reporting on the flows of FDI through Special Purposes Entities (SPEs). The data has consistently shown that a significant share of FDI in and out of Hungary goes through SPEs. In 2013, 57 per cent of the total FDI flows into Hungary went to SPEs, and 80 per cent of flows out of the country originated from SPEs.\textsuperscript{615} At the end of 2014, Hungary had the third largest share of FDI flows into SPEs (Speciális Célú Vállalat – SCV) versus non-SPEs, after Luxembourg and the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{616}

Unlike most EU countries, Hungary levies no withholding taxes on any income categories (dividends, interests, royalties).\textsuperscript{617} Furthermore, capital gains realised by foreign nationals are exempt from corporate income tax (except if related to Hungarian real estate companies).\textsuperscript{618} The holding regime is particularly attractive for foreigners, as Hungary’s rules on controlled foreign companies only apply in cases where a Hungarian holds 10 per cent or more control of the company, or in cases where 50 per cent or more of the revenue arises from Hungary.\textsuperscript{619} This suggests that the relatively high portion of FDI flowing through the country’s SPEs is part of tax planning techniques. The origin of the FDI flows point to a similar conclusion, with 59 per cent of all FDI flows into the country’s SPEs coming from the tax favourable jurisdictions of Ireland, Luxembourg, Cayman Islands, Bermuda, the British Virgin Islands and Jersey.\textsuperscript{620} It is a similar story for the FDI outflows from Hungary’s SPEs, where 70 per cent has Luxembourg and Switzerland as its destination.\textsuperscript{621} Most of these jurisdictions provide little or no FDI to Hungary when excluding SPEs.\textsuperscript{622}

**Patent box**

Hungary has adopted a patent box scheme offering a tax incentive with reduced corporate income tax rate for patents.\textsuperscript{623} According to the European Commission, the effective corporate tax rate for income derived from patents is 10.3 per cent, which makes the Hungarian patent box as favourable as the much-discussed and controversial UK patent box.\textsuperscript{624} Other sources estimate that the effective rate on the use of intellectual property can be lower than 5 per cent in some instances, and note that – compared to other countries with patent boxes – the scope of intellectual property (IP) covered in Hungary is “extremely wide”.\textsuperscript{625} Moreover, Hungary exempts the income from sales of IP from capital gains taxation.\textsuperscript{626} Thus, it is no understatement when a tax lawyer company states that Hungary offers a “very attractive IP regime”.\textsuperscript{627}

**Tax treaties**

Hungary has tax treaties with a number of developing countries, and there is significant trade with these jurisdictions. More than 15 per cent of Hungary’s exports and more than 13 per cent of its imports come from just ten developing countries with which Hungary has a tax treaty.\textsuperscript{628} Most of the treaties with these countries were negotiated in the 1990s, with the exception of Serbia (2003), India (2005) and Mexico (2011). While Hungary has several treaties with developing countries, it does not have any with low-income countries. It is not clear whether Hungary in general bases its tax treaties with developing countries on the OECD or UN model.
In 2014, the Hungarian Ministry of Economics announced that it would launch tax agreement negotiations with Andorra, the British Virgin Islands, Liechtenstein and Panama, to conclude double tax agreements with the latter two and tax information exchange agreements with all the others. Recently, several other new tax treaties entered into force, including treaties in October and November of 2014 with the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, effective from 1 January 2015.629

Hungary also has new tax treaties with some of Europe’s most contentious tax jurisdictions: a tax agreement was signed with Jersey in January 2014; a tax agreement with Switzerland, negotiated in 2013, entered into force in November 2014; a treaty with Liechtenstein, negotiated in 2014, was concluded in June 2015; and the double tax agreement with Luxembourg, negotiated in 2014 and concluded in March, will enter into force in 2016.632 According to one source, the treaties with Liechtenstein and Luxembourg follow the OECD model.633 The treaty with Switzerland completely exempts dividends paid between banks in the two countries, thereby incentivising the integration with the Swiss banking sector. These developments are troubling as they imply that the government is prioritising increasing the cross-border tax planning opportunities in Hungary.

Tax and development

Hungary considers illicit financial flows and taxation to be an integral part of the Policy Coherence for Development agenda, but does not have a specific development policy on these issues, according to the Department for International Development of the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.635

In 2014, Hungary spent €8,900 on technical assistance for developing countries on taxation, focusing mostly on training and knowledge management in the international taxation field, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.636

Financial and corporate transparency

The SwissLeaks scandal exposed €106 million of funds with ties to Hungary in the HSBC branch in Switzerland. However, according to estimates by the financial consultancy Blochamps, this is only the tip of the iceberg, with over €2.2 billion held by Hungarians in Austrian, Swiss and Luxembourg accounts in 2014. In order to reclaim some of these funds, the Hungarian government in 2013 set up accounts where holders of offshore funds could place their funds and invest them in government securities. According to the government, this has so far brought €158 million back from offshore locations into Hungary. Funds can be withdrawn from the accounts with a tax rate of 10 per cent after one year or tax-free after five years, with no set deadline for the scheme, possibly hindering tax collection.

Public reporting by multinational corporations

The Hungarian Central Bank writes about the EU Capital Requirements Directive on its website, and states that the text of the directive entered into relevant Hungarian legislation on 1 January 2014. The government’s position on extending country by country reporting to other sectors and whether or not to make the information public is not known.

In a 2013 study on the transparency of corporate reporting in Hungary conducted by Transparency International Hungary, only one out of the nine large corporations headquartered in Hungary and with subsidiaries abroad published all relevant information on their subsidiaries’ annual financial disclosure.

In June 2015, the Hungarian Parliament passed legislation concerning corporate reporting using International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), making IFRS reporting compulsory from 2017 for all companies traded on a regulated market of a Member State of the European Economic Area, and for credit institutions, and financial enterprises that are subject to the same prudential requirements as credit institutions, as well as – from 2018 – for cooperative credit institutions.
Ownership transparency

The government’s position on the public’s access to beneficial ownership information is not known, and likewise its plans for the implementation of the EU’s new anti-money laundering directive is not clear yet.

In 2015, the OECD Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes assessed Hungary for its corporate and financial transparency, and rated it “largely compliant”, noting several shortcomings. Among these, the OECD highlights that while ownership information on domestic companies is stored, there is “no requirement for foreign companies having their place of management in Hungary to keep ownership and identity information in Hungary.” Furthermore, ownership information on partners of foreign partnerships in Hungary is not kept either. Given the fact that Hungary is a significant routing destination of FDI, these are serious drawbacks.

Hungary introduced legislation in March 2014, which for the first time allowed trust structures to be established. While the legislation mandates authorities to keep information on the identity of the trust’s settlors, the trustee and beneficiaries, the OECD review recommends that, because of a lack of prior experience with this practice in Hungary, the government should closely monitor it. As the EU’s new anti-money laundering directive exempts trusts from transparency requirements applied to companies, this new trust sector may attract illicit financial flows, if no stringent transparency and monitoring measures are introduced by the government.

It is worth noting that, in some other respects, Hungary is ahead in corporate transparency. According to the 2011 Act on National Assets, any company seeking grants has to be able to present a clear ownership structure, with similar requirements for public procurement. Companies owned through non-EU, non-EEC and non-OECD countries that Hungary does not have a tax treaty with are automatically regarded as non-transparent and are therefore barred from public procurement contracts and grants.

EU solutions

The large number of recently introduced sector-specific taxes have come under scrutiny by the European Commission. In October 2014, the Commission criticised the government’s plan to introduce a new tax on internet data transfers, while domestically, large protests and criticism from a number of professional organisations followed the announcement of the plan.

In March 2015, the European Commission opened an in-depth investigation into the country’s Advertisement Tax Act introduced in 2014. In July 2015 it initiated two separate in-depth investigations into the tax on large tobacco companies introduced in December 2014 with the Act XCIV of 2014 on the health contribution of tobacco industry businesses, and into the Hungarian Food Chain Act, amended in 2014.

The Commission challenged the tobacco and advertisement tax on the basis that they could provide state aid to smaller operators, as the taxes apply progressive bands according to turnover rather than profits, and issued injunctions in both cases, prohibiting the use of progressive rates in these taxes until the Commission’s investigation is concluded. Some large multinational companies that were affected by the legislation criticised the taxes, claiming that they are “openly and clearly” targeting foreign companies. In response to such complaints, the Minister of the Prime Minister’s Office said, “You can go complain to the EU, but then you’ll just pay more.”

Needless to say, the many investigations from the Commission and the government’s resolve to set its own tax policies have resulted in a tense relationship between Hungary and the EU when it comes to taxation.

While relevant Hungarian ministries have declined to elaborate on the government’s position on the Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base or CCCTB (EU directive in Hungarian Közös konszolidált társaságiadó-alap KKTA), comments from the Prime Minister suggest that the Hungarian government does not support it. On 25 March 2011, concerning the CCCTB and the Euro Plus Pact of March 2011, the still sitting Prime Minister Viktor Orbán said, “Hungary will not join the pact that the euro zone’s heads of state and governments had agreed upon”. This was because, as Orbán explained, it would eventually lead to the harmonisation of the corporate tax base. He also said that the acceptance of a harmonised corporate tax base across Europe would mean a significant blow to economic growth in Hungary, and the country would lose the independence of its tax policy.

It is not known whether the government would be open to the new revised version of the CCCTB that the Commission has announced in 2015.
Global solutions

Hungary’s position on whether or not to establish an intergovernmental body on taxation remains unclear. At the Financing for Development conference in June 2015 the government sent a delegation consisting of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs deputy state secretary responsible for international cooperation and the head of the Department for Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid. Officials from the Hungarian Ministry for National Economy did not travel to Addis Ababa. However, the ministry organised a Central European regional conference on development finance and private sector development for the week after the conference. Representatives from ministries of foreign affairs, ministries of finance, and development agencies from Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia attended, and participants discussed possible directions of post-2015 development finance and development cooperation for the countries of Central Europe.

Conclusion

Hungary still offers very attractive corporate income tax regimes in the EU, despite the sector-specific taxes introduced from 2010 onwards, which target mostly foreign-owned large corporations. Originally introduced as extraordinary measures, sector-specific taxes have generated over 5 per cent of the central budget revenue in 2014, making them an attractive tool for the government to balance its budget. This past year has seen the Hungarian government come under scrutiny by the EU a number of times for the alleged discriminative nature of some of the sector-specific taxes.

Hungary’s system of SPEs and its favourable holding regime make it an attractive destination for tax planning purposes, which is also reflected in the high rate of capital in transit in the country.

On a positive note, there has been some improvement in corporate transparency reporting, and recently adopted legislation will introduce mandatory IFSB reporting form 2016 for domestic companies.
General overview

A September 2015 poll showed that 70 per cent of Irish respondents believe tax avoidance by multinationals is morally wrong, even if legal. The past year has seen Ireland take one significant step forward in tackling the loophole that allowed the ‘Double Irish’ tax avoidance mechanism as a result of international pressure, but also a few steps back – expanding generous corporate R&D incentives and introducing a patent box tax offering in 2015.

Ireland expanded its network of double taxation treaties, including a somewhat improved one with Zambia; it continued to be a location of choice for Special Purpose Entities; and kept a watchful eye on EU and OECD initiatives to advance the reform of international corporate taxation standards. As the European Commission continues to investigate Ireland’s tax arrangements with Apple in 2015, the government insists that Ireland has broken no EU ‘state aid’ rules in terms of the advisory tax opinions issued to the corporation.

The publication date for a government spillover analysis on the effect of Ireland’s tax system on developing countries has been repeatedly pushed back through spring into autumn 2015. Even before publication in October (too late for analysis in this report), the study appears not to have gone into the depth and detail that tax justice campaigners were calling for.

In a year of ongoing investigations of tax rulings by the European Commission and European Parliament, when the UN rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights stated that “nobody believes Ireland is not a tax haven” while decrying the effects of the country’s tax system on developing countries, and with the planned introduction of a patent box, it is difficult to shake off the impression that Ireland is still among those jurisdictions in the EU that are most problematic when it comes to cross-border tax avoidance.

Tax policies

The government’s Finance Bill 2015 (introduced in October 2014) sought to put an end to the ‘Double Irish’ scheme used by Google, Apple and others, by establishing “a default rule that all companies incorporated in Ireland are tax resident in Ireland,” unless otherwise determined under a bilateral tax treaty. The change came into effect for new companies from 1 January 2015, but a long transition period to January 2021 will apply for existing companies.

Together with Budget 2015, the government published its Road Map for Ireland’s Tax Competitiveness in which it identified ten specific commitments and actions to enhance its tax competitiveness. The road map provided for “enhanced” incentives for R&D and internationally mobile staff members, a Foreign Earnings Deduction tax scheme, expansion of Ireland’s tax treaty network and increases in tax authority resources “to defend its tax base” during anticipated transfer pricing disputes. The Finance Bill also included changes to strengthen the general anti-avoidance and Mandatory Disclosure regimes.

There is an increasing focus by the Revenue, through transfer pricing law and practice, “on ensuring that multinational profits are not understated,” Finance Minister Michael Noonan stated in response to a written Parliamentary Question in June 2015. From 2012 to the end of January 2014, “a number of transfer pricing interventions were opened,” the Department of Finance has stated, but “to date, none of these have given rise to additional tax revenues.”

Tax rulings

Ireland states that it does not have a statutorily binding tax ruling system but that the Revenue Commissioners, “in certain limited circumstances, operate a system of non-binding advance opinions where companies can seek advice on the correct application of the law in their self-assessed tax filings.” The European Commission is investigating two advance opinions to Apple subsidiaries over a possible breach of state aid rules. The Commission missed its June 2015 deadline for publishing its findings, citing delays from some Member States among those under investigation (Ireland, Luxembourg and the Netherlands), though not specifying Ireland, as the reason for the delay.
The Revenue’s statutory requirement to protect the confidentiality of taxpayer information means that it does not publish details of tax opinions issued to taxpayers, Finance Minister Noonan stated in June 2015. Opinions may be made available on a ‘no-names’ basis by request under the Freedom of Information Act. From information compiled to respond to European Commission enquiries on tax rulings, Minister Noonan disclosed that the Revenue had identified 99 advance opinions relating to corporation tax matters in 2010, 128 in 2011 and 108 in 2012. Ireland also had ten Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) in force by the end of 2013, according to data compiled by a European Commission expert group. In accordance with its guidelines, the Revenue “refuses to provide opinions whenever it considers transactions would facilitate tax avoidance”; however, “it does not record the number of such refusals.”

Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)

Although Ireland does not collect statistics on SPEs in general, it does so for Financial Vehicle Corporations (FVCs) – a special type of SPE that deals in securitisation transactions. These statistics show that Ireland holds close to 23 per cent (more than €400 billion) of all assets held by FVCs in the EU, making it the biggest FVC centre in the EU. Ireland’s position as a preferred jurisdiction for structured finance is related to Section 110 of the tax law, which gives SPEs “a neutral tax position.” The favourable tax treatment of Section 110 companies is responsible for what one tax advisor calls “Ireland’s world renowned big-ticket leasing industry”, with favourable treatment for aircraft and shipping leasing.

Despite the importance of SPEs in Ireland, the government states that Ireland does not have a specific definition for SPEs, and therefore cannot provide a definitive response in relation to questions about them.

Patent box

On the same day that the government announced the phasing out of the ‘Double Irish’ tax avoidance structure, it also announced the planned introduction of a Knowledge Development Box, or patent box, having had one from the 1970s until 2010. The new Knowledge Development Box scheme would be “best in class and at a low, competitive and sustainable tax rate”, Minister Michael Noonan said in his 2015 Budget speech. Ireland states that the Knowledge Development Box (details of which were announced too late for analysis in this report) will comply with the so-called ‘modified nexus’ approach and holds that “there should be no unfavourable impact on the tax base of any jurisdiction” if this approach was adhered to by all countries. Ireland previously worried “whether patent boxes might amount to a harmful tax regime”, but welcomed EU and OECD examination of patent boxes.

The results of the government’s consultation on the patent box were released in July 2015. Legislation for the knowledge development box will be included with the Finance Bill in autumn 2015 and corporate income that qualifies will be subject to a reduced rate of corporation tax of 6.25 per cent.

Tax treaties

Ireland has signed double taxation agreements with 72 countries (68 of those are currently in effect). Work to expand this “will be accelerated where possible,” according to the government. The latest treaties signed with developing countries were renegotiations of existing treaties with Zambia (March 2015) and Pakistan (April 2015), as well as a treaty with Ukraine that entered into force in August 2015.

The government sees its expansion of tax treaties with African countries as part of its work towards policy coherence for development, highlighting recent treaties with Botswana (2013) and Ethiopia (2014) as positive steps forward. This is despite research having shown that Ireland’s former treaty with Zambia could have deprived the country of tax revenues equivalent to €1 in every €14 of Irish development aid to the country. Ireland has largely favoured the OECD rather than UN model for tax treaty negotiations with developing countries, but the government states that it is happy to consider another country’s model as the basis for negotiations. More recent treaties, such as those with Zambia and Pakistan, reference elements of both models. Analysis of the renegotiated Ireland-Zambia treaty in 2015 shows that it is substantially better than the 1971 one it replaces and is generally more pro-development than the OECD treaty model. However, there are still some concerns, including the absence of an anti-abuse clause.
Financial and corporate transparency

Ireland is "maintaining its commitment to ensuring an open and transparent tax regime," according to the government’s 2014 Road Map for Ireland’s Tax Competitiveness.701 A September 2015 poll showed that 76 per cent of Irish respondents thought that more detailed reporting by multinational companies would show whether companies were paying the correct amount of tax.702

In June 2015, the Central Bank warned that a 2016 review of Ireland’s anti-money laundering practices by the international Financial Action Task Force (FATF) would be "quite a challenge".703 That warning followed a February 2015 Central Bank review of the financial sector’s anti-money laundering compliance, which found evidence of "incomplete risk assessment" that lacked "thorough analysis", "non-adherence" to the bank’s own anti-money laundering policies and other shortcomings.704 The report noted that "the number and nature of issues identified suggests that more work is required by banks in Ireland to effectively manage Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing risk." 705

Public reporting by multinational corporations

The Department of Finance states that Ireland “supports the OECD approach of Country by Country Reporting to Revenue authorities only” in line with Ireland’s “legal commitment to taxpayer confidentiality.” 706 This means that there will be no public access to the information from country by country reporting, and that only companies exceeding a threshold of €750m in annual consolidated group revenues will be included.

Ownership transparency

A 2015 Central Bank review of the financial sector’s anti-money laundering compliance found that a "sufficient review of customer and beneficial owner verification documentation is not completed or evidenced by branch managers." 707 A similar review of credit unions found "lack of documented procedures to identify and verify beneficial owners where warranted." 708 Despite these shortcomings, it is the government’s position that beneficial ownership of companies should be known, and that provisions are already in place (under information exchange agreements) when authorities require this knowledge about companies and trusts. 709 It has not yet been decided within government, at political or public service levels, how it will establish the register required under the 4th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive, which government department or agency will host the register, or whether the register will be public. 710 Government officials state that Ireland is working towards implementing the Directive into Irish law ahead of the scheduled FATF assessment of the country in 2016.

Automatic exchange of information

Since 2001, Ireland has had a dedicated unit for “uncovering and confronting the use of offshore accounts by Irish resident individuals.”711 According to the Revenue Commissioners, the unit has brought in more than €1 billion in additional revenue.712

Following SwissLeaks, which revealed more than €3.5 billion related to Ireland,713 in February 2014 the Revenue reported to Ireland’s Public Accounts Committee on its follow-up inquiries.714 The Revenue stated that it had assessed the risk profiles of 270 corporations in the SwissLeaks files with regard to possible tax evasion, resulting in 33 investigations; and had recovered €4.6m in settlements, including from one corporate case. There were no prosecutions concerning corporate taxpayers.715 The Department of Finance stated in June 2015 that it would further evaluate the HSBC Bank data to possibly open more investigations.716

Ireland’s Department of Finance stated in June 2015 that it considers data protection and confidentiality critical to the automatic exchange of information. These, it said, “are typically, although not always, associated with maturity of a tax administration and will be key criteria for Ireland in deciding which partner jurisdictions with whom to exchange information.”717 Ireland is, therefore, likely to provide information to a very select number of developing countries, if any, in the near future.

EU solutions

Ireland is “committed to the ongoing work at EU level to deal with tax evasion and avoidance,” the Department of Finance states,718 but that should take into account the OECD work programme on base erosion and profit-shifting, to avoid a “conflicting approach.” 719

Irish media often depict measures by the EU institutions to curb tax dodging as a threat to the country’s 12.5 per cent corporate income tax rate.720 Opposition to any EU-wide harmonisation of that lies at the core of Irish government antipathy towards a coordinated corporate tax system, such as the Commission’s proposal for a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB). Head of Government and Taoiseach Enda Kenny stated in March 2015: “Ireland has always objected to the proposal that was on the table in respect of CCCTB... If the Commission comes forward with a new set of proposals we will engage with that constructively... but in respect of the proposal that was there, we’ve always said from the very beginning that this is not workable and we object to it.”721
Meanwhile, the Commission’s state aid investigation as to whether Ireland’s tax rulings to two Apple subsidiaries constitute state aid that contravenes competition rules continues into the latter half of 2015. The government has said it will do everything it can to “ensure that they [the Commission] have the full information they require,” 722 but that it is confident that there is no state aid rule breach in this case. Finance Minister Michael Noonan stated in June 2015, replying to a Parliamentary Question, that “in the event that the Commission forms the view that there was state aid... Ireland will challenge this decision in the European Courts, to continue to vigorously defend the Irish position.” 723

Global solutions

The Department of Finance states that Ireland has taken an active role in the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project and, despite reservations, considers that “the reports are a big step towards addressing problems in the international tax environment.” 724 The government considers the fight against tax avoidance and evasion as a key component of its policy coherence for development strategy, and states that the government intends to play “a strong role in global efforts to bring about a fairer and more transparent international taxation system.” 725 Despite this, the Irish government does not favour the establishment of an intergovernmental body on tax, stating that “the current format of the UN Tax Committee, a committee of independent experts, chosen on a broad international basis, is appropriate.” 726 Before the Financing for Development summit in July 2015, Irish Aid stated that the summit “should not lead to institutional proliferation, but rather focus on improving cooperation among existing bodies and ensure that all countries are in a position to fully benefit from increased transparency at international level.” 727

Conclusions

Ireland has tackled the loophole that allowed for the ‘Double Irish’ scam, while insisting that the scheme was never Irish but “came about due to mismatches caused by the interaction between the domestic tax rules of Ireland and other countries.” 728 The government is engaging with the OECD and EU on the shape of global corporate tax reform, while striving “to reposition Ireland so as to be best able to reap the benefits, in terms of sustainable foreign direct investment, of a changed international tax landscape.” 729

The government emphasises, as a core national interest, Ireland’s corporate tax competitiveness as a means of winning foreign direct investment (FDI) in a global economy. It has prioritised an Intellectual Property regime for corporations (through a patent box, expanded capital and R&D allowances, a growing tax treaty network) to take advantage of opportunities in the digital economy, while also strengthening its capacity to defend Ireland’s tax base in expected transfer pricing disputes.

In February 2015, UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights Philip Alston, expressed concerns at Ireland’s “range of schemes that look to all the world to be designed to facilitate tax avoidance by huge multinationals in return for a pittance of a reward to Ireland.” Such “policies that give large multinationals a free pass on tax are especially damaging to developing countries” and raise serious human rights concerns: tax policy and fiscal policy are human rights policy, he added. Yet there seems little urgency around the Irish government’s Spillover Analysis (conducted in 2014-15) of any possible impact of Ireland’s tax policy on developing countries, or any meaningful attempts to address developing countries’ call for a truly global tax boy.

As things stand, there remains the clear risk identified by tax experts 727 that, without Ireland closing gaps in its corporate taxation and incentives systems, along with its transfer pricing regime, multinational corporations will continue to create or operate aggressive tax dodging schemes from Ireland that reduce their global liabilities and deny much-needed tax revenues to low-income countries.
General overview

Over the last 12 months tax issues have been high on the political agenda in Italy. In March 2014, the Italian government got a legislative mandate from the Parliament to reform the taxation system. Legislation on tax expenditure, sanctions, patent boxes and international tax rulings, among others, has since been reviewed. At the same time, in July 2015 Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi announced what he called a “Copernican Revolution” for the Italian tax system, in which the country’s taxes will be reduced over the next three years by €45 billion – a goal that is difficult to meet without major expenditure cuts against the country’s still high budget deficit.

Italian prosecutors and tax authorities have continued to investigate relevant cases of tax avoidance, including cases widely reported in national media and involving well-known individuals (such as singers Umberto Tozzi and Gino Paoli). Entrepreneur Flavio Briatore was this year sentenced to 23 months probation for a €3.6 million tax scam involving his super yacht – he says he will appeal – while Italy’s World Cup winning football captain Fabio Cannavaro has had property seized while the authorities investigate his tax affairs.

Major corporations, including companies in the football and IT sectors, have been subject to investigation while in March 2015, Italian prosecutors reportedly wrapped up investigations into €879 million of taxes thought to be saved by Apple in Ireland, a move that could open up for a formal court case. More generally, the Italian government claimed that its action against tax dodging managed to detect €14.2 billion in 2014. Nevertheless it should be pointed out that very few people are imprisoned in Italy for economic and financial crimes, including tax crimes. In 2011, just 156 people were jailed for these crimes in Italy, which is 0.4% of the population, compared to the average of 4.1% in Europe.

Media attention on tax dodging issues further increased due to the SwissLeaks and LuxLeaks scandals. Almost 7,500 clients associated with Italy were revealed in the SwissLeaks database. Well-known entrepreneurs, such as Flavio Briatore and Valentino Garavani (better known just as Valentino), figured prominently in the list and Italy ranked seventh among the countries with the largest dollar amount in terms of files. Dozens of major Italian companies and banks and financial intermediaries were also among the companies exposed in the LuxLeaks documents.

While domestic taxation has been the focus of much attention in Italy, there has been little attention paid by the Italian media and the public to tax justice and development issues, including key international processes such as the UN Financing for Development conference.

Tax policies

A working paper by Istat, Italy’s National Statistical Office, has found that the tax burden on businesses in Italy fell by 9.9 per cent in 2014, providing savings to businesses of €2.6 billion. Istat found that, while 57.3 per cent of companies benefited from the lower tax burden, the government’s measures had little effect on reducing taxes for commercial businesses and small- and medium-sized enterprises, for which tax burdens are said to remain relatively high.

Changes in 2015 in the taxation law have significantly limited the definition of tax crimes by raising the threshold below which tax evasion is not regarded as a crime any longer. According to the government such a troubling development is necessary to better align with the principle of proportionality in punishment.

More troubling still, in April 2015 new legislation on tax avoidance was introduced by the government – and approved by the Parliament in June 2015. It defines tax avoidance as an “abuse of right”, which means it can only give rise to administrative sanctions. This is a change compared to previously, where certain cases of tax avoidance could be a criminal offence in Italy. Furthermore, the statute of limitations concerning cases of alleged tax avoidance has been shortened, raising concerns that it will not be possible to bring to justice those behind a number of past violations. The government strongly supported these changes, arguing that it would strengthen the rule of law. The decision triggered several critiques by opposition forces as well as leading magistrates in the country.
Italy has a so-called black list of tax havens, and to discourage trade with these it does not recognise costs related to transfers with these jurisdictions as deductible. However, over the course of this year, this tool against companies’ tax dodging has come under increasing pressure. First, the government introduced a draft decree in 2015 – approved by the Parliament in June – which seeks to soften this approach by limiting the non-deductible part of the cost of the transfer to that which is above any market price. Second, after signing information exchange agreements, a long list of problematic jurisdictions have been removed from Italy’s blacklist in 2015, including Switzerland, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Monaco and Mauritius.

At the end of 2014 the government introduced a voluntary disclosure procedure to incentivise capital repatriation by 30 September 2015. Several questions still remain about the effectiveness and adequacy of this proposal given that only a small number of requests have been filed so far.

Italy provides tax incentives for research and development (R&D), which primarily consists of tax credits and accelerated depreciation, benefiting both small- and medium-sized enterprises as well as large corporations. Overall, the support as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is lower than in most other EU countries.

It should be noted that, in a recent review covering 12 EU Member States, Italy is by far the country with largest reduction in government revenue through tax incentives (tax expenditure) as a share of GDP (8.1%). The bulk of this reduction in government revenue through tax incentives is related to tax expenditures from personal income tax and value added tax (VAT), while less than 1 percentage point is from corporate income taxation. Tax expenditures have been reviewed by the government at the end of 2014 and further adjustments are in the making to comply with the annual budget law.

**Tax rulings**

A unilateral Advance Pricing Agreement (APA) procedure is provided for by Italian law since 2003. According to the European Commission, Italy had 47 APAs in force at the end of 2013, with 18 of these granted alone in 2013, indicating an increase in use.

In April 2015, the Italian government issued an implementing decree of its “investment package”, including a review of the international tax ruling legislation in order to allow ad hoc and ex-ante agreements between foreign companies willing to invest in Italy and the government on specific investments above €30 million. The decree “for the growth and internationalisation of companies” was approved by the Parliament in June 2015.

The new rulings will help to give certainty to foreign investors by assuring them that they will be able to avoid tax audits and challenges by tax authorities and, according to a tax advisor at a major international law firm, they could become “a very interesting means of enhancing the attractiveness of investing in Italy.” The decree also covers new expanded opportunities for multinational companies already based in Italy on a range of issues, including the use of tax treaties.

It is a paradox that Italian authorities are on the one hand quite active in challenging multinational companies on their tax payments, while at the same time promoting new regulation, which limits the possibility of the tax administration to challenge these in the future.

**Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)**

Trusts are hardly incorporated in Italy, given that specific legislation to establish trusts does not exist and only international conventions apply in that regard, as well as fiscal procedures by the national tax authority. Special Purpose Entities (SPEs) follow under the supervision of the Italian Central Bank. As a matter of fact, these entities are primarily used in securitisation operations by financial intermediaries (better known in these cases as special purpose vehicles). According to the OECD, SPEs are neither present nor significant in Italy.

**Patent box**

Italy is the most recent EU member to implement a patent box, with the decree to implement the tax reductions signed in August 2015. The Italian government has already aligned its practice to OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) requirements under action point 5 (the so-called “modified nexus approach”). In March 2015, the government introduced a new law on the matter. New provisions allow up to 50 per cent of income related to intellectual property (IP) to be excluded for five years from the tax basis if a tax treaty is in place between Italy and the company’s home country. This could make it significantly easier for multinational companies to lower their tax bill in Italy and abroad and represents a worrying development.

**Tax treaties**

Italy has a relatively high number of tax treaties with developing countries. The Ministry of Finance reports that Italy’s treaties are based primarily on the OECD model, but that the UN model is another source of reference. The latest treaty with a developing country was entered into with the Republic of Congo in mid-2014. Italy’s oil giant ENI is a major investor in the Congo and, during a state visit from Prime Minister Renzi one month after the signing of the tax treaty, he oversaw the signing of a new expansion agreement between ENI and the government of the Congo.
In 2015, Italy has not negotiated any treaties with developing countries, but have finalised a treaty with Hong Kong, a jurisdiction known for its problematic role in facilitating tax planning.\textsuperscript{769}

### Financial and corporate transparency

Italy received the Swissleaks list of account holders in 2010 and has since been cracking down on tax evaders and banking secrecy. In 2015 the Supreme Court upheld that the revenue authority could use the Swissleaks list in its investigation.\textsuperscript{770} Italy has made a strong effort in 2015 to sign information exchange agreements with a number of jurisdictions known for banking secrecy or for facilitating aggressive tax planning. This includes an agreement with Switzerland signed in February 2015 for the automatic exchange of tax information starting from 2018.\textsuperscript{771} This agreement followed the public pressure on the heels of the SwissLeaks scandal.

### Public reporting for multinational corporations

The Italian government’s position on country by country reporting for all sectors is not yet clear as no public statements or legislative proposals have made clear whether the government intends to follow the OECD BEPS recommendations, or whether they will implement a more ambitious public reporting requirement.

The Capital Requirements Directive IV, which contains a public country by country reporting requirement for the financial sector, was finally fully adopted into Italian law in May 2015.\textsuperscript{772} Despite this, the Italian Central Bank has already issued guidelines for the financial sector since the end of 2013 on how to implement the country by country reporting provisions of the directive.\textsuperscript{773} A specific consultation on the implementation of article 89, which contains the country by country reporting provision, was held in mid-2014.\textsuperscript{774} The text of article 89 has been fully inserted in Italian law without relevant modifications.\textsuperscript{775} In early 2015 several Italian banks – including some of the major ones – and several financial intermediaries publicly disclosed on their website country by country reporting data, including income, profits and tax paid – while nothing got reported on public subsidies received. The published data was often in open and workable formats [such as .xls].\textsuperscript{776}

### Ownership transparency

The Bank of Italy released a stern warning in mid-2015 that money laundering and tax evasion were widening, with the number of suspicious bank transactions monitored in 2014 at 71,700. This was up by nearly 7,000 from 2013 and nearly seven times more than reported in 2007.\textsuperscript{777} The concealment of the real owners of laundered money is key for criminal activity to flourish, which is why the issue of beneficial ownership transparency has strong relevance for the Italian economy.

Since the mid-1990s, Italy has had a publicly accessible register of companies.\textsuperscript{778} According to the Italian civil code, information in the public register is checked by a judge appointed by the provincial court.\textsuperscript{779} In general terms, the Italian government has previously supported the establishment of public and centralised registers of beneficial ownership information as a tool to fight tax avoidance.\textsuperscript{780} However, the recent compromised agreement in the anti-money laundering directive at the European level seems to have softened the government’s position in this regard.

Today the government is committed to a quick implementation of the directive, possibly by the end of the year or early 2016. However, it does not intend to move beyond the compromise text reached in the European negotiations, which requests to make central registers accessible just to stakeholders with a “legitimate interest”.\textsuperscript{781} Based on a preliminary interpretation of the new directive, the government would recognise as having a legitimate interest those entities that have in their statute or mandate the fight against money laundering, corruption and tax avoidance, as well as journalists and media with an extensive track record of investigating these matters, and possibly economic actors engaged in direct relationships with those specific companies being screened.\textsuperscript{782} It is still unclear how the legal construct of the legitimate interest definition will be inserted in the text of the implemented directive in order to match existing jurisprudence in the country.
EU solutions

The appointment of former Luxembourg Prime Minister Jean-Claude Juncker as head of the European Commission received a lot of media attention in Italy. In the second semester of 2014, Italy held the rotating presidency of the EU and in that period led negotiations on behalf of the European Council on the revision of the anti-money laundering directive, including significant tax-related provisions. Tense negotiations prompted the Italian government to back down in the end and to accept restrictions on the public’s access to registers of beneficial owners of companies and no access to information on trust owners.

At the same time the Italian government did not take any specific public position on investigations by the European Commission on state aid related to transfer pricing arrangements, despite one of the cases involving the Italian car-maker Fiat in Luxembourg.

As a response to the LuxLeaks scandal, at the end of November 2014 the Italian Finance Minister, together with his colleagues from France and Germany, wrote to the Commissioner for taxation calling for “common, binding rules on corporate taxation to curb tax competition and fight aggressive tax planning” at the EU level.

Global solutions

The Italian government kept a low profile concerning the July 2015 UN Financing for Development conference, in particular as concerns taxation issues. More specifically, the Italian government has always supported the OECD’s Global Forum process on tax and development as an important way to include developing countries in the OECD-led work on this matter and has been critical of the strengthening of a UN tax committee on taxation matters.

More generally, the strategic guidelines for international development cooperation of Italy in 2013-2015 do not include any reference to tax and development issues and little attention is paid to domestic resource mobilisation.

The Italian government is strongly supportive of the OECD BEPS process and reports that it is satisfied overall with its outcomes so far.

Conclusion

Significant changes have taken place in Italian tax policies over the last 12 months. Several developments are quite troubling because they will allow more tax incentives for multinational companies operating in Italy, not least through the newly adopted patent box. This raises deep concerns about the Italian government’s commitment to fighting tax dodging in an effective manner.

While new European directives have been implemented into the Italian law – including new requirements on the disclosure of beneficial ownership of companies and country by country reporting by multinational companies in the financial sector – Italy tends to follow international consensus around OECD BEPS. It has not advanced any further improvements of the legislation, in particular on public country by country reporting and tax rulings.

Disappointingly the Italian government has shown very little interest in connecting the tax matter with development and resists the establishment of a more effective body on tax matters under the auspices of the UN.
Luxembourg has long resented the label of ‘tax haven’ that is so often applied to it. Repeated claims by the government that they follow international standards and “have nothing to hide”, however, found a limited receptive audience in a year where Luxembourg became the centre of attention with headline-grabbing tax dodging scandals time and again. Most prominent of these were the LuxLeaks exposures in November 2014 when hundreds of tax rulings were leaked. The leak, considered a ‘Tsunami’ by the Minister of Finance himself, brought condemnation from a wide number of EU Member States with the German Economics Minister calling the practices exposed “an axe to European solidarity” and the French, German and Italian Ministers of Finance demanding action from the European Commission, stating that the exposures had contributed to irreversibly shifting “the limits of permissible tax competition” in the EU.

The whistleblower who leaked the information that led to the LuxLeaks scandal has been charged by the Luxembourg courts and could face several years in prison. The prosecution led to a broad coalition of politicians, campaigners, academics and journalists speaking out in protest. Later, similar charges were brought against two other individuals, one of them a French journalist who helped expose the story.

The scandal surrounding Luxembourg’s tax regime deepened further when new research published in February and June 2015 alleged that both McDonald’s and Walmart had used structures in Luxembourg to lower their tax bills. For example, one report showed that, despite not having any shops in the Duchy, Walmart had 22 shell companies there, holding assets of $64.2 billion. Through a number of accounting operations, Walmart paid less than one per cent tax on reported profits of $1.3 billion between 2010 and 2013. Similarly, another report documented how McDonald’s made use of a shell company in Luxembourg that employed only 13 people yet handled a turnover of €3.7 billion over the period 2009 to 2013, while paying only €16 million in taxes in Luxembourg.

Despite such revelations, perhaps the biggest change in the Luxembourg tax system in the last year did not focus on closing loopholes in the corporate tax system, but was instead a 2 per cent hike in its value added tax (VAT) rate, which took effect in January 2015. The increase was to make up for the expected shortfall in government revenue as new EU rules on e-commerce took effect. The change concerned Luxembourg’s 3 per cent VAT rate on e-commerce – the lowest in the EU – which had led IT giants such as Amazon and iTunes to set up their EU sales hubs there. Together with a ruling in March 2015 from the European Court of Justice, which successfully challenged the low VAT rate on e-books, this meant that Luxembourg stood to lose tax revenue at an estimated 1.8 per cent of GDP in just two years. While Luxembourg loses out massively from the changes, other European governments stand to benefit from an increase in their tax base of approximately €700 million.

Prime Minister of Luxembourg Xavier Bettel, December 2014

“If you have a situation where some companies pay zero taxes, this is terrible towards the middle class, towards the traders or towards the taxpayer – to tell him, you pay your taxes and others don’t. Therefore it is important to talk about the tax base […] The fact to pay taxes nowhere is something Luxembourg is not endorsing.”

Prime Minister of Luxembourg Xavier Bettel, December 2014
A bill tabled in August 2015 would implement a general anti-avoidance rule in Luxembourg as well as an anti-hybrid provision contained in the EU’s revised Parent-Subsidiary Directive. This seeks to ensure that double non-taxation does not take place, and that withholding tax exemption is not granted to companies that structure themselves for the sole or main purpose of reaping a tax benefit otherwise granted under the directive.

As of January 2015, a new transfer pricing regime entered into force in Luxembourg that brought Luxembourg’s rules more closely in line with the OECD arm’s length principle, and increased the documentation requirements for multinational companies.

Tax rulings
The LuxLeaks scandal brought global awareness to the tax rulings of Luxembourg. However, the rulings practice of Luxembourg had already been under scrutiny for some time, following a decision by the European Commission to launch two state aid investigations. Data revealed that by the end of 2013 only the Netherlands had more rulings in force than Luxembourg.

Whether Luxembourg followed the arm’s length principle in its tax rulings with a number of multinational companies is at the heart of the European Commission state aid investigations. This is a question that only gained relevance when the inspector who had signed off most of Luxembourg’s tax rulings in an interview declared that he determined the arm’s length price by sticking his thumb in the air, claiming “there was no other way to determine it.” He has since done something of a vanishing act, not appearing in public since the interview and and failing to accept invitations to testify in front of the European Parliament’s special committee on tax rulings [TAXE].

A month ahead of the leaks, the Luxembourg government tabled a new legal framework for its rulings in Parliament. The new law largely codified the existing tax ruling practices, but also brought some welcome changes. These included an improved review process for tax ruling requests, limiting the validity of rulings to five years (with the possibility of renewal), implementing a fee (from €3,000 to €10,000) for rulings, and committing for the first time to publish summarised and anonymised data annually on its rulings.

The new legal framework also clearly specifies that a ruling cannot provide an exemption from taxes, or a reduction.

**Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)**

The scale of FDI flowing in and out of Luxembourg, standing respectively at 5,000 to 6,000 per cent of GDP, is dizzying. According to OECD figures, around 95 per cent of all Luxembourg FDI stock is handled by SPEs. These ‘letterbox’ companies abound in Luxembourg, with one address hosting more than 1,600 of these companies alone, for example.

The attractiveness of the Luxembourg SPE regime stems mainly from their tax treatment. As noted by the global audit company PwC, “Luxembourg investment funds are essentially tax-exempt vehicles, with the exception of registration duty and the annual subscription tax.” The annual subscription tax is between 0.01-0.05 per cent of net assets paid quarterly. If dividends are paid from the holding company to foreign investors, it is exempt from withholding tax, and there is no tax on interest or capital gains. Due to these benefits the European Commission notes that “Luxembourg is frequently used by multinational companies to channel tax-driven financial flows to other jurisdictions.” While these holding companies can erode tax bases abroad, they bring in sizeable revenues for the Luxembourg government, with an estimated 6 per cent of the government’s revenues coming from one of these popular holding company types (the so-called Soparfis).

Luxembourg’s SPEs impact the flows in and out of developing and emerging economies. For example, for the so-called BRICs countries, Luxembourg is the largest European investor to two (Brazil and Russia), and the second largest to China. Eurostat notes that the reason why Luxembourg appears to be such a major investor to the BRICs is “due to the activity of Special Purpose Entities (SPEs).”

**Patent box**

Luxembourg introduced a patent box in 2008 with an effective tax rate of 5.84 per cent on patent and other qualifying income. The policy was immediately a hit, as later in the same year McDonald’s moved its European intellectual property and franchising rights to a subsidiary in Luxembourg, which in 2013 alone received €833.8 million in royalty payments from branches of McDonald’s in other countries.

In March 2015, in response to a question from the Parliament, the Minister of Finance reported that legislative moves were to be expected in 2015 to align the patent box with the OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) recommendation for patent boxes (the so-called modified nexus approach). Although not yet confirmed by a legislative proposal, the Minister has reported that the plans will not have immediate effects for those already benefitting from the patent box due to a phase-in period until June 2021 before the new proposed rules would take effect for them.
Luxembourg has 75 tax treaties in force. This is below the average for the countries covered in this report. However, Luxembourg has been rapidly expanding its treaty network in recent years. In the first quarter of 2015 alone, seven new treaties entered into force with countries that Luxembourg did not previously have a treaty with. Equally telling, Luxembourg had 19 pending treaties waiting to enter into force in January 2015. Many of the new treaties are with developing countries, including Laos, Botswana, Egypt, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Senegal, Uruguay.

Looking at two of the most recent treaties with developing countries, there is evidence that Luxembourg is negotiating for lower withholding tax rates. For example, while the statutory withholding tax rate on dividends in Laos is 10 per cent, the rate in the treaty between Luxembourg and Laos is 5 per cent. Similarly, for Sri Lanka the domestic statutory rate on dividends is also 10 per cent, while the rate in their treaty with Luxembourg is 7.5 per cent.

According to the Minister of Finance, all of Luxembourg’s treaties follow the OECD model and analysis of two of the most recent treaties show that this is indeed the case. In the 2010 commentaries to the OECD model tax convention, the Luxembourg Government made it clear that it applies a restrictive interpretation of the OECD model when it comes to the application of domestic anti-abuse provisions and controlled foreign corporation (CFC) rules of its treaty partners. The Minister of Finance in 2015 stated that Luxembourg’s treaty format could be updated and that the ministry would be ready to bring existing treaties in line with OECD BEPS recommendations. As such, there seems to be no plans for using the UN model.

Financial and corporate transparency

A 2010 review by the Financial Action Task Force found Luxembourg to be ‘non-compliant’ or ‘partially compliant’ on 12 factors related to international standards on anti-money laundering, and a 2013 OECD review similarly rated Luxembourg as ‘non-compliant’ on corporate transparency and exchange of tax information. Since then, the Luxembourg government has been busy trying to ensure that the country’s compliance improves. A follow-up review in 2014 found that the country was now ‘largely compliant’ on anti-money laundering standards. Following moves to abandon the country’s banking secrecy laws that had become “a handicap”, according to the Minister of Finance, and its support for automatic exchange of information, a 2015 OECD review is expected to improve the country’s rating on transparency and tax information exchange.

Public reporting for multinational corporations

The power of country by country reporting is becoming clearer as banks across Europe have started publishing this information in line with EU requirements. Using the newly published information, journalists at the UK’s Guardian newspaper noticed that Barclays Bank had booked £593 million in profits in their Luxembourg branch, which employed just 30 people and paid only £4 million in tax, giving them an effective tax rate of less than 0.7 per cent in the Duchy. It is perhaps due to stories such as these that Luxembourg has been less than excited about the prospects of having public country by country reporting. The Minister of Finance in March 2015 stated that, while Luxembourg was in favour of country by country reporting, the government did not support making the information public.

New transfer pricing legislation in 2015 confirmed this stance as it introduces country by country reporting based on OECD’s BEPS recommendations. This would imply that the reporting is for tax administrations only, and only covers very large multinational groups.

Ownership transparency

With anonymity no longer guaranteed for banking clients due to international efforts to reduce banking secrecy, some are increasingly seeking to shield their wealth from the tax authorities by using corporate vehicles such as trusts or similar structures that can help conceal the identity of the real owner. This is also reported to be the case in Luxembourg, where it is noted that assets are moving to family wealth-holding companies and into the country’s so-called Freeport, a giant vault where high-value assets can be stored. In light of these changes, it is troubling that Luxembourg’s business register does not capture the beneficial owner in all cases, according to a 2014 review.

In 2013, Luxembourg introduced a draft bill to adopt a new type of wealth fund (the patrimonial fund – also known as the ‘Luxembourg trust’) that offers a high level of confidentiality and low tax treatment. The bill was supposed to have been passed in 2014 but was delayed in order to bring it further in line with the content of the EU’s anti-money laundering directive and is pending finalisation.

The government’s position on allowing public access to beneficial ownership information remains unknown.
**EU solutions**

When it comes to taxation, the relationship between Luxembourg and the EU has been tense over the past year. As mentioned above, the European Commission initiated two state aid investigations in 2014 and in March 2015 it started looking into the Duchy’s tax dealings McDonald’s. Concurrently, and in response to the LuxLeaks scandal, the European Parliament set up its TAXE committee, which brought a delegation of MEPs to Luxembourg in March 2015.

Luxembourg has been reluctant to collaborate with both processes. In relation to the state aid investigations, the government first refused to confirm the identity of the companies referred to in documents handed over to the Commission in relation to the state aid investigations. Then it threatened to drag the Commission to court over its information request on tax rulings, which was only abandoned after the request was extended to all Member States. In relation to the European Parliament’s TAXE committee, the Luxembourg Parliament in April 2015 voted down a motion calling on the government to support and cooperate with the committee, encouraged by a speech from the Minister of Finance who argued that the motion was unnecessary and would not provide any added value.

In the second half of 2015, Luxembourg took up the rotating EU Presidency for a six-month period. The government stated that “fair taxation in the Union is an absolute priority” during the presidency. However, reflecting a common argument invoked by the government, it was also made clear that a global level playing field would be preferred, and that as a consequence the EU should only pioneer improvements in tax and transparency if it could “ensure that others follow.”

The government has expressed some support for a more coordinated approach to corporate taxation by demonstrating some support for the Commission’s plan to revive the so-called Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) proposal. The Luxembourg Finance Committee has similarly expressed support for the CCCTB proposal.

**Global solutions**

Despite insisting on the need for a global level playing field and concerted action, it is noteworthy that the Luxembourg government did not support the establishment of a global intergovernmental body on taxation at the Financing for Development conference in July 2015.

The government focuses on capacity building for tax administrations in its official development assistance and was a signatory to the so-called Addis Tax Initiative, which sought to bring together governments to commit to increase support for developing countries’ tax systems. Despite this, a Parliamentary resolution to commission an independent study on the impact of the Luxembourg financial centre on developing countries was voted down by 56 to 2 votes in April 2015.

**Conclusion**

2015 was a crucial year for Luxembourg. After the LuxLeaks scandals the weight of the international community’s condemnation weighed heavily on the Luxembourg government. As the Luxembourg courts proceed with the charges against the LuxLeaks whistleblower and one of the key journalists behind the story, the public feeling of injustice is only likely to grow.

With the one year anniversary of LuxLeaks approaching, the question of whether the problems have been solved becomes ever more pressing. Unfortunately, it seems that the Luxembourg government chose to promise fundamental reform, while continuing most of its old ways. Thus, the basic outline of the Luxembourg tax model – with its letterbox companies, tax rulings and patent box – remain intact. While some modest, albeit important, improvements have been implemented or promised, for example, in relation to its tax ruling regime, other moves such as the establishment of a Freeport and the plans to introduce a new type of foundation seem to be opening up for new tax planning opportunities.

The lack of cooperation with the EU on taxation matters confirm an impression that Luxembourg still has some way to go. Perhaps most telling, the rejection of an intergovernmental body on taxation in June 2015 while insisting on the need for global concerted action on tax before the government will reform further stresses the lack of consistency in the government’s stance on tax.

Some of the steps taken during the last year can have a direct impact on developing countries. These include the decision to adopt confidential country by country reporting and a rapid expansion of rate-reducing tax treaties with developing countries. In addition, the unwillingness of the Luxembourg Parliament to investigate the effect of its financial centre on developing countries while the government pursues a strategy to increase its financial sector’s market share in emerging markets again point to inconsistencies.
The Netherlands

“It is essential for developing countries that businesses pay tax for their services. Ultimately, the business community will also benefit from the extra investment that is funded in this way.”

Lilianne Ploumen, Minister for Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation, The Netherlands

General overview

There is no gold to be found in the Netherlands. However, Canadian mining company Eldorado Gold has 12 subsidiaries in Amsterdam all the same. The company has several mines currently operating or in development in Greece. Channelled through the Netherlands, interest income from financing one of these mines ends up in Barbados, where profits are barely taxed. This is just one of the cases of the past year that revealed the ongoing significance of the Netherlands in international tax planning. And it is not just austerity-ridden societies like Greece that are impacted by Dutch tax policies. ActionAid recently reported how Australian mining company Paladin minimised tax payments in Malawi - one of the world’s poorest countries - by using a Dutch letterbox company that reaped the benefits of a tax treaty between Malawi and the Netherlands. (A company spokesperson rejected the report as ‘fundamentally unsound’).

LuxLeaks exposed several more cases, and a TV show on the role of the Netherlands in international tax planning spurred Parliamentary questions. (A company spokesperson rejected the report as ‘fundamentally unsound’).

According to the limited data that is publicly available on APAs, no other EU member state comes close to issuing as many of these agreements as the Netherlands. Luxembourg, which comes in at second, issued 117 APAs in 2013 compared to 228 in the Netherlands. Since 1991 the Netherlands has issued no less than 14,619 rulings. However, information regarding the companies and the content of tax rulings is not published or otherwise publicly shared. After much debate, the Dutch Parliament received details about two individual rulings (Starbucks and KPN), in a technical, closed setting. Ahead of EU agreement on the automatic exchange of tax rulings within the EU, the Netherlands and Germany entered into a bilateral agreement in July 2015 to exchange tax rulings between them.

Currently, the European Commission is investigating the ruling (APA) between Starbucks Manufacturing EMEA BV and the Dutch tax authority. Even though the Commission “has doubts about the compatibility of such aid with the internal market”, the Dutch government is confident that the ruling is not a form of illegal state aid.

Tax policies

Tax rulings

At the Dutch tax authority, companies can request a tax ruling – an Advanced Pricing Agreement (APA) or an Advanced Tax Ruling (ATR) – which, according to the government, provides companies with “certainty beforehand” on the application of the law on their facts and circumstances in the Netherlands. The number of ATRs and APAs concluded in 2012, 2013 and 2014 are depicted in Table 6.

Table 6: Advanced Pricing Agreements (APAs) and Advanced Tax Rulings (ATRs) in the Netherlands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATR</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the limited data that is publicly available on APAs, no other EU member state comes close to issuing as many of these agreements as the Netherlands. Luxembourg, which comes in at second, issued 117 APAs in 2013 compared to 228 in the Netherlands. Since 1991 the Netherlands has issued no less than 14,619 rulings. However, information regarding the companies and the content of tax rulings is not published or otherwise publicly shared. After much debate, the Dutch Parliament received details about two individual rulings (Starbucks and KPN), in a technical, closed setting. Ahead of EU agreement on the automatic exchange of tax rulings within the EU, the Netherlands and Germany entered into a bilateral agreement in July 2015 to exchange tax rulings between them.

Currently, the European Commission is investigating the ruling (APA) between Starbucks Manufacturing EMEA BV and the Dutch tax authority. Even though the Commission “has doubts about the compatibility of such aid with the internal market”, the Dutch government is confident that the ruling is not a form of illegal state aid.
Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)

The beneficial tax policies attract many Special Purpose Entities (SPEs) in the Netherlands, and are part of the reason why there are major inflows and outflows and related stocks of foreign direct investment (FDI) in the Netherlands. Around 80 per cent of the Dutch outward investment position (Dutch FDI stock abroad) is attributable to Dutch SPEs.\textsuperscript{886} Largely due to SPEs, the Netherlands is the largest investor worldwide.\textsuperscript{887} The routing of investments is especially favourable through the so-called Special Financial Institutions (SFIs). The Dutch Central Bank reports that there were approximately 14,400 of these in 2013. The Central Bank estimates that the balance sheets of SPEs, which consist mainly of foreign assets and liabilities, continued to grow to a total of €3,545 billion in 2013.\textsuperscript{888}

Patent box

According to a European Commission report, the Netherlands makes use of tax credits, enhanced allowance and a patent box.\textsuperscript{889} The lost tax revenue associated with the patent box – or ‘Innovatiebox’, as it is known in the Netherlands – was approximately €625 million in 2012.\textsuperscript{890} The patent box offers a reduced tax rate of 5 per cent, compared to the statutory rate of 20–25 per cent, on profits of which at least 30% has been derived from patents.\textsuperscript{891} In early 2015, the Ministry of Finance released figures showing that, in the period 2010–12, the number of patent box users doubled from 910 to 1,841, while the revenue loss associated with the policy grew from approximately €345 million to €852 million.\textsuperscript{892} The figures also showed that, while big companies (those with more than 250 employees) only made up 11 per cent of patent box users, they accounted for 60 per cent of the budgetary costs of the incentive.\textsuperscript{893}

Within the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) process, together with the UK and others, the Netherlands had initially refused to agree to “curbs on patent boxes aimed at stopping ‘harmful’ tax competition that were supported by 40 other countries.”\textsuperscript{894} In May 2015, members of the European Parliament’s special committee on tax rulings (TAXE) questioned the Dutch Deputy Minister and other stakeholders on the harmful effects of the innovation box.\textsuperscript{895} Questions on abuse of the innovation box were also asked by Dutch politicians.\textsuperscript{896} In the European Council, the Dutch government has welcomed efforts to “put a stop on innovation/patent boxes that encourage profit shifting” and “trading of patents only for the purpose to move them to the most favourable tax regime”. However, at the same time they have called for a wider interpretation of which activities qualify for reduced rates offered under patent boxes.\textsuperscript{897} The Dutch patent box is currently under review by the government, and an evaluation report is expected at the end of 2015.\textsuperscript{898}

Tax treaties

In a welcome development, the government is approaching 23 developing countries with which the Netherlands already has a tax treaty, or with which negotiations are taking place, with the intention of including an anti-abuse clause in these treaties.\textsuperscript{899} A recent report from ActionAid shows, however, that treaties can have a harmful impact in spite of anti-abuse provisions, for example, due to low withholding tax rates.\textsuperscript{900} In its response to the questionnaire for this report, the Netherlands states that it is willing to accept higher rates of source state taxation in treaties with developing countries compared to what it would otherwise accept.\textsuperscript{901} However, evidence of this intention is limited in existing treaties with developing countries, which on average reduce the withholding tax rates by 3.5 percentage points.\textsuperscript{902} In general, the Netherlands adheres to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Model, but the government states that both the OECD and the UN Model are reflected in Dutch tax treaties with developing countries.\textsuperscript{903}

In 2015, the Netherlands started talks with Senegal, Iraq and Mozambique to negotiate new tax treaties.\textsuperscript{904} A renewed treaty with Malawi was recently signed after Malawi cancelled its treaty with the Netherlands in 2013.\textsuperscript{905}

Financial and corporate transparency

Public reporting for multinational corporations

Earlier in 2015, the Dutch Parliament adopted a resolution calling for public country by country reporting for all multinational companies.\textsuperscript{906} In May 2015, the Dutch government wrote to the European Commission stating that the government “supports the initiatives for public country-by-country reporting” and further encouraged the Commission to “give priority to the impact assessment [announced by the Commission in March 2015] for the expansion of public country-by-country reporting.”\textsuperscript{907}

The government supports the OECD threshold for country by country reporting, meaning that only companies with annual revenues of more than €750 million would have to report on a country by country basis. In the Netherlands, this means that companies like Shell, Heineken and Unilever would be required to comply, whereas companies like Telegraaf Media Groep\textsuperscript{908} (media concern), Van Wijmen\textsuperscript{909} (construction company) and Zeeman Groep BV \textsuperscript{BV} (textile company)\textsuperscript{910} would not.
Public country by country requirements for banks under the EU’s Capital Requirements Directive were implemented into Dutch legislation in September 2014. In the process of implementation the Dutch government seems to have changed the wording slightly regarding the requirements to disclose subsidiaries and the number of employees. These changes could lead to inconsistencies and difficulties in making comparisons with other countries.

Of the four largest Dutch banks, ING, Rabobank and ABN AMRO have published country by country data in their 2014 annual reports. SNS Bank did not comply with CRD IV country by country reporting requirements. An analysis of ING, Rabobank and ABN AMRO’s financial reports shows, among other things, a significant presence in known low tax and financial secrecy jurisdictions with minimal resulting tax payments. For example, the bank ING reports a profit of €233 million under the category “Mauritius / others” of which it only paid €3 million in taxes, an effective tax rate of 1.3 per cent. Rabobank is also present in Mauritius as well as the Cayman Islands, while ABN AMRO has subsidiaries in Jersey, Guernsey and the United Arab Emirates.

Ownership transparency

Many letterbox companies are administered by Dutch trust offices (‘trustkantoren’). These corporate service providers host such letterbox companies in their offices and ensure that they comply with their legal obligations, for example, by depositing annual accounts. Although the Netherlands does not require the beneficial owners of such companies to be publicly known, trust offices are legally obliged to request such information from their clients. Recent research by the Dutch Central Bank, the supervisor of trust offices, revealed that too often trust offices fail to identify the beneficial owner, or know what the origin of the capital is or the goal of its corporate structure. The supervisor concluded that “trust offices thereby accept the risk of being misused for laundering of corrupt money.” Currently, the supervisor is discussing new or improved regulations with the Ministry of Finance.

Past scandals regarding letterbox companies used by political leaders such as Colonel Gaddafi from Libya and former President Suharto of Indonesia, as well as a recent Romanian fraud scandal where funds were taken from local football clubs and diverted through the Netherlands, show how the provision of such letterbox company structures can facilitate illicit practices. The Dutch government, however, opposes the creation of a public register for beneficial owners, which could help expose the shady deals.

Automatic exchange of information

The SwissLeaks revelations showed very large amounts of money in the Swiss branch of HSBC that had connections to the Netherlands. Only 12 other countries in the world ranked higher. The Dutch government reports that it has received the so-called Lagarde list and has investigated 130 SwissLeaks cases of the 1,268 bank accounts held by the 654 clients exposed. In 48 of the cases investigated, the authorities made reassessments because the Swiss bank account was not declared in the relevant tax return. Up until now the amount of tax adjustments and penalties resulting from the reassessments is approximately €2.3 million.

In relation to the establishment of a global standard on the automatic exchange of information, the Netherlands government states that it is, in principle, willing to send information to developing countries that are not yet able to send information on an automatic basis in return, and that this will be determined on a case-by-case basis.

EU solutions

The Netherlands does not support the move towards a coordinated approach to corporate taxation in the EU through the Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) proposal. The Ministry of Finance justifies this rejection by referring to possible negative effects on GDP and growth, as well as stating that a targeted directive to counter base erosion and profit shifting would have “more merit than a complete overhaul” of the corporate tax system that the CCCTB proposal would involve.

The Netherlands will take over the EU Presidency in the first semester of 2016. Fighting tax avoidance and evasion will be one of its main priorities, including implementing measures against base erosion and profit shifting in EU law, according to the Ministry of Finance. In addition, the Dutch presidency will likely coincide with the negotiations with the Commission and European Parliament on the Shareholders Rights Directive, which at the intervention of the European Parliament includes a proposal for public country by country reporting and for making selected information from tax rulings public.
Global solutions

The Dutch position on the OECD’s BEPS project was laid out in a letter to Parliament in June 2015. It emphasises that having and keeping an attractive investment climate is one of the government’s main priorities. At the same time, the government expresses a willingness to increase the exchange of information between tax authorities and its renegotiations of tax treaties with developing countries to include anti-abuse provisions. According to the letter, other measures to tackle tax abuse should be dealt with within a multilateral forum – the OECD.

Ahead of the June 2015 Financing for Development conference Lilianne Ploumen, the Dutch Minister for Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation, stated that combating tax evasion and avoidance should be one of the top priorities for the conference. In spite of this, the Dutch government did not support the creation of an intergovernmental body on taxation during the conference, and instead supported the official EU line.

Conclusion

New cases of tax avoidance brought forward by the media and NGOs continue to highlight the role of the Netherlands in eroding other countries’ tax bases. A poll conducted in April 2015 revealed that more than seven out of ten Dutch citizens believe that the government must put a stop to the tax tricks multinationals use to avoid taxes by routing funds through the Netherlands. It is clear that the debate about tax dodging in the Netherlands is far from over and will continue among the public as well as politicians. It seems the government is slowly changing its position in some respects, for instance with regard to increasing transparency and including developing countries in a system for the exchange of tax information. At the same time, however, it is clear that changes in essential elements that make up the Dutch conduit role, such as the absence of withholding taxes on outgoing interest and royalty payments, are out of the question according to the government. Time will tell how both domestic and international pressure on the Netherlands might change the government’s position.
General overview

The last year has seen major reforms of Poland’s approach to international taxation, with a dizzying array of legal changes bringing in rules that would allow the tax authorities to challenge international corporate tax dodging more effectively. However, the reform process was complicated by presidential elections and parliamentary campaigns that brought some unfortunate steps backwards on previous reform promises. The issue of developing countries and taxation is slowly gaining more prominence, with a new Policy Coherence for Development plan where the Ministry of Finance has been taking a lead role in including issues relating to taxation. Despite these positive steps forward, however, there is a sense that the Polish government has failed to deliver on reforms that would really matter for developing countries such as public country by country reporting and a UN intergovernmental body on tax.

Tax policies

In September 2014, the then Polish President signed a new tax bill (referred to as the “tax havens bill”) that for the first time introduced controlled foreign corporation (CFC) rules in Poland, as well as revising the country’s rules to limit the amount of corporate debt for which the tax is deductible (thin capitalisation rules). The CFC rules target subsidiaries of Polish companies in low tax jurisdictions and particularly target passive income earned by subsidiaries that are taxed at less than 14.25 per cent, while the tightening of the thin capitalisation rules seeks to discourage the use of debt by multinational companies to reduce their tax payments in Poland.

After the law was signed it caused a lot of turbulence. First the official announcement in the Legal Register was delayed, which cost one resignation in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and an investigation into the causes of the delay. Then a new amended law was signed by the President at the end of October 2014. The delays resulted in the later implementation of the new law, which was supposed to come into force in January 2016.

Legislative progress was further complicated due to both presidential elections and the ongoing parliamentary election campaign in 2015.

Thus, the Ministry of Finance in the first part of 2015 called for a review of the “Tax Ordinance Act and other Acts” to include a new General Anti-Avoidance Rule (GAAR) and the establishment of a Tax Avoidance Council. The GAAR would have given the tax authorities the opportunity to deny companies a tax benefit that would arise from a structure whose main purpose was to produce a tax benefit. Global audit company KPMG noted that the proposed anti-avoidance rule had been “a source of significant controversy” due to what was perceived as “vague and general provisions.” Unfortunately, just before being ousted in the presidential elections in May, then President Bronislaw Komorowski proposed a “softer approach” against tax payers facing tax investigations, resulting in the anti-avoidance rules being removed from the Bill and sent back to the Ministry of Finance. It is expected that the Ministry will rework the Bill and try to re-launch it after the parliamentary elections in October 2015. However, one audit company notes that “it is safe to assume” that the general anti-avoidance rule “will not be introduced before at least the end of 2016.”

A May 2014 report from the Highest Control Office (NIK – Najwyçosza Izba Kontroli) on the effectiveness of the tax administration in controlling tax evasion in relation to value added tax (VAT) noted serious shortcomings. These included a decrease in the number of tax controls, general chaos in terms of record keeping in registers, and delays in answering to calls from EU offices on tax information.

Tax rulings

According to Poland’s Ministry of Finance, it is possible to apply for a tax ruling in the form of an interpretation of tax law applying to an individual case, which can include an assessment of the tax consequences for companies from planned future actions. The Ministry reports that there is no data regarding the number of individual interpretations issued to multinational companies. Polish law also allows for Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) and the Ministry reports that nine APAs were granted in the period 2012-2014. Data published by the European Commission shows that in total, Poland had 19 APAs in force at the end of 2013.
Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)

Poland recently started to disaggregate its statistics on Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and the results show that only about 2 per cent or less of FDI into Poland goes to SPEs. This indicates that Polish SPEs are of relatively low significance in international tax planning.

Patent box

Poland does not have a patent box and, according to the Ministry of Finance, does not have any plans to introduce one.

Tax treaties

Poland has 37 tax treaties with developing countries. The Polish government is currently expanding the number of treaties with developing countries, with a new treaty signed with Ethiopia in July 2015, and plans to start negotiations with Thailand, South Africa, Turkmenistan and Brazil in the near future. The treaty with Ethiopia does not seem to include reductions in the withholding tax rates otherwise applied in Ethiopia.

According to the Ministry of Finance, Poland as a rule follows the OECD model convention, but also allows elements from the UN model depending on the treaty partner. However, the Ministry states that it would not use the UN model as the starting point for its negotiations with developing countries only its treaty with India includes an anti-abuse clause. This reflects that Poland only recently started applying these clauses in its treaties, and the Ministry reports that, in ongoing negotiations with Sri Lanka and Georgia, anti-abuse clauses are included.

Polish tax treaties are usually negotiated by the Ministry of Finance. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs does not interfere with the content of tax treaties nor does it impose or seek for possibilities of preparing spillover analysis of tax treaties.

However, the cooperation between the two ministries became more visible in the process of developing a new Policy Coherence for Development (PCD) plan, during which the Ministry of Finance proposed illicit financial flows and the fight against tax avoidance and money laundering as a priority area in Polish PCD. The Ministry of Finance will prepare leading documents including annual activity plans prepared together with other ministries and other institutions. Poland will prepare a report for the European Commission and OECD on the implementation of PCD priority areas.

Financial and corporate transparency

Public reporting for multinational corporations

Poland published a draft law in April 2015 that proposed new regulations regarding transfer pricing documentation. The amendments result from the OECD’s and G20’s recommendations within the framework of the project addressing Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS). For entities with a turnover over €750 million/year and single transactions of more than €500,000, Poland will require country by country reporting. Among the listed companies headquartered in Poland only 29 would fall above this threshold. In line with the OECD’s BEPS recommendations, Poland has decided not to make the information from country by country reporting public.

The country by country reporting requirement will be effective from the beginning of 2016, while other new transfer pricing documentation requirements for multinationals will take effect from 2017.

While the Polish government has been one of the first governments in the EU to develop regulations for BEPS country by country reporting, it has been one of the slowest when it comes to implementing the public country by country reporting requirements for the financial sector, contained in the 2013 Capital Requirements Directive. Until today the directive has not been implemented into Polish law. The Ministry of Finance reports that the procedure of the implementation is pending and that the legislative process was supposed to have been concluded by June 2015. In September 2015 the finished law to implement the last remaining bits of the directive was sent for Presidential signature and as such the directive should be fully implemented relatively soon.

Ownership transparency

Poland underwent a peer review by the intergovernmental Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes in 2015. The review looked at ten aspects of the Polish system for corporate transparency and found the country to be compliant on nine out of ten aspects. The only factor where the country was rated non-compliant was on the availability of ownership and identity information, where three serious shortcomings were found. First it was noted that, while Poland generally has good standards for registering ownership information for domestic companies, the same is not true for foreign companies operating in Poland. For these “no ownership information has to be provided upon registration, nor is such information available otherwise” and as a consequence the review recommends that the authorities “ensure that information on the owners of a foreign company that is tax resident in Poland is available.”
The second shortcoming noted by the review is in relation to bearer shares where the review notes “serious legal gaps” and lack of ownership information. The last problem identified is in relation to trusts. While these structures are not recognised under Polish law, it is possible to administer trusts from Poland and in that case the review notes that ownership information for the settlors, beneficiaries and trustees is not captured by the authorities.

In the EU negotiations on the fourth anti-money laundering directive at the end of 2014 the Polish government is reported to have been one of the countries against making beneficial ownership information fully available to the public. However, the government’s official position is not known as it has currently not clarified how it plans to implement the directive and whether it will allow full public access to the registers. While the government’s position is unclear the position of its citizens is crystal clear, with a survey conducted in 2015 showing that 82 per cent of Poles favour making the information public.

**EU solutions**

Poland headed for a collision course with the European Commission after months of stalling on a reply to a request for information on the country’s tax ruling practice. In June the Commission took the unusual step of threatening Poland – together with Estonia – with legal action unless the information was handed over within one month. According to the Ministry of Finance, by June 2015 they were still conducting analysis to look into the “legality of providing information on APAs [one type of tax rulings] to the Commission.” Finally, in reply to the Commission’s request, the Ministry of Finance sent 25,000 individual tax rulings out of which 700 had a cross-border element.

The Ministry reports that all individual rulings along with the request for interpretation are published in the Bulletin of Public Information. However, this is only after removing data identifying the applicant. It further states that it supports the publication of anonymised data on the number and type of APAs under the EU’s Joint Transfer Pricing Forum.

The Ministry of Finance reports that it supports the Commission’s attempt to re-launch the proposal for a coordinated EU approach to corporate taxation (the so-called Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) proposal). However, the Ministry also reports that it is against the consolidation of tax bases in the EU, without which the proposal is toothless against tax dodging. The Ministry of Finance also states that it sees the EU’s Code of Conduct Group on Business Taxation as only a “partially” effective way of removing harmful tax practices in the EU.

A week after the Commission published its list of non-cooperative jurisdictions (for tax havens) in June 2015, the Polish government delisted Bermuda from its own national list of uncooperative jurisdictions, following “furious criticism” from Bermuda officials. Shortly before the publication of the Commission list, Poland also delisted Gibraltar from its own list. Moves like these can have consequences for the Commission list, as only jurisdictions listed on at least ten Member States’ national list are included on the Commission’s list.

**Global solutions**

Poland has a representative acting as an expert in the Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters. Consequently, Poland fully supports the UN processes aimed at assisting developing countries on tax. However, the Polish government states that it sees a need to analyse the establishment of an intergovernmental body under the auspices of the United Nations on tax before deciding its position. At the Financing for Development (FfD) conference in July 2015, the Polish government did not deviate from the EU line, which rejected the establishment of the UN intergovernmental body. According to Polish internal policy, all Tax Information Exchange Agreements have to be signed with a condition of reciprocity. This condition implies that Poland will effectively exclude exchanging information with most developing countries, since they do not have the capacity and the systems to collect and share information from their own countries automatically.

**Conclusion**

Steps have been taken forward by the Polish government against tax dodging in the past year, with new CFC rules, a General Anti-Avoidance Rule and other measures intended to shore up the tax base of Poland. Encouragingly, the Ministry of Finance has started to cooperate with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs within the PCD process, and taxation and its effects on developing countries is one of the issues being looked at. These are all positive signs of change. However, a lot of work still remains, not least on corporate transparency where Poland often takes a negative stand, as was again demonstrated in 2015 when the government decided to implement confidential country by country reporting requirements. Poland has deepened its activities at the EU and global level. An indication of this came during the FID summit where the Minister of Finance was present as a head of the Polish delegation. Unfortunately, however, Poland did not support the establishment of an intergovernmental tax body.
General overview

This year has seen the launch of a tax reform and the continuation of a focused effort to crack down on tax dodging in Slovenia. This builds on large-scale reforms in 2014, with a major organisational restructuring of the tax administration, and the creation for the first time of a department focusing solely on transfer pricing. A change in government in September 2014 has not slowed down the pace of change, with the new coalition agreement stressing the fight against economic crime and corruption, higher effectiveness at collecting taxes, the fight against the ‘grey economy’, the strengthening of the tax culture and a number of new tax initiatives launched in the budget in June 2015.

The Slovenian economy is home to a relatively modest number of multinational companies. Among the smaller EU Member States, only Greece receives less foreign direct investment (FDI) as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP). As a result there is more focus on domestic challenges to the tax system in Slovenia than in many other EU Member States. However, in mid-2015 the government adopted a six-year strategy to achieve the increased internationalisation of Slovene companies and to attract more FDI. As part of this strategy, export to non-EU markets is targeted to expand annually by 5 per cent, with a focus on areas such as China, India and Central Asia, among others. Combined with an ambitious privatisation strategy – which in 2015 alone brought in new major multinational actors in the economy including Heineken and the American bank Merrill Lynch – it seems likely that the issue of international tax planning may increasingly find its way onto the domestic agenda.

Tax policies

In 2014, major changes have occurred in the organisation of the tax administration in the Republic of Slovenia. On the basis of the Financial Administration Act, the Financial Administration of the Republic of Slovenia was established on 1 August 2014, uniting the Customs Administration and Tax Administration.

In the field of tax supervision, the Financial Administration of the Republic of Slovenia reports that it performed 6,822 financial supervisions in the field of the implementation of laws on taxing, Tax Procedure Act and EU legislation, and recovered an additional €97 million in tax obligations. As well as this, the financial inspectors also performed several focused supervisions, including transfers to tax havens (131 supervisions with violations detected in 39 per cent of cases), and a newly established department for transfer pricing performed 73 focused tax inspections with an additional €5.37 million in taxes collected as a result.

The LuxLeaks database did not show any data about Slovenian companies. In spite of this, however, the LuxLeaks affair attracted the attention of Slovenia’s media. The Slovenian delegates in the European Parliament also responded to the scandal. They proposed the independent investigation of relevant institutions and suggested that there needed to be solutions for unacceptable and unfair tax practices.

Tax rulings

According to the Ministry of Finance, the Slovenian law provides for rulings in the form of clarification for companies on how the tax law applies to them, and the government can issue binding information on the tax treatment of planned transactions or business events. However, Slovenia is one of a handful of EU Member States that do not offer binding information or rulings in relation to transfer pricing, the so-called Advance Pricing Agreements (APA). According to the Ministry, Slovenia has complied with the Commission’s request for information on the country’s tax rulings, but – citing ‘tax secrecy’ – declines to make the information public. Under the system of information exchange on tax rulings within the EU, Slovenia has neither received nor sent information regarding tax rulings to another EU Member State.
Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)

According to the Ministry of Finance, SPEs are not forbidden in Slovenia. They are a form of special vehicle for securities defined in the country’s previous banking act. However, with the passing of a new banking act in March 2015, this definition has been removed, which means that Slovenian law does not currently contain any definition of SPEs. It is difficult to say whether SPEs play any important role in the Slovenian economy, but given that FDI flows through the country are among the lowest in the OECD, it is unlikely that the country is being used to route FDI.

Patent box

Slovenia does not currently have a patent box and the Ministry of Finance reports that there are no plans to introduce one. The Ministry declines to state whether they are concerned about the effect of other EU Member States’ patent boxes on the Slovenian tax base.

Tax treaties

In 2014, the government signed tax treaties with two low-tax jurisdictions – the United Arab Emirates and Luxembourg. Both treaties contain significant reductions in withholding tax rates compared to the statutory rate applied by Slovenia to non-treaty countries. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs reports that Slovenia’s tax treaties with developing countries are not solely based on the OECD or UN models, but are rather based on the mandate for negotiating that is determined by the government. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs also reports that neither it nor any other development stakeholder is involved in the negotiation of tax treaties with developing countries.

Financial and corporate transparency

In 2014, the Financial Administration of the Republic of Slovenia filed 18 criminal reports to the State Prosecutor’s Office due to the suspicion of committing the criminal offence of tax evasion, according to Article 249 of the Criminal Code. It also filed 73 announcements on suspicions that a criminal offence was committed.

In the same year, the police sent 84 criminal reports on committed criminal offences of tax evasion to the State Prosecutor’s Office, with a total value of €14,329,000.

Public reporting for multinational corporations

On 13 May 2015, the new Banking Act came into force, which introduced the provisions of the Capital Requirements Directive into Slovenian legislation. While the Banking Act does not contain the country by country reporting requirement, the Ministry of Finance reports that it expects the Bank of Slovenia to prescribe what financial institutions should report on in their financial statements.

The Ministry of Finance reports that it is supportive of extending the country by country reporting obligation to all economic sectors, but only based on the OECD model and states that “information so obtained has to be confidential.” The Ministry has not yet settled on a threshold for which companies should report if they were to introduce a requirement for country by country reporting for all sectors, stating that this is a political decision.

Should the government decide to make use of the threshold recommended under the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project, only six multinational companies listed in Slovenia would have to report on a country by country basis. Using the EU’s definition of ‘large undertakings’ instead, 27 listed companies would be covered by the reporting requirement.

Ownership transparency

Under existing laws, it is possible to set up structures in Slovenia that effectively obscure the real owners of legal entities. For example, a corporate law firm based in Slovenia reports online that “even though Slovenia is not categorized as a tax haven like other offshore jurisdictions, foreign entrepreneurs can benefit from […] the possibility to appoint a nominee director […which allows] the investor to protect his/her identity.” However, with current plans, this secrecy mechanism is set to become a thing of the past. Slovenia is on course to implement the EU’s anti-money laundering directive in record speed, having indicated that it plans to have a legislative proposal ready by the second half of 2015, which it hopes to pass by the end of 2015. Still more impressive and crucial, Slovenia has indicated a willingness to grant wider access to the register of beneficial owners of companies than the minimum requirement in the EU’s directive.

The Ministry of Finance reports that the new regulation will require legal entities to provide information on their beneficial owner, and that the information will be published in the public business register (AJPES). It also reports that, while it will make use of the ‘legitimate interest’ test to limit those who have access to the full range of beneficial ownership information, it will at the same time grant ‘the general public’ access to a sub-set of beneficial ownership information, regardless of whether they can demonstrate a so-called ‘legitimate interest’.
The Ministry reports that it has not yet arrived at an agreement on how to define those with a ‘legitimate interest’ and it is also still unclear what the difference will be between the information that the general public and those who can demonstrate a ‘legitimate interest’ will be. Nonetheless, Slovenia has taken important steps towards corporate transparency by indicating a willingness to go beyond the EU’s minimum requirements and establish transparency for the public when it comes to beneficial ownership.

**Banking secrecy**

March 2015 saw the adoption of a new bank law (the so-called Zban-2), which saw some welcome easing of bank secrecy. With the new law, the National Assembly has been granted access to confidential bank information under certain conditions in order to fulfil its role in supervising the financial sector. The protection of banking secrecy has also been removed in cases of criminal prosecutions. Finally, the new banking law makes it mandatory for banks to adopt a whistleblower policy to expose potential wrongdoing.

**EU solutions**

The government of Slovenia has a somewhat ambivalent track record on supporting EU coordination on taxation. On the one hand, Slovenia is a part of the smaller group of 11 EU Member States that are willing to implement the so-called Financial Transaction Tax – a small levy on financial trading. This indicates a willingness to push for cross-border tax coordination. However, when it comes to coordination through the introduction of a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB), Slovenia has been more sceptical in the past. It is among nine EU Member States that officially objected to the Commission’s CCCTB proposal when it was discussed in 2011. It is not clear whether the current government intends to continue these objections or whether the country’s stance has changed. In early 2015, the government reported that it “supports the efforts of the Commission” in their fight against tax avoidance and evasion, but some uncertainty exists as to the extent and content of this support.

**Global solutions**

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs reports that Slovenia does not consider either taxation or illicit financial flows as part of the policy coherence for development agenda. As a consequence, Slovenia does not have any capacity-building programmes for developing countries on taxation and does not have any plans to conduct a spillover analysis of its tax policies’ effect on developing countries.

Despite this, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs reports that the government of Slovenia considers taxation as one of the key topics, since it mobilises public funds in support of development. However, in a globalised world, the government also recognises that taxation provides many opportunities for evasion and avoidance, and therefore calls for efficient international cooperation.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs also reports that the government of Slovenia supports the call to establish an intergovernmental body on taxation under the auspices of the UN.

Slovenia attended the Third International Conference on Financing for Development in Addis Ababa, represented by the Permanent Representative of Slovenia to the United Nations in New York and the Head of the Department for International Development Cooperation Policies in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The President of the Slovenian NGO African Centre, and Representative of the Centre of Excellence in Finance, an international organisation, headquartered in Slovenia, also both accompanied the official delegation formally as representatives.

**Conclusion**

Through granting wider access to the register of beneficial owners of companies than the minimum requirement in the EU’s directive, Slovenia has taken important steps towards corporate transparency for the public when it comes to beneficial ownership. Equally important, Slovenia has also expressed willingness to support the call to establish an intergovernmental body on taxation under the auspices of the UN, although the government unfortunately seems to have followed the general EU line during the Third Financing for Development conference in Addis Ababa.

On the other hand, Slovenia does not support introducing public country by country for all sectors, but instead insists that the information should be kept confidential. The government is yet undecided about the threshold for which companies should report.

When negotiating tax treaties, Slovenia still does not solely use the UN model and still does not include any development stakeholders in the negotiations of tax treaties with developing countries. In addition, the focus on policy coherence for development seems low and no spillover analysis is planned to assess whether Slovenia’s tax policies have negative impacts on other countries.
“This is not a problem of unfair tax competition, but that certain tax measures of certain EU countries constituting genuine State aid have to cease definitely. But this is nothing new, in fact, we have been suffering this discrimination for decades.”

Cristóbal Montoro, Spanish Ministry of Treasury, regarding Luxleaks

---

**General overview**

2015 has been a year shaped by the many elections in Spain, with regional and local elections in May and general elections due by the end of the year. The results of the May elections opened up a brand new political situation in Spain, bringing a large set-back for the conservative government party (Popular Party) and the rise of new political parties associated with new citizens’ movements for social justice.

In parallel to the intensification of the political debate, several scandals have been high on the media. Prominent politicians and political parties have been involved in tax scandals. A prominent example has been Rodrigo Rato, former Spanish Minister of Finance and Vice President and IMF Managing Director, being accused of money laundering and tax evasion. Unfortunately, he was far from being the only politician exposed. Besides, and even though tax administration should be disconnected from the political arena, political interference in the work of the Tax Administration Agency have been repeated in recent years.

A tax reform that entered into force included tax cuts for businesses while failing to include any measures to address tax dodging by multinational companies. The Spanish government boasted that the new reduced rates for corporations "puts Spain on a level of taxation below its major trading partners such as Germany, France and Italy," and thereby placed Spain as an aggressive participant in the European tax competition race.

---

**Tax policies**

On 1 January 2015, a new tax reform entered into force in Spain, which among other things meant reductions in tax rates for business. The corporate income tax rate was reduced from 30 per cent to 28 per cent in 2015 and will be reduced further to 25 per cent in 2016. Meanwhile the withholding tax rate on dividends and interest paid to non-residents was reduced to 20 per cent in 2015 and 19 per cent in 2016. The reform did not include any measures to fight tax dodging and it decreases the progressive nature of the Spanish taxation regime, as Oxfam Intermon has highlighted.

The LuxLeaks and SwissLeaks have raised the practice of tax dodging high up the agenda in terms of public opinion. In the case of LuxLeaks, the only Spanish company involved in the tax rulings scandal was Mercapital, a private equity firm.

In terms of potentially harmful tax practices, Spain has recently approved a special tax regime for the Canary Islands that will allow companies located there to pay a reduced corporate tax rate of 4 per cent under certain conditions. These benefits are linked to investment requirements and the creation of a minimum of five jobs. This regime includes a controversial point, which is a deduction for economic activities in countries of Northern and Central Africa. The purpose is to promote the use of the Canary Islands as an export platform to West African countries.

On a more positive note, at the end of 2014, the Spanish Parliament approved a law that establishes a board responsibility for decisions in relation to investments or transactions that potentially involve tax risks and obliges company boards to define a tax strategy for their business.

---

**Tax rulings**

Companies in Spain have the possibility of making a binding enquiry to the tax administration about the tax treatment of a transaction, like an advance price agreement. According to the Ministry of Finance, taxpayers making the same enquiry will get the same answer, implying that they do not grant preferential treatment to companies through such rulings. Spain had 52 Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) in force by the end of 2013, which places it among the countries in the EU that issue most of these types of rulings. The Ministry of Finance reports that the rulings in force are considered confidential and that they can only be shared in certain conditions strictly defined under the legislation.
Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)

ETVEs (Entidades de Tenencia de Valores Extranjeros) are Special Purpose Entities (SPEs) that work as Luxembourg or Netherlands holding companies and are virtually exempted from paying taxes.\textsuperscript{1044} In 2013, inflow of foreign direct investment (FDI) in Spain through ETVEs was 19.7 per cent of total FDI and outflow was 26.3 per cent.\textsuperscript{1045}

Although the characteristics of ETVEs are almost the same as entities that the OECD considers to be an SPE, the Spanish government does not consider them to be SPEs, as there is no definition for these kinds of arrangements in Spanish regulations.\textsuperscript{1046} The Spanish Institute of Foreign Trade (ICEX) – which works under the Ministry of Finance – promotes these vehicles on its webpage as a tool to attract foreign investment.\textsuperscript{1047} Although the ETVE regime is ideal for routing investments for tax purposes, the EU’s Code of Conduct Committee has determined that the ETVE does not represent potentially harmful tax competition.\textsuperscript{1048}

Patent box

The Spanish patent box consists of a 60 per cent tax exemption for the income derived from transfers of intangible assets.\textsuperscript{1049} The Spanish patent box regime is marketed by the Spanish government as “the most beneficial of all those that exist within the EU” in terms of scope, since it covers not only patents but also “models, designs, formulae, plans and even know how.”\textsuperscript{1050} Despite the intentions of attracting innovative practices, some have questioned whether the patent box meets this objective or whether the policy is simply reducing Spanish tax revenues when they are more needed than ever.\textsuperscript{1051}

Tax treaties

Spain has a comprehensive network of tax treaties, including one with a low-income country and 17 with lower middle-income countries.\textsuperscript{1052} Spain is very aggressive in terms of negotiating these treaties and gets an average of 5.4 per cent of a reduction in withholding tax rates.\textsuperscript{1053} Two recent treaties with developing countries illustrate this. The first is a treaty signed with Senegal in December 2014,\textsuperscript{1054} which includes a reduction of 10 per cent in withholding tax rates of interest and dividends.\textsuperscript{1055} As a PwC tax newsletter says, “this treaty has a special value for those multinationals with interest in Senegal, as Spain could be used as an efficient holding location.”\textsuperscript{1056} A second treaty announced in April 2015 was with Nigeria, and again the withholding tax rates on interest, royalties and dividends were lowered through negotiation, this time from 10 per cent to 7.5 per cent.\textsuperscript{1057}

When negotiating a tax treaty with a developing country, Spain primarily follows the OECD convention model as well as includes specific anti-abuse clauses.\textsuperscript{1058} However, when one of these processes begins, the only actors that are consulted by the Spanish negotiators are companies.\textsuperscript{1059} The Spanish government does not plan to conduct a spillover analysis of how its tax treaties affect developing countries.\textsuperscript{1060}

Financial and corporate transparency

In March 2015, Oxfam Intermón launched a study of the tax transparency of the 35 major Spanish companies listed in the stock market. The report found that only 10 per cent of the companies provide some information about how much taxes they pay and where.\textsuperscript{1061} All but one of the 35 companies analysed have subsidiaries in tax havens, totalling 810 in 2013, an increase of 44 per cent from the previous year.\textsuperscript{1062}

While the report showed large gaps in terms of corporate transparency, SwissLeaks also documented failings in terms of financial transparency. The leaked information revealed accounts held by the recently deceased president of the biggest Spanish bank and by a twice world-champion F1 driver.\textsuperscript{1063} No legal actions have been pursued by the Spanish authorities, although the former made a complementary payment of €200 million to regularise the situation.\textsuperscript{1064} The 2012 tax amnesty showed the current Spanish government’s tolerance of these kinds of practices.\textsuperscript{1065}

In general, any information regarding the tax issues of a specific taxpayer is considered to be confidential under Spanish law.\textsuperscript{1066} Only tax authorities have the right to this information and it cannot be disclosed to anyone except in certain and well-defined cases.\textsuperscript{1067} In practice, this principle defines the stance of the Spanish government towards any measure regarding taxation negotiated in international forums.

Public reporting for multinational corporations

The Spanish government has announced that country-by-country reporting will be included in regulation expected to be implemented at the beginning of 2016.\textsuperscript{1068} Disappointingly, the government has announced that this will mostly\textsuperscript{1069} follow the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) standard, which implies that it will not be made public, that developing countries in most cases will not be eligible to receive the reports, and that only major companies above an annual consolidated turnover over €750 million will be covered.\textsuperscript{1070} With this threshold for reporting, it is estimated that only 183 out of 24,000 big companies in Spain will be required to report, representing just 0.76 per cent of big companies in Spain.\textsuperscript{1071}
Spain last year implemented the European Capital Requirements Directive IV, which requests banks to make a public report on a country by country basis. Currently only one major bank, Banco Santander, has published the complete country by country report information, while two others – BBVA and Banco Popular – have published incomplete versions of it.

Ownership transparency
Spanish legislation includes a register of beneficial ownership of companies, foundations and trusts, but it is not open to the public. Although the EU’s Anti-Money Laundering Directive allows for wider public access to the register than those who can demonstrate a legitimate interest, the Spanish government has not yet made any decision about whether or not to allow for this. In negotiations about the beneficial ownership register, the Spanish stance was very strongly in favour of not making the registers public.

EU solutions
Prior to the European Summit in December 2014, the Spanish President wrote a letter to the President of the European Council asking for “effective tools at the European level to tackle tax fraud and evasion.” Spain supports further coordination of EU corporate tax policies through the Consolidated Common Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) proposal, and supports making it mandatory for all multinational companies in all Member States. Furthermore, the EU’s Code of Conduct on Business Taxation is seen as effective by the Ministry of Finance, although they acknowledge there is room for improvement in its functioning, rules and mandate.

Global solutions
Although the government is awaiting the final content of the OECD BEPS recommendations, the Ministry of Finance reports that the intention of Spain is not to deviate from the conclusions that will be reached. This is consistent with Spain’s plans to follow the OECD BEPS recommendations for country by country reporting, as described above.

Regarding the creation of an intergovernmental tax body under the auspices of the UN, the Spanish position – when this issue was discussed between the EU countries – was that its establishment should be properly studied prior to any decision. In parallel, the Spanish government kept the position that the current UN Tax Committee should at least be reinforced in order to accomplish its mission better. During the negotiations at the Financing for Development conference in July 2015, the Spanish government followed the joint EU position, which considered the establishment of an intergovernmental body to be a ‘red line’.

Conclusion
The Spanish tax system includes some regimes that could facilitate tax dodging and the government is unfortunately not showing the will to tackle these issues, with the largest corporate tax reform of the previous year instead focused on lowering tax rates. There are indications that the government has a particular blind-spot when it comes to the potentially harmful impacts of its tax system on developing countries. This was symbolised in the last year by new tax treaties with Nigeria and Senegal with significantly reduced tax rates, and the government’s approval of a special regime for the Canary Islands that will allow investors in West Africa a low-tax platform.

When it comes to transparency measures that could assist developing countries, the Spanish government has also taken less than helpful positions, having decided not to make country by country reporting public and also working against public registers of beneficial ownership information.

In general, the position of the Spanish government seems rather reactive to public opinion as well as to EU and international processes. Meanwhile, public opinion is getting less tolerant of tax scandals and, with elections coming up this year, change could be expected.
Sweden

“Tax flight is an example where civil society organisations have shown that ten times as much money disappears from the developing countries than what we give in aid through tax flight. Of course this is something we really have great use of, this type of information and debate.”

Isabella Lövin, Minister of International Development Cooperation at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sweden

General overview

In September 2014, Sweden held elections and changed to a Socialist-Green led government. The new government has not offered any visible changes to the country’s stance on tax justice or provided any major changes on corporate tax in their first budget.

Since the new government came into office, ministries have taken many opportunities for dialogue meetings, consultations and seminars with civil society. In early June 2015, the Swedish Parliament held a seminar on capital flight, addressing the challenges and possibilities of Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) and other global and European initiatives.

The LuxLeaks and SwissLeaks scandals did not go unnoticed in Sweden. In fact, the media coverage attracted major attention with headlines such as “Sweden loses millions in tax planning in Luxembourg.” According to documents from the LuxLeaks scandal, there were 26 companies with ties to Sweden out of 343. The most prominent Swedish companies included IKEA, Tele2, EQT and SEB. Consequently, the French news magazine Le Monde described IKEA as the “world champion in optimising its tax burden.” IKEA did not respond to any of the leaks and refused to appear at the European Parliament hearing about LuxLeaks. Similarly, SwissLeaks publicly exposed almost 500 account holders, including famous Swedish football players, who have tried to hide their identities through anonymous accounts and letterboxes in tax havens with help from HSBC Bank.

Primarily, the debate after LuxLeaks and SwissLeaks has been on Swedish companies’ tax planning and their responsibilities beyond the legal requirements or laws. Swedish companies have slowly started to work strategically on corporate social responsibility (CSR) and adopting CSR policies. According to web rankings by Comprehend, only three out of 100 Swedish companies see tax as a CSR issue and seven companies have tax listed as a responsibility issue on their website. There is similarly low attention paid to transparency, with only three out 100 companies in Sweden using any form of country by country reporting.

Tax policies

In Sweden, there are big ambitions to strengthen the fight against tax evasion and tax fraud. The Swedish government frequently highlights that acting against tax dodging is one of its priorities, often related to Financing for Development. However, there is a sense that the fight mostly consists of public speeches and articles debating the issues.

The General Anti-Avoidance Rule (GAAR) in the Act Against Tax Evasion has been in force since 1995. The Ministry of Finance proposed an extension of the GAAR in early 2015, but the proposal was set aside as the Ministry stated it is “no longer relevant”. Instead of extending the application of GAAR, there is a proposal to make an amendment to the anti-avoidance rule in the Act on Withholding on Tax.

Tax rulings

Sweden does offer tax rulings to multinational companies, including Advanced Pricing Agreements (APAs) based on legislation that took effect in 2010. The Ministry of Finance (MoF) does not want to disclose the number of rulings, nor give comments on the Swedish position of making tax rulings publicly available. Data from the European Commission shows that Sweden only had one APA in force at the end of 2013, which was with a company based in an unknown non-EU member state. According to the Commission, the APA took 40 months to negotiate. This indicates that Sweden’s APA system is still in fledgling form. However, the data from the Commission also shows that Sweden received nine requests for APAs in 2013 alone, indicating that the number of rulings in place might have increased since the end of 2013.

In its submission to the European Parliament’s special committee on tax rulings [TAXE], the MoF stresses that, according to Swedish law, APAs can only be entered into through bilateral or multilateral negotiations with countries that Sweden has a tax treaty with. According to the Ministry, this ensures that Sweden’s rulings do not contain “arbitrary and selective assessments.”
Special Purpose Entities (SPEs)

According to the Ministry of Finance, Sweden does not allow for the establishment of Special Purpose Entities (SPE), as there are no legitimate entities designed to keep foreign investments separate from domestic economic activities.1098

Patent box

Sweden does not currently have a patent box and has no plans to introduce one.1099

Tax treaties

In 2015, Sweden only signed one new treaty with the UK, but this is not yet in force.1100 The MoF has not given out any information about planned negotiations for other new treaties, as it is not part of Swedish policy to do so.1101 According to the MoF, there are large differentiations within and between the existing treaties. Officials did not reveal any information regarding whether the treaties primarily follow the UN model in allocating tax rights or the OECD model, instead noting that “tax treaties are a result of bilateral negotiations.” 1102 All tax treaties are subject to ratification by the Swedish Parliament, which ensures their involvement, according to the Ministry.1103

Swedish negotiations of bilateral treaties include lowering charged tax payments for transfers between countries, allowing a grey zone where money could be moved in and out of Sweden easily without incurring the normal tax levels.1104

Financial and corporate transparency

Sweden has signed information exchange agreements with several low-tax jurisdictions in the past year, including Panama, Bahrain, Belize, Hong Kong, Macau and Grenada.1105 At the beginning of 2015, an agreement for information exchange on request with Liberia also entered into force.1106 However, there is no further information available regarding whether Sweden would be willing to automatically exchange information with developing countries.

Public reporting for multinational corporations

The MoF has reported that it intends to follow the recommendations by the OECD BEPS project on country by country reporting. This means that the reporting will not be made public and only very large multinational companies with an annual turnover of more than €750 million will be required to comply with this type of reporting.1107

By indicating a preference for confidential reporting, Sweden is missing a major opportunity to promote corporate transparency. Furthermore, should Sweden choose to implement country by country reporting with the OECD’s threshold of €750 million, only a fraction of relevant multinational companies will be captured. The OECD threshold will only cover 56 of the listed multinational companies headquartered in Sweden, while the threshold currently proposed by the European Parliament would cover 224 companies.1108

Nonetheless, Sweden does have a legal requirement on reporting of transfer pricing and carry forwards of losses.1109 The Swedish Tax Authority is responsible for handing in additional reporting on company structures, but the information is not accessible to the public. Sweden has fully adopted the EU requirements for public country by country reporting for banks and investment firms.1110

Ownership transparency

A money laundering scandal at Swedish banks indicates the need for strong anti-money laundering (AML) rules in Sweden. The Swedish financial watchdog has fined two of the larger banking groups, Nordea and Handelsbanken, to the tune of millions of euros because of major deficiencies in their approach and work regarding money laundering. The lack of an effective system of preventing money laundering or activities linked to terrorism by the Swedish banks was not only heavily portrayed in media, with a negative effect on the stock market, but also forced the banks to increase their resources to comply with the regulations.1111

The new Swedish government would like to see a swift adoption of the Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD) and therefore appointed a public inquiry in December 2014. The inquiry was supposed to present proposals on how to implement the AMLD in Swedish legislation, but it has been postponed until 15 December 2015.1112 The proposals of the inquiry will be followed by a consultation and then by the work of producing the legislative proposals at the MoF. Given the legislative process, there are no firm timelines that may be conveyed at this point, but the government aims to present the proposal to Parliament as soon as possible.1113

As the AMLD requires a central register of beneficial owners, an investigation appointed by the government will include an analysis regarding how the AMLD should be implemented in Swedish law.1114 Sweden is undecided about whether to allow wider access to the registers of beneficial owners than those stated in the AMLD. The inquiry is targeting issues related, for example, to the implementation of a central register. At this time, the government is unable to provide any answers on the details.1115
The government reports that trusts or similar legal structures are not recognised in Swedish law.\textsuperscript{1116} In terms of Sweden’s Development Finance Institution (DFI) – Swedfund – due diligence processes are incorporated to gather information regarding beneficial ownership from companies which Swedfund works with, but the information will not be made public. According to the Swedish government, the “requirement to make this kind of information public need[s] to be a decision made with respect to companies in general and not only for Swedfund.”\textsuperscript{1117}

**EU solutions**

In terms of policies related to the EU, the government believes that the Code of Conduct on Business Taxation Group is “very much” an effective way of removing harmful tax practices in the EU. On the other hand, it does not have an official position on whether to agree that more transparency in the dealings with the Code of Conduct would be useful.\textsuperscript{1118}

The government has declined to state its official position on the EU’s Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) proposal for the purpose of this report.\textsuperscript{1119} When the proposal was last discussed in 2011, the government’s official position was that the proposal ran against the subsidiarity principle of the EU,\textsuperscript{1120} and hence it did not support the proposal.

**Global solutions**

The new government recognises capital flight and tax dodging as obstacles for global development. Tax revenues and combating illicit financial flows are both crucial for increasing resource mobilisation for sustainable development and are considered as key issues in the Financing for Development negotiations, according to the Development and Cooperation Minister Isabella Lövin.\textsuperscript{1121} However, the Swedish government unfortunately does not support the establishment of an intergovernmental body on taxation under the UN.\textsuperscript{1122} Instead, the government underlines the importance of developing countries participating in BEPS, which, according to the government, needs to be further strengthened. Officials state that the BEPS process has already proved effective with concrete results based on the priorities from developing countries.\textsuperscript{1123}

The Swedish Foreign Ministry has requested that each ministry should establish an action plan for Policy for Coherence, including the Ministry of Finance.\textsuperscript{1124} The MoF will include targets on its work against tax dodging in the action plan but no draft has been made public so far. The government will consult with civil society and findings will be presented during spring 2016.\textsuperscript{1125}

Sweden also provides technical assistance for developing countries, primarily in the areas of tax administration strategies, legal drafting and advice, tax policy adoptions, tax administration implementation as well as training and knowledge management. The Swedish National Tax Board budget for 2014 was €2,451,000 for both domestic and international taxation. Currently, Sweden provides this assistance to Kenya, Moldova, Kosovo and Botswana.\textsuperscript{1126}

The new government does not plan to conduct spillover assessments of how existing tax treaties impact developing countries.\textsuperscript{1127}

**Conclusion**

While Sweden’s new government has frequently highlighted the need for stemming tax dodging, including in developing countries, its actions so far are not always in line with the rhetoric. A new initiative to strengthen policy coherence for development in the ministries is welcomed. However, with the lack of support for a global tax body, the unwillingness to conduct a spillover analysis of its tax treaties, and its preference for confidential country by country reporting, the new Swedish government is not off to a good start when it comes to supporting developing countries on taxation matters.

The aftermath of LuxLeaks has not only given tax dodging and corporate transparency a bigger place in the Swedish media but also seems to have created a wider understanding among Swedish companies of the need to incorporate tax as part of their CSR policy. Money laundering scandals involving two of Sweden’s major banks indicates the need for strong AML rules in Sweden. The government is in the planning stages of tackling this issue, through the adoption of the EU anti-money laundering directive, but as of yet has not decided whether the public will have access to beneficial ownership information. This is not the only issue where the government is yet to take a firm position. One could argue that the Swedish government either does not have a clear position on a number of tax issues, or that there is a lack of coherence between the government parties or the ministries.
Overview

Tax has often dominated both the political and media agenda in recent years, and 2015 was no exception. This is perhaps not surprising since the UK occupies such a central location in international finance, through both the role of the City of London, and the Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies that are constitutionally linked to the UK. In 2015 a range of issues were in the spotlight including; LuxLeaks, HSBC, Non-Dom status, the Diverted Profits Tax and devolving taxing rights to Scotland and Northern Ireland.

Many more tax issues featured in the May 2015 General Election campaign, where tax was one of the big issues, helped by the Tax Dodging Bill campaign, which saw over 80,000 people and over 20 NGOs and unions call on all parties to show a commitment to improving tax policy. Polling continued to show public dissatisfaction with tax policy, with 85% thinking the election commitments on tax avoidance did not go far enough. While publicly all the focus was on domestic tax issues, all the main parties included specific commitments on ensuring tax policies deliver results in developing countries, a significant change from the previous elections in 2010. And while the UK was one of the countries blocking the creation of a UN tax body at the Financing for Development Conference in Addis Ababa, the development impact of tax does remain higher on the political agenda in the UK than in many EU Member States. The new Conservative Government created their own headlines with their July budget committing to cut corporation tax to 18% by 2020 and to new restrictions on those claiming to be non-domiciled for tax purposes – the so-called ‘non-doms’.

Tax policies

The UK Government has continued to pursue what can at times appear to be a Janus-faced approach. On the one hand promising an increasingly intolerant approach to tax evasion and avoidance, and claiming to lead international cooperation. On the other hand, promising to ensure that the UK is the most competitive tax regime in the G20 through reductions in headline rates and supporting incentives such as the patent box regime. The UK’s aggressive participation in global tax competition has caused some controversy, with a professional tax advisor warning that the UK “upsets governments in the EU and the US who see the UK becoming a tax haven in relative terms.”

The most eye-catching policy from the UK in 2015 was perhaps the Diverted Profits Tax (DPT), or the ‘Google Tax’ as it has been dubbed by many. This tax became effective from April 2015 and imposes a 25% charge on profits that are deemed to have been ‘diverted’ away from the UK by the use of contrived arrangements (e.g. through avoiding a UK taxable presence). Following the UK’s announcement, Australia has introduced its own version of the DPT, with other counties considering similar moves; there is also speculation that the DPT may have influenced Amazon’s decision to alter its structure in the EU.

While this was portrayed as an example of the UK Government taking tough action against tax avoidance, questions still remain on the influence of corporations on UK Government tax policy. A leading tax lawyer, who advised the Government on the Google Tax, publicly stated that, “I don’t think in the last 20 years or so one can say that governments have driven corporation tax policy. It’s the large companies that have driven the direction of corporate tax policy.”

Beyond the DPT, most of the changes in tax policy have centred on either preparing the ground for the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Sharing (BEPS) proposals, or for further devolution of taxing powers to the nations of the United Kingdom.
Following the SwissLeaks revelations there were concerns that, rather than prosecuting non-compliant HSBC Switzerland account holders, Her Majesty’s Revenue Collection (HMRC) encouraged many of the individuals with HSBC accounts to regularise their tax affairs through the Liechtenstein Disclosure Facility.\textsuperscript{1139} As a result, only one prosecution has been brought in the UK, and the revenue yield from the SwissLeaks data has been much lower in the UK than in other countries.\textsuperscript{1140} This was not the only scandal surrounding the SwissLeaks to attract attention in the UK; as HSBC is a UK-headquartered bank there was significant interest in how the bank ended up facilitating such large-scale evasion, including the perhaps inevitable Public Accounts Committee inquiry.\textsuperscript{1141}

Tax rulings

Tax rulings – or ‘clearances’, as they are also referred to in the UK – are obtainable by any business in the UK. These can be under either a statutory or non-statutory basis, as well as being negotiated bilaterally or unilaterally. Statutory clearances are those where legislation clearly states that a clearance can be sought, and includes Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs); non-statutory clearances are cases where there is no specific provision for a clearance, but HMRC is willing to grant one in the interests of ensuring an efficient tax system.\textsuperscript{1142} The UK is one of the leading suppliers of APAs in the EU; for the countries where data is available, only Luxembourg provides more APAs.\textsuperscript{1143} In all cases of clearances, including APAs, the UK Government states that no special treatment is received by the company seeking a clearance; it merely clarifies how the law applies to anyone in the same situation.\textsuperscript{1144}

The impact of other countries’ tax rulings on the UK was clearly an area of concern following the LuxLeaks revelations. More than 120 of the 360 companies detailed in the LuxLeaks files had links to the UK. The revelations also led Parliament’s Public Accounts Committee to reopen their inquiry into the role of large accountancy firms in tax avoidance. It led to the findings that professional services firm PwC was engaged in the “promotion of tax avoidance on an industrial scale” and that the tax industry “cannot be trusted to regulate itself.”\textsuperscript{1145} This led to recommendations that included stricter regulations for tax advisors.\textsuperscript{1146}

Patent box

UK introduced a patent box which took effect in 2013 that offers a tax rate of 10% on profits made from exploiting patented inventions.\textsuperscript{1147} In 2014, the UK was one of the leading defenders of the patent box system when it came under pressure from other EU Member States.\textsuperscript{1148} The UK however managed to ensure the continuation of the system by negotiating an agreement with Germany,\textsuperscript{1149} which later became the basis for an agreement adopted by the G20 and OECD countries in the BEPS negotiations.\textsuperscript{1150} The agreement meant that existing patent box systems can continue business as usual until 2021, after which they have to comply with a new ‘modified nexus’ approach (see section 3.4 on ‘Patent boxes’).

Tax treaties

There appears to be some minor movement to recognise the potential significance of tax treaties to developing countries, as the Department for International Development (DFID) is now consulted annually as part of the HMRC annual consultation exercise, and the HMRC treaty team has a development objective in their strategic plan.\textsuperscript{1151} However, the impact of this remains unclear.

The UK has one of the largest treaty networks in the world, with over 100 tax treaties and tax information exchange agreements in force.\textsuperscript{1152} However, it is still active in negotiating new treaties and protocols with developing countries, including India, Malawi and Senegal, in the current list of negotiation priorities.\textsuperscript{1153} One issue that is likely to receive increasing attention in future negotiations will be the inclusion of binding arbitration clauses. The UK, as part of the G7, has committed to establishing binding arbitration on cross-border tax,\textsuperscript{1154} something that – unless designed well to provide simplicity, transparency and affordability – could place developing countries at a significant disadvantage.\textsuperscript{1155}
Financial and corporate transparency

Public reporting for multinational corporations

The UK implemented the EU requirements on country by country reporting for banks in 2013. The first set of reports was published in 2014. However, as this was before the EC decision that all the information should be made public, there was a difference between banks on the amount of information disclosed. The UK has also been one of the first countries to commit to implementing the OECD BEPS country by country reporting template, with the March 2015 budget creating the legal powers for the Treasury to introduce regulations along these lines. When the commitment was originally announced in the 2014 Autumn Statement, it appeared that the UK was not seeking to impose a threshold on the size of multinational companies that would have to report. However, that position now appears to have changed and the UK will adopt the OECD's high threshold, which would effectively exclude the vast majority of multinational companies from the reporting requirement.

The debate around whether country by country reporting should be made public has continued, and most parties addressed the issue to some degree in their election manifestos. The Conservative Party that formed the Government had a commitment to “consider the case for making this information publicly available on a multilateral basis”, although it is unclear if the EU arena is the ‘multilateral basis’ they would consider acceptable. Beyond the political parties, a survey of FTSE100 companies by Christian Aid found that only a minority of companies state a clear opposition to legislation requiring public country by country reporting. Most companies appear willing to accept such regulations.

Ownership transparency

The UK was the first EU country to pass legislation to require public registers of beneficial owners of companies. Companies will start providing the data and the register will come online in 2016. Being only one of a small handful of EU Member States with plans for public registers of the beneficial owners of companies, the government also provided crucial credence to the idea of the public’s access to this information in the EU negotiations on the Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD) at the end of 2014.

While the UK has been at the forefront on transparency for companies, it has resisted measures to increase the transparency of trusts. During the EU AMLD negotiations, they successfully fought hard to exclude trusts as falling among those structures whose real owners should be centrally registered, let alone made public. Part of the UK defence of its position on trusts appears to be that other EU countries do not fully understand how trusts under UK law operate. It is certainly true that there are many more trusts in the UK and its dependent territories than in the rest of the EU. It is estimated the UK alone was home to close to 200,000 trusts in 2008/2009, with 20,000 of these having corporate trustees. However this dominance of the EU trust market could also imply that the UK may also be seeking to protect UK business by preventing new legislation. There is likely to be continued close attention paid to the UK (and its territories) trust sector. This is not only due to the repeated links to grand-scale corruption and tax evasion in the developing countries, but also as the recent tightening of non-dom rules has led some tax advisors to recommend the users of this tax-saving trick to place their funds in a trust instead.

While the UK’s Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies all agreed to consultations on public registers of companies, at the time of writing, only the Cayman Islands and British Virgin Islands have produced a full response to their consultation, and none of the territories has made any substantial moves towards public registers. Gibraltar will have to apply the EU directive as it is part of the EU, and it is suspected that the Crown Dependencies of Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man may also adopt the EU directive to ensure continued access to the EU market as equivalent regimes. However, the interpretation of ‘legitimate interest’, which is a condition for individuals to get access to the information, appears likely to be very restrictive.

EU solutions

Amidst growing EU scepticism and an upcoming referendum on the UK’s continued membership of the EU, the UK government has provided only lukewarm support for active coordination and harmonisation of tax policies within the EU. Reflecting this stance, immediately after the Commission re-launched its proposal for a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) in June 2015, the Financial Secretary to the Treasury David Gauke shot down the idea, calling it “a proposal still looking for a justification.”
The UK continues to declare tax as a key development issue, and claimed to support tax as a key issue for the Financing for Development (FfD) conference in Addis Ababa. What this meant in practice was less clear, as the UK was one of the key blockers against creating an intergovernmental tax body under the UN, believing that such a body would both duplicate the work of the OECD and reduce the tax sovereignty of the UK. The UK does support capacity building for developing countries either directly or through multilateral institutions in 22 developing countries; and is developing programmes in a further four countries. As part of this capacity-building effort, the UK has created a specialist Developing Country Capacity Building Unit in HMRC. It was also one of the countries behind the Addis Tax Initiative launched in the margins of the FfD conference.

Despite the recommendations from the International Development Committee and the increasing focus from the IMF and others on spill-overs, the UK does not plan to undertake any spill-over analysis. However, it does note that the BEPS project is looking into how spill-overs can be assessed. It is currently not clear if the commitment to policy coherence for development in the Addis Tax Initiative will alter this approach.

All major parties included tax and development commitments in their manifestos for the 2015 General Election, showing the increased importance of the issue (and the impact of the Tax Dodging Bill campaign), and indicating a degree of cross-party unity on the issue, if not necessarily the specific policies to pursue. In addition to a commitment on capacity building, the Conservative Party, which won the election, also committed to “ensure developing countries have full access to global automatic tax information exchange systems,” a stronger commitment than had previously been made. The UK now does appear to support temporary non-reciprocity for developing countries as a way to help integrate them into the international system for the automatic exchange of information, although this may only be as part of pilot projects recommended by the Global Forum Roadmap. The first step in this direction was seen in August with the announcement of a partnership with Ghana to help that country prepare for automatic information exchange.

The UK continues to occupy a central, if somewhat inconsistent, role in international tax. The UK Government appears to be attempting to be simultaneously both one of the loudest advocates for new measures to address tax avoidance and tax and development issues, while also being one of the most aggressive countries in terms of promoting tax competition and blocking the creation of a global tax body to allow developing countries an equal voice. Whether it is possible to maintain such an approach for a sustained period of time is unclear. However, what does seem clear from the developments in 2015 is that the new UK Government intends to try.
Methodology for country rating system

**Category 1 Tax treaties**

This category is based on information from Figure 4 and Table 5 on the average rate of reduction in tax treaties and the total number of tax treaties between 15 EU Member States and developing countries (see section 3.5 on ‘Tax treaties’), as well as on information from the national chapters. As noted in the report, an increasing number of countries are currently introducing anti-abuse clauses in their tax treaties. Although this is positive, these clauses do not address the main concern with tax treaties – namely that treaties are used to lower tax rates in developing countries and reallocate taxing rights from poorer to richer countries. Therefore, the presence of anti-abuse clauses is not used as a determining factor in the rating system outlined below.

**Green:** The government applies the UN Model when negotiating tax treaties with developing countries in order to ensure a fair allocation of taxing rights between the two countries. The average rate reduction on withholding taxes in treaties with developing countries is below 1 percentage point.

**Yellow:** The average rate reduction on withholding taxes in treaties with developing countries is above 1 percentage point. However, the negative impacts of the country’s tax treaty system is relatively limited because the average reduction in percentage points and the number of tax treaties the country has with developing countries are both below average among the countries covered in this report (2.99 percentage points and 41 treaties respectively).

**Red:** The tax treaty system of the country is relatively harmful because the average reduction in percentage points and the number of tax treaties the country has with developing countries are both above the average among the countries covered in this report (2.99 percentage points and 41 treaties respectively).

**Category 2 Ownership transparency**

This category is based on information from the national chapters and Figure 6 on ‘Money-laundering risks in 15 EU countries, 2015’ (see section 3.9 on ‘Hidden ownership of companies and trusts’).

**Green:** The government has announced that it is introducing a public register for beneficial ownership information on companies, and does not allow the establishment of trusts or similar legal structures.

**Yellow:** The government is either undecided or has chosen a problematic middle-way, either by establishing a public register for beneficial owners of companies while at the same time providing opportunities for establishing secret trusts or similar legal structures, or establishing a public register for beneficial owners of trusts but not for companies.

**Red:** The country is a potential money laundering risk, either because the government has rejected the option of establishing public registers of beneficial owners, or because it figures in the top five countries with the highest money laundering risks according to the Basel Institute of Governance’s Anti-Money Laundering Index 2015 (see Figure 6 in section 3.9 on ‘Hidden ownership of companies and trusts’).
Category 3 Public reporting for multinational corporations
This category is based on information from the national chapters.

Green: The government is a champion and has either actively promoted EU decisions on public country by country reporting, or has already gone – or plans to go – further in its national legislation.

Yellow: The government is neutral at the EU level and doesn’t have domestic legislation that stands out. Yellow is also used to categorise counties where the government has a position which is in the middle between positive and negative, as well as countries where the position is unclear.

Red: The government has, or is in the process of, introducing laws that would make country by country reporting confidential, for example by implementing the OECD BEPS outcome. The government furthermore supports the OECD BEPS recommendation of only requiring companies with a turnover of more than €750 million per year to report. Furthermore, the government is actively speaking against public country by country reporting at the EU level.

Category 4 Global solutions
This category is based on information from the national chapters.

Green: The government supports the establishment of an intergovernmental body on tax matters under the auspices of the United Nations, with the aim to ensure that all countries are able to participate on an equal footing in the definition of global tax standards.

Yellow: The position of the government is unclear, or the government has taken a neutral position.

Red: The government is opposed to the establishment of an intergovernmental body on tax matters under the auspices of the UN, and thus not willing to ensure that all countries are able to participate on an equal footing in the definition of global tax standards.

Symbols

Arrows
Show that the country seems to be in the process of moving from one category to another. The colour of the arrow denotes the category being moved towards.

No access sign
Shows that the position of the government is not available to the public, and thus the country has been given a yellow light due to a lack of public information.
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